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Deliberations of the Sixteenth Annual Session of
National Irrigation Congress Well UndeyWay
The Opening Session of the Sixteenth National Irrigation Coyness
..

IMPRESSIVE ADDRESSES
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M SPLENDID MUSIC IKE
NOTABLE OPENING SESSION
Albuquerque's New Convention Hall Packed to the Doors
With Four Thousand Delegates and Spectators Gathered
From All Parts of the Earth to Discuss the Great Problem of
Reclamation o the Waste Places.
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OPENING DAY FORECASTS MEETING
SURE TO PROVE SUCCESSFUL
New Mexico, Through
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President of the Congress and the Representatives of Many
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Veteran workers In the great Held of reclamation of arid lands who have
attended every session of the National Irrigation Congress since the creation
lie c reation
Of the organization My that In all the history of the congress
PRBBIDSNT in i' iSKVKl.T SENT THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE e
no more beautiful and no more impressive opening session than that of
TO TIIK SIXTEENTH NATIONAL IRRIGATION CONGRESS AND TO e
yesterday morrlng In Albuqueniuc's new convention hall which introduced
THE PKnPLL OF N I". W M FX ICO ano ARIZONA;
the sixteenth annual meeting of the congress. To those of us for whom it
SHAM. HAVK A ClIAXCK THIS e
"I K Ai: MOSTLY HOPK THAT
was the Ilrst Irrigation congress session, the opening ceremonies were
o BOTH
WINTI'.K To SHIN BILLS OÓNFBRRIÍÍG STATEHOOD
decidedly impressive, lending a new and broader meaning to this organization
NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA."
o
With which, while we have seen and felt the benefit of Its work, direct and
i
indirect, wo have not heretofore been familiar. To those of us for whom it
was the first session of the congress, it was brought homo that this is
an organization of grave and able men. nation wide in its Inlluence, gathering
together for the working out of the national problem of reclamation of the
waste places, tne nest tnougni me nation nas 10 give.
But all things are likely to be Judged by contrast and the comparisons
made by veterana of the congress between the opening session of yesterday
,
and the opening sessions of the other congresses in other cities could not but
be gratifying to the hard working officers and members of the board of control, and to the people óf 'Albuquerque and New Mexico who have worked
hard and long In preparing for this meeting.
It was tun minutes to eleven o'clock when President Goudy called tht
congress to order, his big voice filling the convention hall and carrying tt
every corner of the galleries where every seat was filled and where several
hundred people were standing. Kvery one of the 3801) seats in the convention hall was occupied and with those who were standing considerably more
than four thousand people were In sound of the president's voice.
The Mexican National band played "The Star Spangled Banner," and
THE CKillGAIlOM CONGRESS.
every' person in the house was standing. The band followed with the Mexican
Wednesday, September lOttl Second DJ
which
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heartv
Into
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great
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it :t 0 a. in.
national anthem and the
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Leader
led
here,
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Nieva tu the platform and in a brief speech, first in Spanish and thenirri-in American Republics, formerly Minister to Argentina, Panama and Colmo- English, decorated the talented director with the official badge of the
btl "irrigations Crcnt program Through
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follow.
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proceedings
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and uudlence together in enthusiastic interest
Address W. M. Wiley of Colorado "Irrigation by Private Enterprise.
S.
The invocation followed, pronounced by llev. Father A. M. Mandalurl,
Sc. a, tary Los Angeles Chamber ol Com
Address Warren 11 Ei.-stJ of the Immaculate Conception church.
Comparative Values of Fuels In Pumping for Irrigation."
n,erce
A Splendid Hendltlon of the Irrigation Ode.
Greeting from Representatives of National Orgtnlfstioi
congress;
Heport of Committee on Credentials.
Then followed the Irrigation Ode. opening event of every
1:30 p. in.
sung yesterday by a chorus of one hundred voices; led by soloists of rare
compliment
paid
ability and directed with marvelous skill. Men who know
Music Mexican National Hand.
the
dap
to yesterday's rendition of the dignified composition when they said that
Addrtss W. W. Fnllrtt. Consulting Engineer. International 1
"Irrigation on Oie Rio Orande."
Irrigation Ode had never been better sung than by the Albuquerque chorus,
ConmlMrion
. .........
"The Birthright Of 111 West.
II Vluvu.M nf Illinois
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although these same men had heard It sung by the great Tabernacle choir
chorus
Cenrge C Anderson of Colorado "Irrigation in Colorado.
of Salt Lake City. One more opportunity will le given to hear Itthis
Address
Is safe to
In the Orutorlo to be presented in convention hall tonight and
Addreis Prof. G. B. P. Smith of Arizona "Water ilesources or Vtti
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Miss
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EXPOSITION

Thousands Cheer Territory s Chief Executive and Management of Great Event as the Hospitality and Welcome of
Albuquerque and the Southwest Are Extended to Visitors
From Near and Far.
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JUDGE BEAMAN TO TALK
ON THE FOREST RESERVES

Aineriean república: Qovernor Curry. Well Known Colorado Man Has
of New Mexico; Jovernor Josepli II.
t's
Decided Views on Mr.
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Strong ?wt
Irrigation I
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SACRED FIRE DANCE
Real NAVAJO INDIAN
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Chief
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ONE OF WORLD'S

At the Exposition. Grounds in front of grandstand at 5:50 o'Clock Thursday Night, Oct. 1.

GREATEST

This dance is the most weird indulged in by any living Indians, and was never before given in
presence of white people. Over ten cords of wood used ip one tire.
the
Great

supervising engineer

String of Reservoirs on
Desert River Will One Day
ha, so tu speak.
Reclaim Two Million Acres,
BUA

The score might indicate that the
In the palm of Ml power to drive tin- big tunnel, which
but it
has been dflvet! ..".ok feet In six game was a little
"TU. llOQMV.lt lani in Mm Salt riv-- r we. ks we start a big force of men was neck and neck up to the last half
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en1500,004
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Grocery Co.
GOOD THINGS

--

EAT

TO

Such as you will need for the
the coming fair.

j

Ready

i

Prepared

!

Foods

-

U

-

Don't waste
home cooking

for your lunches,

X

time staying
your meals,

-

and cake makers

TRAYS, PLATTERS, ETC.

Call and sec our Delicatessen
ami Lunch Goods.
All kinds, at right prices.
HaJlL limn sausage.
Tongue In .Icily. Reef llologna
ami Ring
Kausugv,
Wclncr
Sausage. Chipped Bcid'. Cheese
of all Kinds. Canned Specialties,
Bottled Goods.

RAABE & MAUGER

Hoilcd

'

Come

ENAMELED & TINWARE
Of every description:
Food choppers, roasters, butcher
and kitchen knives, carvers,
table cutlery, bread

and See the

OUR

BAKERY

oooooooocxxxxxx

Wheels Go Round

SUPERIOR LUMBER & MILL CO.
working overtime, making
quick
for
necessities
the
lunches, etc.
Is

.A.cy

.

.

.

10

T1I0

.
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1

,
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Clothes that MaKe
Albuquerque Famous
carried

in

CLOTHING has proven to be the best ready to wear merchandise ever
this city. It fits and wears better than the suits made by the average tailor,
BETTER

TRY

ONE.

I

TEST OUR ASSERTION.

HEN YOU WILL

JODOOOOOOOOOOO

afaaaaaetaaaaaaa

Hot Rolls at
5 o'Clock

Albuquerque Lumber Co
WHOLESALE

Every day as always.
We have Just opened another
keg of (hose famous Cernían

Score
innings.
Trinidad
Oiu 206 on i a
Cllfotn
,010 OM OSS o i
Summary Three-bas- e
bus, Kuner!
Two-bas- e
2.
hits, Hale. Stack. Cor-haKramer. First on balls, off
Barngrowcr ,'i: oft' Harmon fi. Li lt
on bases. Trinidad
?,.
10: Clifton
siriiek out, by Harmon 14. Passed
balls, orendorff 2. Doub'e plays.
s
and Kuner, Hit by pitcher, Dickinson. Allen. Uulk, Barngrowcr. Time
of gafe :';n.
Tin- first game of the college tournament will be played this morning
between the team from the University
of New Mexico and the I'uited States
Indian school, both teams from this
city. Th,. game will commence at
!' o'clock.

i

a

Dill Pickles

JUST OPENED

2 for 5c

Hotel Montezuma

and large ones, at that

'New Building, New Furniture, Steam Heat, good Large
Rooms, all First Class. Corner Copper and Third.

The Jaffa Grocery Co.
Tilings

Good

to

I

AND RETAIL LUMBER.

Glass, Cement, Wall Paper and Rex Flintkote Roofing.
Albuquerque, New Mextce
North First Street.

:

Z5he
H

Manufacturers ot Sash, Doors, Mouldings, etc.
DEAliliKS IN LUM&BR, LATII AM) SHINGLES.
WHOLE SAIjE GLASS.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Under the Viaduct.

i

i

STEIN-BLOC-

kinds of Cakes, Pies,
Coffee Cakes, Cookies,
Bread, Rolls, etc.

niiiiiiiiiiiii

All

11

CLIFTON BOYS LOSE

17 N. First

115-- 1

L.

Jit.

Mall Orders Filled Same Day us

Gradi, Prop.

Phone No. 1029

Received.

n,

Am-bro-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

-

Albuquerque, N. M.
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

,
Foley's Orino Laxative is a new
an Improvement on the laxatives
of former years, as it does not gripe
or nauseate and Is pleasant to take. It
Is guaranteed.
Sold by J. H. ÜT.Ielly
rem-ady-

Nobby Brown
Worsted Suits for
Young Men Just in

Co.

RECEPTION

$25.00

All

l.adlcs Here Willi Delegates To
Congress Urged To Attend
Club Function This
Afternoon.
Coni-mercl-

Just

in,

Have

You Seen It?

--

I

pi

Full Dress

jnssjsjssaOf

aW0fTll

MpWgggMgssjj

Suits
Sale or Rent

E.L. WASHBURN CO
1

1

9 West Gold Avenue

Hanking house and fixture
$3.13, 937. r,0
Government bonds
X66.596.82
Cash and exchange
Casli resources

For the Information and guidance
of the wives and daughters of the
delegates to tin- Irrigation congress.
It Is announced that the reception t
at the Commercial club this
be glv.-by the ladles'
reception
afternoon
committee of the irrigation congress,
or who have accompanied tbt. gen- II. men delegates here, ale extended
a cardial Invltutlon to attend the reception. Which will be held in the club
from 4 to S o'clock thl evening. The
ladles having the affair In charge
have been at work for many days
and
computing the arrangements,
those who attend are assured a pleasant afternoon.
VEHICLES.
i a niMii a n r
Honey
of
Fol.v's
Millions of bottles
and Tar have been sold without any
person ever having experienced any
other than beneficial results from Its
use for coughs, colds and lung trouble. Thin In because tne genuine Foni..
ley' Honey and Tar In the yellow
or
other
oplstes
no
package contains
harmful drugs. Guard your health by
refusing sny but the genuine. Sold by
J. H. O'itielly Co.

Stetson Hats $4 to
$6.00,

For

$

Loaim and discounts
Bonds, securities etc

1

22 South Second Street

TltY THE FASHION CAFE.

FIT RATE OX
I XDF.UWOOI fYVKW MTBH8.
lALUV- TYI'EWIUTKK EXCtlANGF..

i

,6 2 2 .7

.1

r..S 2

4!),ns6.s:i
39. 970. SO

Capital
Surplus and profit
Circulating note
Dcpofits

S

200.000.00
53.562 85
200,000.00
2.458,764.42

1,200, 534. 32

Total

$2,912,327.27

Officers
IOSHUA H. itAYNOLDS, President.
FRANK MiKKE, Canhier
II S riCKAUD, Ass't Cashier.

A. B. McMILLKN,

M. W. l'l.oritNuY,
R. A. FROHT, Aw'l

H. F. ItAYNOLDS,

vice President.
Cashier.
Director.

Director.

SEE OUR LARGE STOCK
HARNESS, SADD LES, FARM MACHINERY

H.

y 'ifc
Lam

4t
''4

THE goods
RIGHT DEAL Foil

WE HAVE

1

.912.327.27

Total

Stetson Full Dress
Shoes, $6,00

Liabilities

Resources

NOT AN

INVITATION AFFAIR

The New Automobile
Coat is

Statement of Condition at Close of Business Sept. 23 1908

and
vol

XUE

J. KORBER &

CO. 212 North Second St.

i
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GARDEN CITY CROWD

SEPTEMBER

30, 1908.

GO TO BELEN, NEW MEXICO

WOK

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.

FOR PUEBLO

relen

is

soitii of albcqce rql'e.

milks

thirty-on- e

new mexico, on

the

Located on the Belen

of the A. T. & S. F. Railway

Cut-Of- f

main line of the santa fe systesi leading east and west from chicago. kansas city and galveston
to Ian kwcisco and old mexioo.
i

KANSAS BOOSTERS IN
TOWN THIRTY STRONG

THE BELEN TOWNSITE AND IMPROVEMENT

From Flourishing
Little City at East End of the
Valley
Making
Arkansas
Lots of Noise,

o

man-ageme- nt

Rio

EXPRESS,
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

Delegates

-

WIDE AVENUES AND STREETS
Roller Mills, a Winery, ÜM

Giandc. It has fine shade, trema and a beautiful lake. School Mouses. Churches, a Commercial Club. Mercantile Stores of all classes. Patent
the
kv Motel Helen, with all modern improvements; restaurant. Brick Yard, two Lumber Yarda, etc, etc, etc
LIMITED,
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO
ALL FAST

Melon. New Mexico, Ilea In the valley of

In ii special Pullman
ear. thirty
strong, each wearing a big sunflower!
Fastened on the rout in i. I. a whit
silk streamer hearing these words,
"Garden City Hooptcre." a act of live
nun from thi' pi incipul town in west-- ;
fin Kansas Rrrlwn early this morn-im- !
nnil
soon made its presence
known.
The ("larden ("iy men enme In along
with the Spokane car and all last night
the debaters of the two delegations
argued the respective claims of Spokane and Pueblo, for the Harden ( it.
Boosters are not only boosting- foi
their own live town, and the great
Arkansas valley but for 'Pueblo u
well, ror the honor of the next meeting of the congress, fleports have it.
lhat the (arden City men held their
aim with ihf const bunch.
The Carden City ear was In charge
of c. A, Schneider and R. Fi. Faxon,
t 'iilatter itle editor of tip Carden.
city Dally Telegram, and seefe'tary to
United Stftl s Senator Long 8tf Kansas, it carried twenty men from (larden City and ten from nearby points,
including Lamar. Colorad... it was
well organized, and came to root fot
It is ln;
the whole Arkansas valley,
in Pueblo because that town
is the moat important at the west end
of thi' valley, ami Garden City the.
most Importnat at the east end.!
this, ns Mr. Faxon pointed out!
l!eyon
yesterday, the two towns are cemented together by the rich Kansas-Coloradelectrical project, now building.
Which propeses to build the longest
line of electrical road under one
in the world 3k7 miles, run-- ;
iiing from Canon City. Colorado,
above Pueblo, to Dodge City, Kansas,
Just below Carden City. This mad Is
to be laid with ?
steel, and f or
freight ai well as passenger service.
Coincidental with the construction of
the atectrlc railroad comes tin- con-- i
struction of tliree great power plants,
one nt Canon City, and one at I.a Jun-- '
ta, ('(dorado, and one at (larden City.
Kansas. Work on the latter, Mr. Faxon nays, will begin at once and will be
It will
pushed to completion inpidly
be built on the unit plan, with :,no0
horsepower r v Vcgirlw'lth'. to ire added
to inter .
Ifemd ar m he ' voted in

1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS 25X140 FT.

COMPANY OWNS THE BELEN TO WNSITE

The San la Fe Railway Company has here the
ror eighteen stalls; tracks lo acconinioilule 4.086 car.
THE "IMCI'S or LOTS ARIO LOW; TERMS EASY.

lm-gcs- t

AND

MAIL

terminal yards on Its svst in from Chicago to californio which with an elegant Harvey Eating House, a commodious depot, mall nial exprese eftliv; rnuAdJiouae
The lota offered for ale adjoin the depot grounds and Harvey Eating Mouse; streets graded, tddewulka laid out; shade tracts, eA
CSH; RALVNCE ON NOTE AXD MORTGAGE FROM ONE TO TWO YEARS AT 8 PER CENT INTEREST; T.TLK PERKEOr, WARRANTY REEDS GIVEN

ONE-THIR-

WRITE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, OR OTHER INFORMATIONS

THE BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

President,

JOHN DECKER,

WM. M. BERGER,

Secretary.
MW

Kansas within the next few weeks In
aid of this railroad project, beginning
with the cOUfHy In which (Jardea City
is located on October 1". and grading
for the roaa Ht that place will begin
October ft. Ten miles of grade have
been already completed northwest 01
Pueblo; all grading Into Pueblo will
be completed h. November I, and
trains have to be running by January
i. or a 114,090 forfeit pays the penalty-,
It is this that makes Garden City
so much Interested In the success of
pueblo, and it is no reflection on the
big Colorado town that aspires to the
hQnor of entertaining
the congress
next ye.'ir to say that the (lardea City
Roostera took possession of the Pueblo campaign on their arrival. Every-on- e

how to grow crop

without irrigation,
when the latter Is not practicable. It!
will have the great power plant of the
Kansas-Colorad- o
project, it is the'
higgist. IK st. bet! town
between,
Hutchinson ntid Pueblo. It has an In- ll
over
dustrial club know n
the
west."
Coming here with the (larden City
Boosters, and boosting with them, la!
Supervising Engineer I. W McCon-- j
nell, of the reclamation service,
in
whose district the Garden City project
is located, and Who has charge of tliei
Gunnison project
The (larden City l'.eosters CflmptiMO
the following:
W. M. Klnlaon, C, a. Schneider, R.
H. Faxon, Joseph Shaffer, R, 11. Ad
n
A. : Campkwl, A, J. Wood, I .1
buttonholed delegates, everywhere Cutter, c. I. Van Meier, B. F. stocks,
vas a man sinking the praises of Pu- A. Rf, Downing, J. P. Emery, John
eblo arid the great Arkansas valley, Harpi r, John Rlckaon, J v. Lough,
V
and eacli wore the Kansas sunflow'ei S. V Horner. S c. NlqUette, I.
McConneil, lr. Curso, T. J, Saylor,
an the (larden City Booster badge.
Olrden City si ems to be a live town William Mcintosh, 1.. M, Campbell, T.
from the manner In which it is rep- J, O'Leary, Bay McClave1, a. j. Bpear,
Thomas Curran. S H. Thomas, George
resented.
Buekli n,
"Garden City has a shade under
population." said Mr. Faxon. "Ii
Another setback for Dh Bole.
has a beet sugar factory that cost one
Poise, Idaho, Sent. 29. The suand a quarter million dolar. It has
the government reclamation
project preme court today decided in favor
Hois faction in
known us the Garden City project that of the antl-Dbetween the two factions of
will lie shown by the reclamation people here on thílr slides. Il Is the only the Democratic patty, denying a peprojects tition for a writ of mandate to comotir of all the government
pumping the underflow, Carden City pel the secretary of stale to certify
Il the se.it of the (Jar.b n City nation- to countv clerks the tick, t named by
al foivst reserve, 225,00(1 acres, with the l)u Bids (action at the convention
a supervisor and a force of Held men at Walluce, Idaho.
UnleMkthe Du Hois faction puts an
stationed there, and a nursery growing countless
thousands' .i young independent ticket In the Held, the
trees for next years planting. It lias Mormon question will ni t be an Isa pumping plant now being built by sue in this campaign,
the. t'nlted States Sugar and Land
company, to cost a quarter of a milonit WORK OF iiAVNDERTNtf
LADIES'
Kill Iff
COLLARS.
lion, closely patterned alter the gov- - ON
Dt'CU
AND
SKIRTS
ertum nt project, it has a government- - WAISTS.
IS UNSURPASSED. IMPEMate Joint dry
farming experiment SCITS
RIAL LAUNDRY. D At It OP POST- Walton, that Is teaching the farmer.-- '
.

u

t

-

nun miembíe.

m ii
for

we E
Dr, W, J, McGee,

in

L BALL

i

accuse Democrats of being r spon,
sible for panics.
The resolutions adopted are largely
affirmation 0Í the national Demo-

ASSAYER8.
W.

cratic 'datform.

JENKS
Aaaeyer.

PROFESSIONAL

GARDS

Mining and Metallurgical Engineer.
(09 West Krult avenue. Postoffle lifts
173, or at office of F. If KenL
1
3 South Third street.

civic EN;iNEJh:ita

ATTORNEYS.
Attend Big
PITT ROSS
JOHN W. WILSON
County Surveyor.
Masked Function on Last
Aitornay at Law
Attorney before i?. S. Land DepartMade. New Stute Nutlonal
ment. Land Scrip for sale. Civil
Day Should Secure Costumes Collections
Bank B14g., Albuquerque. N. M.
engineering.

Charge of Persons Who

Far Reaching' Investigation,
to Address the Congress.

Will

It, W. D. BRYAN

Attorney at Law
Dr. W j. MeGée, of Washington,
The management of the territorial Office In First National Bank bulldln
s. retary (.r the
Albuquerque. N. M.
inland Waterways fair and exposition recomtni ad that
commission, was among the distin- o II persons who plan to attend the big JNO. A. WHITE
Attorney-at-Laguished visitors who arrived yester-day- , carnival ball a week from Saturday
Busln.'ss Promptly Attended to.
Dr. .Mi.Cec will deliver an ad- njght should take ttWte by the forelock
Room 11, Cromwell Block.
dress bet'. re the Irrigation congrega and a totiee sec about securing their
Albuquerque, N. ii.
on Friday on th subject "The
i fancy
costumes and masks for the
Movement of Waters in Senil-Ari- d function. Which ii to be held in
PHYSICIANS AND SURTiEAlNS,
llegions."
ball and which will be by nil DR. BAKES
The commission, of which Dr. Mr. (aids the most brilliant and bizarre
Practise limited to dleeaeee of the eye
(See is the secretary, is charged with
vein ever held In Albuquerque,
p m.
a. in..
Hours:
extent, cover
a work Of fat
The gr. at flOOr will be reserved en- Boom s, B.arnett Bldg.
ing a wider field and in many wayajtlrels for the maakefs. and the gal
a more important field than any other leries for visitors, and the hall Is to DBS. SHADRACH & TtrLL
Practice Limited
now being considered by the men who' be on such a grand scale that
the
Eye, Ear. Nose and Throat
are leading the great movement for board of control hikes occasion to
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa Fa Coast
the conservation of natural resources make this announcement betimes,
Office State National Bank
Lines.
The commission as appointed by the
Building. Hours: 9 to It a. m.. I: JO
president to convey to congress all
Buy your Hlnnkets and Comforters
to I pL in.
Information cone, sntng inland water- - nt Albcn ruber's and keen warm DA. SOLOMON L. Hi:UTON
'
.,
ways Of the United State
both with
ebltta nights,
Physielan and surgeon.
regard to navigation and irrteatlon,!
10 South Walter St.
Office
and he relation of both with tb- - fr-- ,
Phong No. loso.
DeMOratk ElftftQfl.
. vts.
i he
fleld "t tins eontmiMloa'a
,rr.
.
Albuquerque, N. M.
x , Bept ,,,. .,.,. n,.m.
i iiMUfur.- v..(, (1.1..'- in
toda)
ncralic
W.
convention
here
M.
slate
M.
8HERIDAN.
wat. r supply of the nation and la a
nominated twelve presidential eloc- - Bomoepathle, Phyalolan and Surgeon.
wurk of tremendous proportion. Or
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nomination.
Practice
am préparud to. eat weeds on
Limited to Tuberculosis.
short notice. VV. F. BiWwbe, M New charged the ttepublienn party with
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 4.
no longer having an Opportunity Id
York avenue.
rtonma M, !) 10. State Nat. Malik Ptdg.
(

Nal-uta-

j

n

j

liiJ?3t

Central.
WILLIAM II. nKÜRÍOK
LT. S. Deputy
Minera! Sur.tyor,
Hydraulic and Qenaral Engineering.

-

Intlal

New

Socorro,

Mexico.

DENTISTS.
KRAFT
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms S'S, Barnett building. Phone
"44. Appnlntmenf.s tnadft by mall.
DR. J.

I

11.

IS.

cil a"mTiK

It LI Ñ7Tr

D. S.- --

Dentist.
Oldest oalablhthed otiice In tha city.
Of Hoc in Cromwell Block, (Corner
Second nnd Oold avenue.
Albuquerque, N. M.
clÍAfT A.LLÉTt
t
Dentlat.
Room 14 N. T. Armtjo Dtdg.
Phones 89 and 1025. Albuquerque,
New Mexico,

tu.

T

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

Engagements Made bv Mall.
HOMEOPATH&
H

L. HUST

Rooms

Physician and Surgeon
6 and 8. N. T. Armljo
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.

DHS. BRONSON

build-

& BRONSON

Homeopathic
Physicians and Surgeons.
Over Vann'i Drug Slore. Phones: Office 628; residence, 1069. Albuquer-qu- e,
N. M.
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Hilt Mark staiuU for

COMPARE PRICE AND
QUALITY.

THE ECONOMIST STRIVES
To do the right thing ut th. light
time, In the right way: to do some
tilings better than they Were ever
done hefore; to avoid errors! to con
ider both sides Of the question: to
be courteous; to antlicpate requlre- ments, t.i act from reason, rather
than rule,
.
.i

ALBUQVBPQUBS EXCLUSIVE DRY QOODS fcOUSE.

YOU'LL BUY HERE.

f

ECO MOM IS 1

T.'HE

VISIT OTHER STORES.
THEN COME HERE.

fids Mark Stands for

RY GOODS, M .ilJNEItT AXD WOMU3H1
PHOInE ORDLKS E'Ll.EO PROMPTLY.

Mdse. of lutegrtfy.

REABT-TO-WEA-

CXCLl'8fVSLl.
IXED 1110MPTLT.

GARMENTS

R

MAIL ORDERS K

Mdse. ol Integrity.
I

iy
t
t

Style Study at

Welcome to Our Visitors

X

We extend to all visitors a cordial Invitation to mnke our store their
headquarters while in the city, und to ttike advantage of the manifold
conveniences arranged for our patrons' comfort. Tog will find a rest room,
writing desk and telephone for your convenience.
Ask for a postal card showing pictures of the various departments;
atoo, Of our building.

X

They

are Free. Send Some to Your Friends.
The

accomeeny-iB- g

cut
illustrates
one of the new

1

M

downs and

Mel
H it.

Economist

ycu Are Xifelcome
T5he

Fashionable Wraps for Street and Opera
Long
season,

g
tailored coats for street wear have (he call this
styles. .i selected cloths and French broadcloth, from sis.no to i.'.n.nu.
The new evening wraps are shown in cape and stoic effects; some have the
Rowing CAFe sh eves.
Made of chiflen, broadi !oth, silk or satin.
The former
trimmed with gill buttons, in military effect From 17. ."n io ;.--. no.
tight-fittin-

DESCRIPTION OP
DIRECTOIRK

t1

(.on.

The

illusttation
one of the
n c u
Direetoire
low ns.
of Liberty
Satin. In pule amethyst, yoke und collar of Point (laze
Lace, wuist trimmed
emwllli
richly
Persian
broidered
bands. This is the
original
Dlrectoitv
shows

1
1

iI

h
magnifimodel
cent production. The

price is 87.MI.
Dtpeetolre
Other
Qewhl - In fawn,
rose,
old
apricot.
llglit bhl
and tn-- k
from tie. up
10 lib", each.

smart

SHOWING OF BILKS AND DRESS GOODS,
Bhowtng t in ceiicd in An dig,
It will pay every woman who admins fabric beauty and art to visit the department and view this comprehensive collection of new Silks and Wool Dress
QOOilS, Naturally every woman of this class desires to see the newest In fall styles
ami it is here In groat variety, aggregating a splendid assortment of new weaves
and the moderate prices are as Interesting us the fabrics. No better assortment
will be shown and there Is nn advantage In seeming first choice. This display
is a siep in advance of all the Üeonomtst'i former efforts In the brond range of
weaves, the assortment of colors und the exceptional judgment exercised in seEARLY

At

I I

HAT,

this figure is
of the
new Direotolre iiais
Preach fall shape,
On

'shown one

lections.
nn gadlesa variety of colors, styles and wcuvea Prices
silks for nil occasions In
-,
.M Up to Sil.tll) pa yard.
to suit all Mo, ai.OO, It, .'.-

l
TAILOR 8LTTING8.
wool. OHMS QOODS
In nl! the natty effects and styles, .it Hl.mi, MM, $ÍM. 2.00 'and 2.50 per yard.
d
WEAVES
Cheverons, Hairline.
stripes. Van Dykes, Prunellas,
Satin M'rlpe, Diagonals, Shadow ami Corded Taffetas, Tailor Worsteds in cheeks
und stripes. Batiste, Pauumns and Voiles.
PLAID WOOLS- Vast range of combinations. Prices 8V. It, $1.25 and I1.IMI.

--

with

der

Mgypflatl borof black satin

gild velvet, trimmed
with
chiffon and
P

I

u in

.

crow n

;

t re. mu r
S8.VCII.

(tiler

lints,

IBULtO

JVetv

prli
up.

Jtyte .Skirts

around
chiffon

Price

Dlrcctolre
efl from

We are showing Intest styli s In pleated, gored nnd shealh skirts of voile,
broadclothi panrfroa, taffeta ami satin some modifiid in eat, otbere in originui
2II.."0.
models, from gS.OO up I

MS.

A.

a

A: a.

a'

a a

al.A

a a

a

a a

a

Á.

a a a

AM.

MN

Two-Tone-

DinEfTOIRE

Strangers in the City
will find abundant Interest in this large and unique store
There are
Rest and Heading Rooms ut your SOTvlce, and We check your parcels or
hand luggage without any clinige or obligation, no one Is Importuned to
buy. All the courtesy that we can extend is IVeely yours
Ask questions
and feel ni home anywhere m the big store.

The le w leaeon'a radical style changes have i rented much Inquiry on the part
of those who are ready to plan the lo w gowe. or select the various accessories,
and we beg to remind all arho aeeh reliable und satisfactory information upon
these points ytat the Question "WHAT is i tsinoN IHLE?" is decisively answered In The Economist's grand aggregation of new stocks for Autuins nnd Winter wear.
Ii is the Management's H'ish That Von Make Ibis Store 1'our ('otivcnieBce as wdi
lis Tour shopping I'lai c.

Lupin's uak1

tl-tnc- h,

Stylish

Millinery
A Grand Exhibit.
The Economist's sumptuous
gathering of Autumn Millinery
win be seen in completeness,
mid it will Include everything
developed
Haw thai has been
this ana sou.
No past season has been so
productive of hat models which
in their richness of adornment,
beauty of design and extreme
Splendor of color and contrast
seem to have struck the highest
note of refined elegance.

The, best lhat Pails hag to
give is Here, and even more ln-exquisite
are the
resting
ti

MAOIflPICENT SUOWING or
NEW LAI Es WD DRE(4S TRIMMINGS.
DIKl XT IMPORTATIONS POR THE PALL MEARON.
.t i.e. In this
This unegualled gathering now reflect the world's choicest
line of art. No other western store's represanlaUves search i..n m. markets so
extensively snd dlligenlly an does The Economist's enthuslustii and expert buyer
of these goods.
VARIETIES AND RPPBCTS ARE BNDLE88 AND DBHCRIPTION IMT'OS-S- l
111,10.
Hundreds of beautiful productions shown here will not be shown elsewhere in the city, as our buyer irehl t" niimy sourn s of supply outside the usual
chañadla
We greatly desire that all the ladb s of this city and tributary communities
visit these departan nis. Dainty art and gorgeous richness combine to malte Ibem
Just now probably the must fascinating lo w oiniinkind of any In the big stoi.

m. s

s s s

at t t

É

4 A á .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

conceptions ami

American

Our skilled d signer and milliners successfully Vie with the
most eminent In America ami
somen who discriminate most
carefully will Und our service
pleasing nnd satisfactory.
The hrt.id variety of styles
may be imagined when we qOote
A RANGE
OF PRICBH VARYING FROM

$3.IW1

lo g KM).

Latest Conceits in JVecKjtvear

Kveryihlng you could deslrn or fashion dictate, will bo found
assortment of neck llxlngs.

BLACK FRENCH VOILE 8P1XTAL.
$1.25 quality; spiokil, 08c.

In

our

REAL HUSH LACE NKt KWI Alt Is h, highest fnvor with the most fashionable dr. se. rs in New York. W'e show n large assortment of stylei In collars,
bows, rg bats and Jabots at very reasonable prices.
M.W gCARPH In chiffon, liberty silk, lace and crepe. $3.00 to 17.00 rorh.
Such B bewildering array of beautiful conceits that almost baffles deacrlp-tlon- .
Chenille dotted and velvet striped effects are among the newest Ideas.

Ghe Jietv GloOes

Jlre

Here

Trepusne French Kid
receipt of pur fall shipment of
Glove. The- - come in nil the wanted shades of brown. Uu, mode, gri en pnd
I
X
.Mi
wine, also white and black
quality,
of
Price
this
Kid Olove come with contrasting embroidery
Illicit novelty In
on the mm; also, with cuff of a contrasting shade Exclusive styles, .7. Ml.
tan, brown, green,
red, green
Late style in ahort siren gloves
gl.M lo IS.Ofl u pair.
and gray--froWe are

in

m

.

t
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ALBUQUERQUE

A Group of Distinguished Foreigners Attending the Irrigation Congress

30, 1908.

SEPTEMBER

MORNING JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY,

fjRlll!ftNI SOCIAL

Tailor Made

EVEH1S LAST

Clothes
"Down to the Minute"
Reception in Honor of Foreign
Delegates and Charity

Those

Keep

Search of

in

Di- -'

The Famous

version Busy,

A. E. Anderson & Co.
Suits and Overcoats
$18.00 to $45.00
Handled Exclusively

Two brilliant rodal events marked
th,. first
evening of the irrigation
congrega session.
The reception to

Phótfl

bj Humphries

Morning

WalP

JOun

igrapncr.

Rhoti

BtMI

Heading from Iríi in rilii Scnor Kalonier.
dm: ,
McOtM-cfrom Germany; Señor Kllas. nf Mexico; in
Xitcainuii, oí
nuil: lr. Bada n. - ol Brasil: Dr.

.

n

,

M'm

i

foreign delegates In Convention bail
.vas a notable affair.
In line with
the long list of foreign representatives were Governor Curry and staff.
General Bell, General Thomas and
aide, and the officers Of the Twenty-flre- t
Infantry, the officers of the Irrigation congress, Mayor Felix H.
Lester, officers of the hoard of control and a number of prominent
visitors. Dr. B, McQueen Cray, undirection the reception
der whose
was arranged and conducted, man-Iga- d
arduous office
his s0mcwh.1t
with great success, and for several
hours de legatee and visitors. Albu
querque people by scores filled the
ball, the floor having been cleared
for the occasion. President Itipley,
Of the Santa Fe. H. 1'. MUdge, of the
Kock Island; l'nul
Morton, of the
Skiultable Life Insurance company,.
and a long list of prominent railroad
men who are the gtteitg of Mr. Ripley and Mr. Mudffe, were among those
who called to pny their respects to
the delegates from other nations.
The Chfttity hnll In Bfksi' ballroom,
was equally successful. The ladles of!
the Benevolent society, who managed
the affair had disposed of an Incredi- hie number of tickets, and the attend-anc- g
was large. The music was ex- ceptionally good, and all arrange-- !
menta for the hall w ere admirably
carried out.

'

il my: O.
Ooatliuiscn, oí Cape Colony; Uetr Plehu, consol al Denver
Ihu mi.iii. ni
lIC
ray, clialraia n of the rommlttec of foreign repreaen tallón : Sesgar Cario Comancbo, of
un nuil'. n presenting Mu- Italian government; Honor Jone Maria Garda of chihuahua

ilected 'honorary
In
been dersoh was
engaged especially in Immigration president from Minóla.
and iiliiiixiil'im work for a number
llajwtoa Boom Grows.
of yearn, having ht d charge of the
The boom fur George 11. Barstow,
i. il enlate department of his newspa-t- i
the congreae, td
Mr, CrlswoltVs knowledge ot the for president of
considerably
last night, aev
vñnced
M
strong
very
the
thorough
and
West
g
argument is being made for hint thai eral "f Hie .staio delegations
to aopporl him. Thus far no
secretary from Illithi election of
candidate fur the office baa
nois would i"- specially advantageous othci
promlnlswtlj
referred i among
VVeat
In
been
the
so
much
irini e li
o"i
that Information about the Weal if the delegan s.
needed, as In Mía Central itatea and
the W' st whence come the then Hto
an building horneé in the semUarlfl
Itecord-Herai-

ü-.i-

i

and

d,

hsa

I

I

ILLINOIS IS OUI WITH

A

i

deter-mlnln-

CANDIDATE FOR SECRETARY

I

One of the
F. H. Griswold. of the Chicago Record-HeralWidely Known Newspaper Men of the Middle West. Urged
by His Friends for the Office.
d.

--

PERMANENT

WANTS

t

Mr. urina
in in. his
aca.
newapanei
iiimr
and ills high itandlng in his p rotes-fo- r
man
the
Allniqucr- - ... mi. make him an Ideal
the presidency delegates began t arrive
while the matt.
ci etaryshlp if the congreea, and the
que, ivai formally launched last night rapidity with which his name apread
in hm irrigation oongresa tor 1 96t
the
left in abeyaac
ai a caucua of the Illinois delegation, among the i legates last night Indi
buslnesn, v. in n he wga unanimously endonad cajea thai hi win have a lung lead
action ot more
Announcement of in the erehi that there is ;i conteirt
the secretaryship, one ni tilo lined for the position.
spread for tiiiit offlt
Important office of th congreae, the action uf Ibis cáucu
The tlUnbla deli gation elected ' a
luu come Into proralm nee thus early rapidly, and before the evening was
ttirouKh the Bctivitv of a ollg list of far advanced, the delegates from a Smith. Of the I'm k island railroad
supporters of f. h. Qriawold. of Illi- doa o atatea had fallen into line foe chairman of the delegation, Robert
Mr. Qriawold
nois, who is being urged foi election the Chicago man.
K. Wtoon, of the Santa P"e, member
Mr. Griawold'a boom one of the must widely known news-Dllf the ennmilttee on resolutions, and
to thnt office.
He m.i
In Hie Middle Weal
r ir.i-Baaa, to the committee .111 per- while It has
for the secretary-hip- .
in inliei of the tal'l if tie Chi- - manent organisation, while D. H. An
been growing rapidly ever situs tiwiu
tg

j
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ai Eventa.

Mayor Felix H. Lester entertained
a large party at dinner last niKht, in- cludlng officers of the Iriigntlon con-- 1
greaa, nu mbers of the foreign delega- tlon, and a number of other promi- nent guests of Albuqucriiue.
Director John Barrett, of tin- bu- nan of American república, will entertain at dinner at the Alvarado ho-- i
tel tonight, In honor of the foreign
delegates attending the Irrigation
ongress.

in!

LOCAL AND PERSONAL.

rl.AIM

forecast.
Movement to Establish PermaWashington, Sept. 2.
nent He'áckiiiarteis and Con- and Arizona -- Fair YV.
Thursday,
duct Steady Work Gaining
(unk r, a
W. It.
Strength' With Deletes,

el

THE

i

Las

attorney li in tie- city.
chris '. Oreen, of Tronc, N. M
sterday to remain III- arrived hen
definitely.
J. ii. .Miller, registrar of the New
Mexico Agricultural college. Is in the
ity for a short stay.
filarles W, (i. Ward, district attorney of San Miguel county Is in
A.lbUQ.uerqUe
for a stay uf several

SALT RIVER
VALLEY

.

Site of the Roosevelt Dam and diversion canal. Probably the
Built
most spectacular of the various rjovemment projccls.
for business with plenty of it in sight.
The valley, a part oí it. has been u(e- cultivation for years.
Under primitive methods, and others farther advanced, development was remarkably rapid and comfortable fortunes have
been the result.
-
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Hlaaenbt. (ilendah ami
at ntvariM nocuplctl,
Hie- - in the valle) are xtorili Mfing on llila trip of onr
ImcMig. I'le-mtllllel
le.. mid en 'ule top Hi Ikcri-eoi-
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(.rami

UnrOtl.

Round Trip Tickets

Phoenix, $23.45
Phoenix, via Grand Canyon, $29.95
Prescott, $18.95
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EIGHT CANDIDATES
'
PRACTICE DENTISTRY
.

lelen

DcMfiptlvr lllertfusv, informa- or nt liil'oi inailon I'm. oil. ( cat In I gfOMU

lo III, Im'SBMte,
SUfSNi

alb

iMr.iuc, ni

.'ii-

.In Motel.

T. E. Purdy, Agent

st

con-grea-

on ynaUOca- re rrtiorial Board pssm
linns ni pplhnnl-- .

Bight candidates for a license to
practice dentistry In the territory np-a re, before the New Mexico Dental
Examining board yesterday and wen
subjected to a severe w ritten i xamln-BtloToilav they will be given an
opportunity to demonstrate their efficiency in practical work, a clinic will
be hell at n o'clock this morning In
Dr. 10. J. Algi i 'k qfflcO, nt which the
candidates will perform various denAn Opportunity Is oftal operations
fered tn perMbs requiring dental services to nbtnln the tame without
bargi hj nuiklng application at
o'clock tbl- - morning In Dr. Ais rV
are
The following
'oig mm
J. S. Sullitaking the exumlnatlon:
van, c C ('lark. K. J. Oudypr, C. F.
Pelmigv ir Orsham. B, B. Braodle,
s,

ft

k

Vim

Hunt. Muy BOSUt

The examining board Is COSgppd
of in-- m. 3 Moran, of Panting;
I. B. Frvuie, of Carlsbad: Dr. F B.
Olnty. of Las Vegas, and Dr. K. J.
Alger, of thla city.
,

ir

c

days.
Mrs. i' 11. Twist has returned to
AibUqUerqUe from a visit of several
weeks with friends In the Northern

states.
Hark

Thompson,

district

attorney

of I lona Ana county, was among tll,
Mesilla valley people who arrived yes-

terday.

Territorial Superintendent of Schools
Janu s B. Clark has arrived in tin
to remain several days during tin; ex- posltlon.
Frederick Wletser, manager of the
American Beet Sugar Company, will
arrive in the city today to Tiniain
during the congress.
William A. MUllgne and W. O.
Woerner, prominent citizens of Carlsbad, arc in the city to attend, the
Mrs. W. K. I.ogan. of Fort WoYin,
Is In the city, the guest of her
daughter, Mrs. John I'owkr, of r.ll

Tcxa,

South High street.

Frank
S

COUnty,

f

ot the firm of ,
Sons. of liuadalupe
con- Is here to attend the
D. Crespln,

Cresnin

Reynolds

& Loken

119 South Second St.

V

grei
Tln re will be a meeting of the
south,
Methodist Bpiaoopal chgrch,
tomorrow evening at 7:I!0 o'clock. All
members are requested to be present.
Col. James Tracy, president of the
Luna COUttty fair association. Is in the
city to obtain a few pointers from tho
Irrigation congress, to which he Is a

delegate.
Mrs. A. Z. Cruise and sister, Miss
Spanow. of Kansas Clly, arrived on
the limited yctterday and will be the
guests of Mrs M. W. I'lournoy dur.
ing the congress and fair.
Dr. and Mrs. Flnlny, ncc mp.'inlcd
bj M. rritt Flnlny and wife of Iloe-- 1
will, are here during the
of A. A. Trimble. of North
the gm-stAmo street.
Victoriano Vnldez, pastor or the
I'resbyterlan church at Los ltanchos
dc Taos, accompanied by Mrs. Vntdcz,
Is vlelting the latter's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Francisco I'orrn. of 205
South Mrondway.
Dr. Luther Fosti r and Dr. W. B
Oarrbon. heads of the New Mexico
colluge.
are hrre in
Agricultural
barge of the Cadete from that Institution.
I
Arthur Middbtun, who Is to sing in
"Tht1 Ooldeti Legend" tonight at the
convention hall, has a splendid bas.sn
voice,
which in "The Toreador" I
Mild to be about the most magnificent
thing, vocally speaking, Albuqui rque-an- a
will hear In a long tiun
Hclplo OMR editor of tho (Ttro-grnppublbihiMl nt Medianil--- , Cal., if
In the city tn attend the Ifrlgntloi.
congress. The piexont eongrea la thr
s

i

h,

i

COLI.EGIATi:

Tucson, Arizona
in the

Santa Cruz Valley
The Most Irrigable County on Earth
wants the
j

jonre

frriation
in
1910-1910-1- 910

Write Chamber of Commerce for Books
and Pamphlets.
thirteenth consecutive meeting

Vegas

a movement which is gaining considerable strength among the dele
'gates to the flVlgatlon congress and
which has been quietly discussed for
sunn time past atUOttg the leaders of
the work of the congrega, has for its
object tin- eatabUshment of pelota
nent headquarters uf tii' congress,
the employment of a secretary to con-duthe headquarters, and to Cart)
.nit systematic investigation into re- e tarnation n urk ami fields where reclamation may brpve profitable for
the nation. The plan is a large one,
Inn it is believed that It could be
made not only successful, hut of vnst
value in the work of tin- congress,
America.
nnd to leml-ari- d
"i have given some consideration
to llils plan," said lion. II. A. Jastro,
if Bakersfleld, Calif., yesterday," and
lit seems tu un- to be nut nnl.v pracInn worthy of careful con- tical.!.
stderatlon, Rlgnl how, w ith a view to
actlour"
Mr. .lastro who is prcglden! of the
National l.intock assnciatlou, and
whose knowledge ot the workings of
large orgiinizations like the Irrigation
thorough, believes the
cOngreaa, is
work to be dune through a permanent headquarters would be inns; effective.
The congress, in this way," he
said, would be able to carry on
a
'gallon, make rejiorts to the
and generally pave the way for
Inti Itigent aotlou and affective work
Upon many matters In which as now
BOH dUC ted any action must he IndefinThe work to
ite and unsatisfactory.
he done by this plan would be most
uaeful In forming public sentiment,
and in the campaign of education
which must still be carried on If we
are to enlarge and make most useful
the large program of cnservatlon of
our natural resources."

i

of that
body which Mr. Craig hns attended.
A. J. EJechtman,
of Ban Francisco,
'vice president and treasurer of the
New Mexico Fresno irrigated
Farms company, is
Inesdav and one of the prominent nu n of the California delegation at the Irrigation

well-kno-

I

By

emigres.

The delegates from the Santa Fe
board of trade to the convention of
commercial organizations to be held
today, consists of I., it. l'rlnce, II. M.
Head, Fred Muller, Frank Owen and
it. I.. Bacai

Charlea Kgnna, a college mate of
'Mrs. Rupert F. Asplund, is in the city
for a couple of days, attending tho
exposition and looking after business
interests in the vallev. Mr. Hanna
leaves tonight fur Riverside, Calif.,
his home.
Among Urn arrivals In the Tucson
delegation yesterday were I'rofessor
O. K. P. Smith, Irrigation engineer at
tn territorial university; Or. Hobnrt
r. onauucK, oi me wnnweu aunar- lum; A. II. Lyon, managing editor ot
the Star and J, M. Roberts of the
California Wine company.
inc ueiegaics ironi jiraosi are an
narq ai work upon ipe proposition ot
the proposed exclusion after the ad-

journment

of

cjuk.css

tin-

to

the

cities or Prescott, Phoegis ami Tuc- son. The excursion Is to run, as plan- ned, over the Santa Fe to Phoenix and
thence down to Tucsnr, via the Soutn- em Paclftc,
Madges were conspicuous
the convention ball vestcrdav nf-- I
ternoon carrying the Inception "Tuc- non LUI."
The memlirrs
of the
congress from tin southern half of
Arizona are all working hard to keep
Tucson before this congress, and en- thusinatlc In thej.- declaration
thnt
th. y ytvinma wo inane
nam ngnt TOJ
it next year,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Band, of Las
Vegas, are in Albuquerque for the
congreae. Mr. Hand is one of the
foremost promoters of sugar beet
growing In New Mexico, nnd Is among
the prominent workers for the exposition. Mr. Hand has offered a
au
of mules to the farmer making
the best Individual egltlMt or grain.
"Little Johnny Junes," at the Flks'
theater October .1, is being looked forward to With much pleasure by Albu
querque people, and the thousands of
visitors, and It will be a case of first
come first serv. d when the tickets sro
on sale October L. This Is one of the
most popular musical successes In the
country, and the seats will be

service free of charge, Is offered by
the Now Mexfao board of dental examiners, to those who will present
themselves In Dr. E. J. Hlgcr's office at !i o'clock this morning.
The
only condition attached to the offer,
is that the person be in need of the
services of a dentist. The preference
will be given in order of application
first come flret served.
The moving pictures and illustrated
songs pleased another large crowd at
the skating rink last night. The subject, "Wouldn't That Tire You?" a
comic sketch. Illustrating some of the
unpleasant incidents of automoblling.
Is a producer of heartv laughter. The
,
other subjects, "A Burglar's
Accident,"
"The
"A
LÚCky
Tale of a Hat." and "Oil, What Lungs"
contain some very comical situations.
The program, on the whole, Is an exceptionally good one.
The bulbs of the Altar sociHy of
the Immaculate Conception church
will give a suiqjer for the benefit of
I be
church extension. lit the St.
and
Wednesday
school,
Mary's
Thursday evenings, from ." to 7 p. m.
Thlrly-flv- e
cents admission.
New-Trick-

BLACKFEET
WORK

HUE

OH

111

I

DAM

-

;:n-sp-

literal-cingres-

lv Kt,bbled

up.

The Ladies or the Altar society of
tlie Immaculate
i une,
cniiicn
will serve a supper from five to seven
evening
this
and tomorrow evening In
the St. Mary's scln.nl building, near
Sixth and Cupper. Tin- proceeds from
tin affair will be turned over to the
church extern Inn. An automobile win
, ,

carry patrons from the downtown district to the school building during tip
evening.
W. A. Chapman, of Matou, the man
who built the Colfax county building
at the ... pusitmn Is one of the proml- llllll Mate Cltv llo.i tr.r- - In ...1.1...,....;
around the city this
George A. Fleming, secre.ary of the
Vegas Commercial club, and a
La
member of the New Mexico bureau of
Immigration, Is In the city to attend
the irrigation congreas. Mr. Firming
la a delegate
at large from New
Mexico.
An

i

opportunity

to

aecurc dental

Two Medicine Project in

Mon-

tana Will be First Completed
Almost
Labor.

Entirely

by

Indian
j

"The TWO Medicine government diversion dam being built in Northern
Montana, will have the distinction,
when finished, of being the rlrst one
on which practically all the labor was

done by Indians," snld Charles E.
Dagonetle. last night, Mr. Dugonettc,
who la supervisor of imitan employment for the bureau of Indian uffalrs,
with headquarters here, has Just returned from Montana, where he has
marly two hundred
Mlnckfect In- din ns at work
wits)
n the project
mams ano Fresno scrniicri,
"An unusual thing here Is that the
Indians are furnishing their own
teams," Hiiid Mr. Dagonette.
"They
are proving splendid
laborers, and
are fully as content working on the
dam as al home on their reservation.
They are Just beginners at this, or any
sort of work, and huve made a fine
showing. The project here will cost
from 1600,00
to IHOO.OOO. and I believe will Irrigate some 20,000 acros."
.
kJ . .
- ..
Mil
' '
In
service
the Southwest. Is said to be
the most successful man In handling
the Indlnn Inbor furnlahed by Mr.
Dagonette. having employed eucceas-full- y
hundreds of restless and bloodthirsty Apaches on the Laguna dam.
Messra. Dagonette and HIH have dono
more than any other two men probably to demonstrate the value of the
Indian as a laboring man
1
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public works of the republic of
France, was introduced and addressed
the assemblage In French, his reby Edward
marks being translated
on for- McQueen Gray, committee
representation, who nlso read to
Ieign congress the very interesting pa- per by the distinguished Frenchman.
Splendid Effort fcrj GOT. Prince.
President Goudy introduced ex- Governor I.. Rradford Prince of New
Mexico, whose eloquent address on
"Yesterday and Today" Is printed in
Prince
Governor
full elsewhere.
j spoke for
nearly an hour and Was
l listened
lo with close attention re-- I
ooivlng hearty applause as he con.
His reference to New Mexico
cludert.
as the birthplace of irrigation nnd
is the best place in North America to buy cheap farm
to the fact that tin lourtn emigres?
We have
land, either for a home or as an investment.
igo
was held here thirteen years
evoked much enlhnsiasm.
anything you may want.
Iteso.iMion-- . Submllloo
On the roll call of states two set
presented and
of resolutions were
read and referred to the resolutions
committee. One was handed in by Mr.
We have from a one half acre ranch up to ope thou
Prinee of New Mexico and was to the
effect that the provisions of the Catey
sand acre ranches fur sale all within ten miles of Albuact should apply t this territory. The
II.
George
by
submitted
was
other
querque. A fifty-fiv- e
thousand acre all in one body in the
National
Maxwell on behalf of th.
which
Rio
association,
Valley.
This is a good sheep range and will
Puerco
ansnHKynrt
nvarOaal
Manufacturero'
ana.
aaac
J
nassed the resolution at Its recent
grow anything, all for tne sum of five dollars per acre.
meeting in New York.
strong
a
s.and
takes
resolution
This
Photographers.
Photo by Humphries and Walton, Morning Journal Staff
I
lor the conservation Ol America':: nat- in iho picture appear Governor Curry, Offwrnl Boll, .Mayor rosier. PrwUdcni Ooudy, Secretary Fouler. General Tfeonms, Secretary Nathan oral resources; the creating of an AP-- j
eo.
ice Pitshlent
lurk M. Cnrr,
palgchiah ami a White Mountain nS.
latía. Dr. K. McQueen Gray, Dr. W. .P. Moticc Secretary Ralph E. Twltcheil. f the Isiard of control; captain
' tional forest:
of
the
II. Ilaislow. anil n number of Uie foreign delegate.
1
states with the central government in
Irrigaforestry.
for
semi-ariconservation:
d
this
In this
our arid and
lands nnd In the formal opening of the exposition.
DELIBERATIONS OF ANNUAL! ;mil is produced in full Sir.
tion, drainage, tratar storage, flood
floudy Is the making of home-- l'raise Is due
of the Moral OS Journal.
pronation ana ine reguiouon.
a pleasing speaker. His voice is full to the nu n who have been pioneers In' DETAILS OP UTERXOOX
SESSION OF IRRIGATION
development of Inland waterway.
and mellow and he speaks with an this great work.
SESSION ni' OXGRKSS
neníanos
ine repeal i me wui--n
CONGRESS.
It
ease, even while reading, that is at
All roads to success in the creation
The afternoon session of the eon
once pleasing and Impressive.
of homes upon the arid lands should gross convened at 2:40, the first ordol and stone act and deplores deforestaNo Irrigated Farm or Ranch is Complete Without a
menace t the great manube made easy, l.'ltimately every pos- - of business being the reports of ofii tion as
whole
f thn
facturing
Industries
d
-'
conbe
drop
sera;
tibie
of
water
should
immediately
I
1)
the
afterward
Column
(Continue From Page
stand
PRESIDENT RAYS TIME
and every acre of laud that vention took up the unfinished worn country. President Roosovelts
III quoted as enHAS QQME TOR STATEHOOD
question
on
above
the
as our guests, not yet alone as our
can be Irrigated should be put under lug business of reading messages from
greeted the the most productive system of culti- governors of slates and government dorsement. Copies of the resolution
Marked
enthusiasm
allies in this great oaupe of irrigation,
all national bodhut as well as prospective promoters reading of two letters from President vation. Tin-rIs no line of effort mofi officials, hearing of greetings
from Worn ordered sent toobjects
similar to
of that upon which the happiness and
ies with alms and
t
tinpublic
helpful
so
the
representativos
welfare
than
forth.
foreign
and
Fowler,
by
Roosevelt,
Secretary
tine
depends,
vrosperlty' of our people
congress.
Irrigation
the
of
those
was;e
waters,
Howconservation
of
the
Hkeemge
from William
The brief
of these letters was written to the
statehood for .Ww Mexico.
This practically concluded the prohid you welcome.
National Irrigation congress ami the bringing them out upon the waste ard Taft. rOgretting his inability to be gram for the afternoon and adjournAltala.
Its light weight and the ease with which it is manipuother to the ..oard of control of New lands and creating small prosperous present was greeted with cheers when, ment was talo n to this morning. Varead by the secretary. Then canta
OVERXOR CURRY EXTENDS
Mexico, in j espouse to the invitation farms owned and tilled by self-related make it the BEST machine for GRADING FIELDS
announcements of importance
the message from- the secretary ot rious
UKl.tOMi: OF MOW MKXIOOÍ engraved on gold plate, which flov-era- specting Independent citizens.
were included in the lirst part of the
In
Oil
Mexico,
Sinaloa,
behalf
was
Curry
of
then Intro
I am glad to call your attention
and for CUTTING and CLEANING SMALL DITCHES
Governor
Curry recently delivered to the
to state
half day session.
duced. The governor'! address Wla president, it was tin. postcript of this the fact that the reclamation service, Governor Cañedo of that state, ask-- i
One of these machines will be given as a trophy.
brief as his speeches nearly always are letter, brief and pointed in the well under the direction Of Secretary Car- - Ing, In the event an International con-- 1
hut straight to the point. He extend-- d known Roosevelt .style, which doubled Held and Mr. Newell, has effectively gross is organized, that it meet nextlRAL WORK OF
See Our Exhibit at the Exposition.
to the del. gates and to the visitors the en th OSlana again nnd again ano continued its work during the past year in Culiacau, the capital city OI
TODAY
BEGINS
CONGRESS
For-1
message
A
l
Chief
from
people
s.
not
only from the
a welcome
year and is now taking v.. it' r to 350. Sinaloa.
when Secretary Fowler, road "P.
of Altuiirro,ue hut from the "five earnestly hope that this wlnfc r 1 000 acres of land. The larger works eater Gilford Plrtchot, expressing re- hundred thousand citizens of the ter shall have a chance to sign bills con- - Hearing completion will soon bring grots at his enforced absence, was! (Continued From Pace I. Col. ".)
ritory of New Mexico, soon to be- ferring statehood upon both New water to an additional area of one read.
Fisher Bldg.
Chicago, III.
come a state of the union."
Mexico and Arizona" a shout Went up million acres, Not only has much land
L w. Foiiett. consulting engineer of
briefly
to
governor
VO.M1VO
(iOVl.ItXOH
the from every section of the Convention been irrigated, but the works built or
TinOP
referred
!ih' International boundary commlsterritory's recent development and to hall.
BENDS A WAISM LETTER Ujon; George H, Maxwell, of Illinois:
finished are or the most pi rmanenl
The following letter from Governor j rjeorge CL Anderson, ot Colorado;
the present forward movement which
nature.
The text of the president's commun
B. B. BrOOkg of Wyoming was listened ,.rot Vt K i Smith, Of Arizona; Prof, county, as state secretary,
is bringing every section rapidly to lea lions, read to the congress by Sec
Man)
owners,
who
A FEELING OF SECURITY.
have
land
settled
The
p, Carpenter, of the Colorado
to with deep attention as showing the
the fore. He invited the delegate! to retary Fowler, is as follows:
Green, of Monterey county, was si'- on the' reclaimed area are already re- go
territory,
Wyoming
in
to
the rcultural college and Mr. Vernon L looted as a member of the committee
has
interest
visit all sections of the
In
White House, Washingt m, D. C. turning to the treasury
small progresg Of Irrigation In the west:
into the I Veos valley, to see tile Ale.
Sullivan, irrigation engineer of New on credentials of the congress, h. a.
which
a part of the investment b
To the Irrigation Congress:
amounts
Vnn naturally feel secure when you
Chcyantie, Wyoming.
silla valley whi rr "the greatest oí the is to assemble In Albuquerque in Sep-- ; the' government. The success already
Or. William .Saunders,
Mexico.
Jastro, of Hakersf ield. was selected as
Slxtjcuth National Irrigation ,.,,ctor of experimental farms of
know
projects of the reclamation service Is tember for
that the medicine you arc about
e
on rules
a member of the commit
the sixteenth time, send attained shows that with continued
being constructed," and to other ser- - greetings and
;uiai will deliver the closing address and order of business. John
North to take 's absolutely pure and conupon good administration it will be possible
congratulations
Oentlemen: Wyoming is deeply In- - 0f t)u. SPll.son.
was selected us a member of the tains uu
tions whose ae assured them they the well des. rved and widespread to replace in the treasury the entire
harmful or habit producing
In the subject of irrigation.
would find the same spirit of progress' ObU0
terosted
resolutions committee will committee on resolutions. Mrs. John drugs.
Tno
in the meetings of this Investment and to use It again In the
Interest
acres
.
only
l.nnO.Ono
present
about
once,
,
At
Falrwegthefi
was
at
county,
and the same hearty welcome found
begin
of
probably
sessions
its
Fresno
M
building of other works. The gloomy
In Aibuquerqur. Govern a' Curry exSuch a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's
under Irrigation in the state butghc resolutions likely to he proposed selected as honorary vice president.
represents. Irrigation, as one of the predictions which were made at the are
of
In
we have land and water enough tOJ are numerous and some of them seem
behalf
the
welcome
tended the
Swamp-Rothe great Kidney. Liver
development
and
iuUl
of
conservation
i
cost
outset
the
lines
of the works
successfully Irrigate eight or ten md- - likely to result in
dis- pMple of New Mexico specially to the of the natural resources of the nation, not or that
by the v orepaid
be
not
would
Remedy.
and
Bladder
BANDITS
RUSSIAN
to
to!
lion acres. Consequently wt. wish
delegates from foreign nations, and
We have already ad- encourage development along irriga-- 1 oulw()11
is more and more appreciated by thr plc. will fail.
Tiie same
standard
of parity,
next
soaslon
them he was sure especial courtesy people of thew hole country. There vanced to the point where
th
fhrht
of
The
the.
for
LOOT
TRAIN
TREASURE
think it Hon lines In every possible way. We
strength and excellence is maintained
was due and would be extended.
congress was sharply intensified
a notable change of public Is safe to assert that the people of the
been
has
iti every bottle of Swamp-Root- .'
the reclamation service,
"I want yon," said the governor In
wltn th: arrival of the
regarding Irrigation and its west wil repay the reclamation fund
Swamp-RoIs scientifically
comact propects and Mailt
farcy
conclusion, "to see our people and sentiment
delegation,
came
armed
which
economy
the;
Petersburg.
29.
Sept.
St.
since
in fUi and WlU be able to do It out ot
place In the national
pounded from vegetable herbs.
undertakings.
Individual
when you have seen them and talked beginning Ot your work.
advertising
matter.
with
sorts
of
all
I
attribute the profits from the crops on the reIt Is not a stimulant and Is taken
Ours is one of the best watered Which they distributed with
am sure JfOU will agree
lavish ful train robbery has be. n
with them
much of this to the discussions at claimed land.
ed by a band of thlrtv ini'ii near Vil- - in leaspoonful doses.
in the arid West and contains teneros! ty.
states
continuing
is
with us that we have been deprived your meetings.
its
Pueblo
Sincerely your-- ,
of public land still active campaign and last night seemed na. If Is estimated that tin uiiount
acr
It Is not recommended for everylO.Oon.ono
lofts; enough of the rights of Amori- given
been
RÓÓBBVBLT.
My
has
ens onr prosperity and to Dc gaining .strength In spile of the
attention
THEODORE
we
thing.
are
open for entry
that
can citizenship, and
booty
$r.o,of
was
obtained
between
irrigation of the
Secri tury Fowler read the iol.'ow- - happiness depend upon the successful
It is nature's great helper In retlpV.
strength of the northwest.
titled to the boon of statehood, in the; i iallv Jo the
000 and $100, noo. The guard n the ing
rnment lands under the terms of the ing further communication from the reclamation and settlement of this renewed
and curing kidney, liver and Madj
name of the people Of New Mexico
train consisted of six men only, Tiie der troubles.
reclamation acts. At the same' time president, which was written to th' vast area we deeply appreciate Uie
bid you welcome."
NEW
MEXICO
GOVERNOR
OF
progress
which
great
I
robbers took possession o.' a small
Albuqutrque board of control:
A sworn statement of purity is wit.
Important work of the National IrriPresident d oudy's address, a strong,' appreciate the
private and
I Ugh
station before the arrival of the train every bottle of Or. Kilmer's Sw.uni I
wide- House, Washington lapí ' gation congress in creating
white
THE
OPENS
FORMALLY
able statement of the aids and hopes has been e made till
and shot down the train guard!
corporate fforts in the reclamation of
Oenti'imn:--- 1
deeply appreciate spread Interest in irrigation matters
T
ROOt
Olioweai
of the Irrigation congress.
INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION engine slowed up.
not merely the Invitation on gold and in improving methods of canal
SAMPLE BOTTLE FREE BY MAIL.
A number of the passengers
plate, which has been conveyed to me Construction, operation and settleSend to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Uiug-h- ,
wounded by broken glatl
personally by Governor Curry and ment. In our forty million acres of
I
mitón, N. Y.. for a sample hotile.
(Contlniieel
rom Page 1, Col. .)
lr. Bardshár, but even more the ri mainlng public lands there are
fr. e by mall It will convince anyone.
IF TOD ARB IN NKKD OP ANY You will also receive a booklet of Val.
kind anil friendly expressions in which many large an as which can never be camp at I. una park, where they will
vour letter Is couched. I wish I could successfully irrigated, large portions remain until the exposition closes.
THING DAINTY IN T1IK GHOCKRY uable Information, telling all nboutHhe
of which can be cultivated by dry
be present with you. As that is
LINE YOU CAN ALWAYS FIND IT kidneys. Whin writing be sure and
have asked the assistant farming methods. The
PAST WOItK PHK.PARKS
Albuquedque Morning
V. G. PRATT St CO.. 214 SOUTH mention the
AT
selling
are
we
roof,
on
the
shingles
From the foundation to the
secretary of the department of the In-- 1 Dry Farming congress will hold Its
EXHIBITS tOR VIsITOIts SECOND.
Journal.
years.
building materal cheaper than. you have bought for many
next annual session In the city of
tertor, hlmselt I western man from
After days ami days of hurry and
Save at least 25 per cent and
Rocky mountain state, to be present Cheyenne during the coming winter, hustle and harel work, the exnositlon
ill my stead.
There is no one policy to this important meeting a "r"a' grounds yesterday were in very pre
Getting a Line on Events
now before' the people which seems invitation Is extended to the people sentable shape to receive visitors,
to me of greater Importance than that of the southwest. We ask yotl to Join with most of the exhibits in position,
"
of Irrigation, which Includes, Of course with us In demonstrating the possi anil those not fully Installed going
las necessarily attendant thereon, the bilities of successful agriculture Into place with remarkable rapidity.
policy Of preserving Our forests and through the use of solentlnc farming The whole effect Is f"r more Impresour other nulural resources. There is methods applied both to Irriga tod sive and attractive than was even
ones.
nothing that the government can do sections and
honed for, and for the first time in
.
Wry truly yours,
more permanent benefit to ike peo-.iiurqin-iu-of
anu
Cor.
Third
the history of the Southwest, this see
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B.
It.
ItKlHiKS.
pic of all the dotted States than in
lion of the country has its resources
Governor.
every proper way to aid In developing
adequately
olacod before the eyes of
Ex-Si
'1 to the utmost limit the irrigation sys
nator J. M. Carey, father of
Nothng but the most ad
world.
the
the Can y act, sent a brief message miring and enthusiastic comment lias
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all
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ber
a,
delegate
tenor L Baota-NaveP. H. I earnestly hope Hint this win- from Brasil, was introduced and ex- great terrilorles. and the great re
I
ter shall have a chapee to sign bills pressed his grntltude at the courtesy miblic to the south. Kspe.lnlly his
conferring statehood on both Now extended In the invitation to his gov- New Mexico great reason to be proud
X
Mexico and Arizona.
ernment and his best wishes for the of the showlnir she has made and the
Secretary Fowler also read the fol- success of the congress. Henor Pacta benefits to be derived can never be
lowing t' legran) from Secretary l.oeb: Nevis will make a brief speech at K:30 measured. The way In which the
Tin" president roquera me to IB tonight nt the performance of "The various counties of the territory have
form V'U that Assistant Secretary Qold n Legend," which will Im hehrd come forward to dlsolav their rc
Neither
Wlueler of the department of MM-wi- ll with Interest. He nlso has an Interest- sources Is most credl'able.
'
attend the I irl ing paper on the cemgress program. expense of work has been spa reel and
meree and labor
gation congress instead of Assistant
Henor Carlos i'omacho, representa- now, its a result, for the first time
S' retary Pearo of the department of tive of the government of Chile, was th eonntrv will met an adequate Idea
A m
the Interior.
m W-JJ- j
introduced snd made a few happy re of the wealth and the developed and
Jaaf w I
or
.Mexico.
Mr. Joun North, of California. Imresources
1
undeveloped
nrazll-ns
vein
nmo
the
mark In the
mediately oflered a motion to thank ian
Today the attendance will begin to
He expressed Ills appreciation
expreskindly
the president for his
of the great courtesy extended Id the climb, nnd by the end of the week
sions, as follows:
foreign delegate ano sold the present It is expected that standing room In
"Mr. President. I move you sir that congress would mark a Inn stop for- the whole spacious exnoslton grounds
s
It is the gensC of this congress that ward in the solution
of Irrigation will be at a premium. The big show-haBuying and Selling
most
we express to the president of the problems.
the
been
oncncil under
Facilities
e
Ugltad Stutes our thanks for his
Lf
Herr X. Kuumanns, representative favorable nusplos. The weather Is
moving
Is
of gin ting and for nil his Rt
of the German government, was Intro- Ideal and everything
Unsurpassed
kCkjÉHÉBHv
'fl
'), snd our sense of appreciation duced nnd eitondad thanks In the smoothly. It will he n series of red
f the Very great things he tins done name of his country for the welcome letter days for Ihe Southwest during
In The
for ihe west and his great sympathy accorded him. "1 come not to tell you the nex' two weeks.
Territory
'n all matters which pertain to the do-t- e about Irrigation but to lanra from
lopnii nt of the wi st; including that you." said the tl. rman.
CALIFORNIA DELEGATES
A Model Store
portion of his message regarding New
The delegate from Chihuahua gave
I move you that
Mexico
and
ArUona.
State
Mexican
of
greeting!
the
EFFECT ORGANIATION
the
In Sanitary Conditions
the- OfAoSfS of this congress respond
from the platform. Ho was followed
lo the message of the president by n by Mr. Oosthulsen. from far away
The Very Best Brands,
expressing Cape Colony, Who made a neut little
suitable communication
The California d. legutlon to UU IrAnd the Prices Right.
these sentiments In a telegram."
speech, saying that he too came to rigation emigres held a meeting In
The motion was unniilniously car- barn and Mtudy rothor than tei
the resolutions committee room In the
ried.
Information. All the foreign rep- convention hull last cvenln for the
The session cams to a close eiulckly resentatives have shown every appre- puipoie of effecting an organisation
after the rending of the president's ciation of the cordial welcome given of the delegation und to select the valetters. On a motion from the Cali- to them and the future international rious members of the general congress
The
fornia delegation the committee ap- scope of the congress has been assur- to b submitted this mornine;.
pointments were postponed until to- ed by the friendly feeling engendered meeting was called to order by Mrs.
day to allow the delegations of the on lh part of the delegates from Lovell White, of San Francisco, honorary vico president to the congress
ssveral states to caucus and announce other Innds.
from California. Judc Frank H.
their recommendations for the severul
Morning Journal Stnff Photograph
Short, of Fresno, was selected as Photo by Humphries and Walton.M. L. KTF.RX
1
1
committee places. Tile session then THXXHLATION IH'D OF
COL.
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delegation,
state
M
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much further than you could bear
follow him.
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The manner of speech Mr. Taft delivered during th,- day may lie learned
fpi7n the following extra ts of remarks m ule along different point."
along th route His apeeches at
and Sioux City Were along the
same linfs.
"The difliculty about Mr. Bryan, (ft!
distinguished oppotn nt. is that he is
avoid his record
II gaged In trying t
and the república party and its
are trying to stand hy its recbelieve ye.cjerd8)
ord. Mr. Bryan
Invited my consideration to s number
Of Issiiei-- . but
don't thin!; he dwelt
with that emphasis, of which he M
capable, on the condition the farm rs
were in when he was, n to speak, at
I don't think he called
the helm.
your attention m tho effect Of the
Market prices bl farms products of
wiir bin. oi
the Gorman-"W!lso- u
e
which he was one of the chief a
He did not refer to the fact
with any degree ot significance that
wheat under the IttttOence of that
treat tariff measure went down below
Mty cents. He did not c.'.ll your attention to the fact that corn vas at
cents; that outs Were at l cents;
nor did be dwell on the fad that afta
the democratic party under bis
leadership, had brought, about such n
condition of affairs, that in order to
hcii us all out of difliculty he proposed a method by which vv. should
repudiate halt our debts and in that
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rlstfs to
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bring about a trusted promt. U enforces that promise against any corporate Intlucngc. as it has done during
the administration H Theodar. Roos-eve- lt
and following the example of
Theodore Rooscvey, It will be my
pleasure and my duty to Insist, so fains the executive head Of tile nation
ami the repúblicas party can gather
such Influence, to bring about an honest and thorough revision of the tariff,
on the one hand, protecting the industries by the method of protection
explained and mi the other seeing that
that measure Is not too great In tho
interest ot the consumer.''
Judge Taft Slept in his private oar
on a iuiet sidlnjt.
With nine or ten
speech
in Nebraska he will reach
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eration Of t!i, protective tariff bam- among the cattlemen cannot be overof production estimated," said Mr. Manning
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Hyomel ( proiiouin dlliglt
medicated air; you Just breathe It
thiough the Inhaler over Ihe Inltumed
membrane, ami its soothing, antiseptic
properties win allay the Inflammation,
destroy the germs, and restore the entire respiratory tract to its normal

eondltlonx.
A complete Hyomel outfit, Including
a hard rubber Inhaler, eoxtx but t.M,
and an extra liott'e of Hyomcl. If afterwards needed, costs but 50 cents.
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,.!..,.,. Wright s contract time for delivering
un., tiiinii
un i viinni in nine iniei
lo llie
il I be mil nolo liave ulvell
Adini-xio- ii
- free anil the coal mine ullli lis theatre his aeroplane to tlW government be
ic mliM' im Imle. ii mining pn ion il
extended to Juno 21, 10.
swell-o- n
slgllla not tsc mlwail.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
Kn route from Chit ago. Mr. 1 í .
y
snrnt two days in the
and
r
SANTA FE CHIEFS kansasparty
valley In Colorado. "The
Interests nlon-the
line
seem to he the only really prosperous
interests Junt ;it the present lime."
i
ARRIVE FROM
laid Mr. Ilipley. "Tile beet BUgSt roi
In Colorado was not aa large this y sr
OS) it wait
However, there is
last.
mm-,kttgir to the beet this year th m
'in previous eroos. and this will make
CHICAGO
up for the deficit to some extent."
Speaking of Irrigation condition
lint! reclamation work in New Mexico.
Mr. Ripley Mid that there would be
PRESIDENT RIPLEY HEADS
a great regeneration in the terrttnn
w hen the
Elephant
project
Hutte
PARTY ON SPECIAL TRAIN was
completed in
llio
the lower
Qrandf vallt y
"No visitor or dele-to the convention needs t" he
Vptemn
Fvprntivp
V'VI v" inVMlilv nf
vi Rniluciui
MWin Jr I told what the application of stored
bystem Praises Albuquer- water has meant hi the de.clopm, nt
as concerns
of the Southwest, so
que's Effort to Provide Fit- material advancement farand prospersaid Mr. Ilipley. "Hut It
ting Reception for Congress, ity,"
much more than dollars and cents--means a livelihood for families' of
A Santa Fe Special train oí seven small Resources;
It
means forty to
bearing k. p. Kiuley. president fifty familn s On
section of I; il l
or tiie Santa Fe syrtem; Raul Morton, stead of one communities In which
president of the iBqititaMe Life
each bouseholder is a landed proprie.1
eompany;
Berwlnd, a tor, Independent ami free; it mean1
prominent capitalist, of New York; that ideal community In which me
body is rich ami nobody is poor or
Mei't Hough, oi Wrm-mH. 1'. Mudge. flrt vite president o, at least the nearest approach t that
the Rm k Island s. stem, and a host of condition: :l no ins a t haiige in the
other prominent fflciala of the S,
farmer's life from the isolation ami
Fe railway, irrrved in Hie eity loneliness of the bJt, western (arm and
ranch, emitting
from (
las evening at 0:31). Uie bigger wesh rn
The tram carried perhaps the moat opportunity for that hitman society
distinguished part of Santa Fe
e
which all men and Women crave
vials whkh has come to Albuqui
opportunity for social Improvement
since the completion of the road Into for the rubbing together of minds,
the city. A large number of peo-- , which tends to brightness, for (tie
pie were at the station when the train eatlonal advantages Impossible t" ta
arrived, a reception eon. mitt',, was Isolated farmhouse, tor village club.
Oil htltlll to give the Officials the glad lor school
for
lurches all within
hand. As they stepped oil' the train easy reach.
tin Chihuahua band played "Dlfrie,"
"The poesibilltlei oi i ae sou: tiami other inspiring pieces, and there vvrst under irrlgatlot to the xtcnt of
was a general air of welcome Which the available Water are fairly d iz- indicated the feeling of good spirit Sling, W:th til. h tmessiRg of '.he
which has always existed between salt Kivi r valley,
now nearly comthe people of Albuquerque and the pleted; anil the competition oí the
officials of the different departments projects In th" Rloj lira nde. Colorado,
of the Santa Fe.
ario
Arkansas and peí os vntfleys,
The officials nil) remain here un- wastes will become gardens and :n
til Thursday evening, when tiny will desert will 'he no more, cities will
leave for Chicago, making the return arise where formerly
HVed
nothing
trip over the Helen cutoff to Amarillo but Un- coyote, and the rattlesnake,
and thence east via the Panhandle land nothing grew hut the cactus and
division of the Santa Fe.
And we oí the Santu Fe
nie.siiulte.
All the members of the party ex- can say. with the historian of old
pressed themselves as highly pleased "Al of which
saw anü part of
at the gala appearance of Albuquer- - w hich I was."
que. and particularly with the elecAmong those who arrived in Mr.
trical illuminations of the Alvarado liipicy s party yesterday are the foi-- ;
hotel and the Other Santa Fc build-lug- s. low ing prominent gentlemen:
I
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The Afternoon Session in Convention Hall; Governor Curry Speaking
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Humphries ami Walton,
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Journal

Morning

Stuff Photographei
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"Albuquerque has the in si group of
railroad buildings in the country,"
said Mr. Ripley last try nlpg after
he hail taken a stroll around lie
grounds In the Vicinity of the Santa
Fe station. "The Illuminations strike
me as being particularly beautiful.
The festoons of various coloied lights
which Sgtend from the Alvarado pórticos to the street suggest a veritable
fairyland."
Replying to a remark made by the
Morning Journal representative, that
the Santa Fe company bad taken a
very prominentia rt iji the p re pa ra
Hons for a successful congress. Mr.
Ripley said that the railway had been
glad to do what it could. 'YVhcn we
saw that Albuquerque was really going to tackle the congress, and noted
the Albuquer-the way in which
queans were making preparations for
Its entertainment, we recognized thv
fact that the Santa Fe railroad vvas
the 'inly railway leading to Albuquerque, ami that II was up to us to assist as much as possible in placing
the city in a position t entertain the
visitors."
--

B.

Ripley,

I'.

DÍFectbrBarryt of
Bureau of American Repulí- -

himv com,. M.so

ANY OI.H

'mill!

eh ton. nuy

ÍTTr,?'K 2M.

The Man Who Tells the World About the Santa
Fe System

AUXILIARY

lies,

Deliver

Will

Interesting

tliZi&
This 'veiling.

o'clock,

at.,T

in

,

i

Latin-America-

n!

tend tiie dinner are Governor rjeorge
Ceri... OOOrge .1. '!. Kfbbey, "f Ariune of the most Interesting and
zona. Mayie frank II. la b r. of this
addresses to be delivered be- city: General .1. Krunklin Bell, thief
fore the Irrigation congress will I" of staff, and a number of other digforeign countries
heard ihis morning after thai bedj nitaries, both fromstates of tais rouh- and from various
a
..1
fonvenes in the t'onventbiu hall, when ry
Mr. Barrel! has outo rxn ihi'h
Mr. John ilarrctt. director of the In- - an invitation to li e ildenl E. 1'. IMP
tci national nu.i a.:
tae American lev .f the Santa "V, and his party,
republli s, win ib liver an address deal- ttend ihe dinner,
ilg with irrigation and rccl.unation
rcpublh-'s- .
worn in ihu
ANY
The address promise, to bi par- BAILEY DENIES
ticularly Interesting on accounl nf thel '
INTENTION TO RESIGN
uct that Mr Hal felt has had a u id
-United states
New fork, K'i'tesptrlente in dlplomatii' serylce, hsv-lu- g
Bulley
ol Texas
w.
ph
senator
Argenbeen minister to Blum,
t "1 iv
as as .
lio Is in tills city,
tina, Panama ami Colombia, respec- emanating
frow
nts
statshji
relative
t"
Ivi I;
delegate of the Tniti d Spites
' Mi Cl thai be Itltl nib
to th" second
confer-- , tittlveston to the
nate and said I
from tlionce in Mexico, and
commissioner to
lll
"TheSl
til'
ale pure IllVt ll- slat
general to foreign nations of the Si
perfectly absiird. I hav no
tlonc
ami
iouls world's fair.
of resigning, in the senate or
Mr. Barretl arrived In the city yes- - Intention
my ear, sr. therein."
erttay morning, accompanied by his1 ending
private Keerelaiy. coining direct to AI- -'
Stiiih ill Shot III ('hiss light.
iut;tieroae from Washington, bis ofDeplphls, Ind.. Scot. 19, In a 'lass
icial residence. "The International Itghl between tin classes of the high
Bureau of the American Republics," school loday Larry Cobble, presiden!
aid Mr. Barrett, when seen at the of ihe
class, was ciiouslv inUvarsdu hotel last eevnlng, by a jured w Junior
Ith a gunshot,
Morning Join nal representative, "is
Institution, supported by
in official
Making Good.
the American republics, ami devoted
to the encouragement of
There Is no ssy of making Innttng
friendship and pesAf, friciuls likn "Making Uoodt" snd Doctot
eomineri
PIsTCSI Dtsdlclnei well exemplify llii.
ThS Institution was established in tin nuil
tlndr frloinb. after morn than two
year Is'.ui. In aecoi datii e with resoIscades ol popultrltf, arr-- numbered by
the hundreds of thousands,
lutions passed at lie li st internaThey have
tional conference of American irt 'made (fond" ajid tiny have no mads
Irnhksrds,
pitblks, held in Washington in
A Rood, honet. square ileal medir Inc. of
and t'ffo'.
The general objects ol known composition
is Dr. Plcrcc' OossM
ihe bureau are td develope eommerci Medical DIscomtv. It still njoy an
;n
jnd trade and to promote b Iter resale vvliiln most of toé pKUft'
lations, closer at iiualntaiice and mor, lions that Mvsromn into tironiineuce In
the
earlier mtíímI of lis popularity have
among
tilt
intimate
association
gone by llm fio.iril " autl srn never worn
republics.
tor
American
The bureau
heard of, There mut lie somo roason for
commercial purposes Is in touch In this long-timpopiilsritf anil that is to
both North and South America with be found in in superior merits. When
nuce
irlal for weal; stomiicb.
inufai Hirers, therchunts, exporters, ar forgiven a fairblood
affections, its stipe-- i
liver and
and Importers, doing all it can to
rior ourativoqiislltiefl trs soon manliest;
.up
the exelinng' nail building
lience it ha survived and grown In pop,
of trade among thé Amerl, an naular favor, while von of m iniTiloi ume
tions, and on the other hand, with srticlns liave sinlileulv Hashed into faviil
a hriel prnl ami la been as soon
men In public life, university and col- for
forgotten.
lege presidents, and students, writFor a wrpltl liver with Its attendant
ers, newspaper men,
scientists and indigestión, ilv iw'tisla. headache, per
travellers, pnoidlng tin m with a large, haps di..lness. (mil breath, nasty entiled
variety of Information which will In- - l0,n,M.Hn bitter taste, loss of appetite.
reas,, their Interests in the different nail thhility. n
iiliitis is so pood hm Dr.
American nations. Th, huieitl tl
rierce s Qolrimi Medb al Discovery, is
y the annual contributions,
d
mrtliclne vi Ith sll
in honest, siiiare-ilesvarying hi amount according to pop- Its Ingrodii'iin printed on boll le rapper
S
no secret, no
humbug,
republics
ulation, of ihe twenty-on- e
dOtl'l tuoept n Kuhnllluh Hint
therefore
of thr western hemisphere. The chief tlit doalpr inn v possibly maKe a llltle
r
admltiistratlv, QfftClaj Is the director.
profit, (nsw on your right to havs
who is chosen by the vote of the gov what you rail for.
,u't bu Dr. Pltrcc's Fsvorlte Prescrlp-llo- n
riling board.
i't)eet,iiiit II to prove a "cure-Mil.- "
It
Hpeaking of the acWsvsments of Is only
advisinl for woman'' njirriiil all
our sister American republic In Irri- tnnnts. It makes weal; wouien strong nml
Mr. lick women well. Ixovs advertised than
gation and reclamation work.
Harrett suld that It wan little known some preparations sold for like purposes,
sterling curative virtues still niniutnln
and appreciated In mdny uuartrrs' of its
In thn front ranks, where I
IV
the United States,
Tie remarkable txssJposition
ovar two decades ago. As nti inad. lev, mi nis ,,r our sister American vigorating tonta and slrengtiienltig nerv-Ini- i
republic! In irrigation and reclaniH- It is uneipialed. It won't satisfy linee
w aul " ihioh," for llu ro is not a drop
tion work demonstrate rdrt Ihly the who
ot alcohol In it.
or
this
Importance and progreso
Dr. Plcrct's Pksssnt Pellets, the oriol-miwork, both
Their
Little Liver Pills, blthough the first
past and present, In tliit line of mate- - pill of tnelr kind In the market, still lend,
vast areas and when onee tried are ever nfterv. ard
iría! tl, v. loom' nt of th.-ito take as nimlv
to
the W vor. dilMd.Kasy Munli
sslonlsneM
nnd Hmltless resmjrees
.
ibri'.t
illtlioiii l.nL iui'm
i'
... I J ... ,. (J L.....
..
J III ' Ml HII VV I
Uf HI If
ClVslt fT IWI '
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Iltiniliiies and Walton.

Morning .loin nal StatT PHotOgrapnafS,

Mil. W. II. K4MPMON
(he
vv'io Is allci.-.n- g
Hie MUtiM IV
( the
best known inllroml piihileil
is one
Irrigulioit CoUgresM,
did not lilscovor Hie t.raiKl OssHrou
men in tlM' t nlleil Sliiles. Mi Slnip-o- ii
I
l
more than ilx illsi nverer to innke the
but lie lias done quite a
I while
Ills artistic liiiinlliilg of I lie scenic
Tilau or Cliusiiitt worltl-ientvanil Hie Hl'ttircMli' along I lie Stints I'e lii iiiinle Nulla I'e SHveftSSlng
is ti moile-- l man
elasle aiming lli- rnlli iNiilx of I lie nailon. Mr. Sllnp-o- ii
mill din - Ills Inlkiiig In Iniiiilreils or thousands of people, nil riiuii Hie
blieller of a roll top desk.
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"t Ihf trtHTfi
follow in',' ca II
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rr-tfc- f

Tl1"
""' roads. IhdVemi ni. the
Address on the Reclamation."-- " th"
also he attended by a number of dis- unguished vwtwg .guests from vari has been issued by Ib
Work in
Among sin latum
ous parts of the country.
Countries,
Ni w Mexico Good It"
those who hare been invited l" atIII
r
of
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AZTKO Ft TCI- - ÓO., MIT-Ii- ,
AM) MOI NTAIX WOOl
TOItY
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I'rogres:.
Qreat
"Irrigation's
will he the
Through
subject of Mr, Rarrett's address before the congress this morning. On
at count of his Ibngj connection with
jib' bureau of American republics,
and of the continued and exhaustive
lambes whi.'h be has mailt' of tile
subject, Mr Barrett's address should
be otic of the most Interesting ami im- International Uortant to be ,icv, ,ed before t
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BEFOBE CONGRESS

:

I

11
rgy.

president

IfcCttllough, of Vermont; Paul
Morton, president Equitable Life Insurance company: K. .1. Iterwlnd. director; C. S. Oleed, director; W. H.
.lanseti. fourth vice presidciit Frank
and
Colorado
Turnbull, president
Southern H. I'. Mudgr. lirst vice
railroad;
Island
Kock
president
IV
vice
Nicholson. third
George
presiden Santa Fe: .1. B, Corman,
freight traffic manager; F. l'. Haugn- ton. assistam freight traffic manager:
W. ,1. Black, general passenger trafS. it. Roups, general
fic manager;
height agent: .1. E. Hurley, general
manager: II. W. SlfgVpe, general superintendent; .1. M Kurn. sup
1'. Walsh, general baggage-mastem. .1. Drury, mechanical superintendent; W. H. Storey, chief on
ntioer; .1. T, Norton gi a. raí attor
f other proml- nev. ami a number
m ilt officials.

OfX)COOOOOOOOOOOOOO(XK30CXX3000COODC

IMDflDTñliiT CDtCPP
urcLuii

11

hocttS-pOSU-

as- -

Assoelal ion

I
all by flov
fiirtlo nice
ernor Curry Of a good roads convenÍOS,
tion, to be held "II n lober
al Albuquerque, and to aid in carry-lu- g
out tin same, the New Mexico
Good Ho ols Assoc lat lot) is requested

hall at

Convention-

at

111.it

o'clock of that day.
i.. BRADFORD PRINCE.
.1
Se
L, XIM.MKH.MAN.

10

President
I

II'V.

lit l. I.
MU higiiii IUPMOtiSUI
'I'b'' lick'i noml-- 1
Heti 'iit. 8eit
nnted bj the re),uhllcan state conven-- !
lion lo.lav follow.-- :
red

Governor

and

Warner

M

Kelly,

.vini Oovernur Pittrioh

renominated In loe prinutry etecthiti;
urt, i'lav ins
ucc "i the supn m
I, hi
k' secretary of stats, Prtíd
Martindale; aUornsj general. John
Aleaander ft.
Bird; stut" treasurer,
n.
gl spey; auditor, Gegerol Ornutel
r.
t ommi-sion- .
li'"'1
Btat
Puller;
of
superlntcndenl
Huntley Russell;
public Instruotlon, Uuther L. Wright
;

have at our ranch at Shoemaker, N. Méx., 300
Rambouillcts, 250 Delaines and 50 Hempshires. These
Co., at
rams arc bred by the Bullerficld Livcsiock
Weiscr, Idaho, one oí the best breeders in the west, and
are as good as can be found anywhere for wool and
mutton qualities combined; the 50 head of Hempshires
are strictly a mutton type, and any one breeding to sell
all their lambs should see this stuff.
Those coming to
1
the ranch should catch No. from the north and No. 10
from the south; stop at Shoemaker: phone out to the
ranch and wc can be there in 20 minutes to meet them,
as wc are only 2 miles from the station. Will have 100
head of these rams at Albuquerque during the fair, so
sheep men can see what they are. Prices to suit the
Wc

times. Rams have been at the ranch since 5th of August, and are acclimated, and in fine condition for service. For prices, etc., adJress

Nobby Designs
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work
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Shadow.
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Shoemaker, New Mexico
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Pianos! Pianos! Pianos!

When you come to Albuquerque, call at our store. The Prices and Terms we are in position
to quote will enable you to buy a piano. We arc New Mexico's Largest Music House and
your headquarters during your visit to the National
Invite you to Make Our Ware-room- s
Irrigation Congress. Talking Machines, Records and Everything In the Music Line. Re

member.
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VISIT US and SMOKE
Cigar, LA UNION brand,
genuine Havana-Mexica- n
made by Geo. G. Souer & Co., El Paso, Texas. The best
Cigar in the market, and connoisseurs of the weed will
proclaim SAUER'S LA UNION Cigar the best free, mild
smoke manufactured.
A

Consolidated Liquor Co
Distributors.

ALBUQUERQUE.

t

ALBUQUERQUE

MORNING JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY.

MUTUAL LIFE

f

panies, and excelled by none.
Attractive features have been added to standard poKcy forms. Liberal terms offered
For information address
ducing agents under 908 contracts,

o

j. h. coons
superintendent

Years

127-13-

C WATSON
KFw

H- -

s

'

Manager

1

-

snyder

District Manager for Southern Now
Mexico. 16 X. T. Armijo Bldg.,
AXBCQl ERQl E, N . M.

and Southern Colorado.
Central Block,
PUEBLO, COLOUADO.

New Mexico
Office

BEEN

127-13-

1

Last Three

For the

INCREASED

Southern Colorado mil New Mexico.
Central IHk, Pl'KBLO, COLO.

BECAUSE

HAVE

YEARLY DIVIDENDS

pro-

1

of Agents for

ARE EASIEST TO SELL

30, 1908.

Cash values guaranteed in the new life and endowment policies, are equalled by few com-

J

POLICIES

SEPTEMBER

at a Rate Equalled

1906-7-- 8

BY NO OTHER COMPANY

Insurance Company of New York

The Mutual Life
I

SPOKANE

m

vil rectified, ami tiny
again tot Albuquerque.

ARRIVES

were headed

numbers, the
in
While ñu larg
delegation make Dp the deficiency In
making a idg ad
enthusiasm, ami
Vertlstag campaign to gol lité next
meeting "f tii. congress for Spokane,

MAN

1

wins

an

smile v. ry novel
badge ami souvenirs by thi handful
and otherwise making a noise like

Tin y
i

i

Spokur-e-

10

.

"We feel that Spokane In. old get the
last
mectiug," said Mr. ftloni
niaht. "becausi it is in a dl'f'rcnt ICC"
Bon of the sei t and In a naM whese
Irrigation devi ' ipmoni has nut been
DELEGATION GETS OFF
fullj n
uil ted b) tii.- congress. The
THE TRACK IN KANSAS latter boot n pri s lit." til. ieoile ci'
an.! w.. believe
thi whole wide u .
Spokane ean fully demonstrate the
n
m t
I'"1'.
the
of holding
Boosters From Noithwest Dis- there,loin The
meeting place should ho
more widely Mattered in luccenlvu
tributing Tons of Badges and (years
and the northwegt is the terri-lto- r
t. which the nest logical move
Souvenirs Around Town,
ihoutd in road."
Tii Spokane men are urging a." an
The Ipokani deli gfition lo th
added attraction th" opportunity for
delegate"
attend the
ligation congrí', hend
Many
next year.
I'aeilie exposition
Irani Monro, set-r- um ol i" Sin
more ii legates are expected to air ve
u rn. mi tonight
Knnc cnainOer "i cominen
on Mo. 1. and !)
tight with
'nlng mi Its
In the city yesterduj i
'esiivi Cu. id., boosters for the
special cm all'
various trials Hinl tin

BEGIN INE

BUSINESS

m xt

.

t-

t
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-

once
being
n
tho Northern Paclfli ditched again in
Colorado and sent b mlstak
over Into Kaii'. - l fore the mud

tribulation.,

Igri Ik will he fully (in.

;

M.I

niE

M.IMs.

FASHION

(

CHARLES

W, M0TT TAKES

ACTIVE PART

IN

CONGRESS

t

i

'

mo

Ol It

no.

Al l:.

conditions that confront him. The
WoTk of an emigration agent, if he is
wipe, will be confined strictly to the
agents
.Most
truth.
colonisation
should know that Moses was the firni
real Irrigator and emigration agent
Hp sent his assistant agents over into
the promised land and they returned
with pomgrnnutcs anil grapes, which
promised
told the truth about th.
land. When Mopes led his people into
the promised land he did lint have to
wait to construct large Irrigation canals and was not hampered by lack ol
water fur irrigation purposes, He took
time by the forelock and struck water
from the rocks as he went along and
got all the water he needed. So you
sec thi' business was lirrnly established
byonO of the most ancient and
gentlemen in this world. Thi.
real success In colonization work consists in this: First you must have
th.-

ami give away their thought and experience. The arid suites cannot be
divided with two congresses. In my

opinion the congress rnould radiate a
thousand miles each year from north
to the middle and southwest so that
all the states can be supplied with the
spirit of the congress. There lire two
things Which must be taken Into con't
sideration in connection with this
The first is that the Q. A. II.
meets In Tacoma next year and the
Yukon-Alask- a
xposltlon will he in
full swing in Seattle about the time
in. irrigation congress should meet.
For the same amount of money a person can take In the Q. A. It. met ting,
the Yukon exposition and a tide trip
to tlic Yellowstone park. Spokane if
tin commercial center of the great inland empire of the northwest, which
enilirace.s portions of Fast Oregon,
Northern Idaho, Western Montana
and East Washington. Spokane has a
large number of magnificent hotels,
CHARLES V. MOTT,
Visitors
hospitable und entertaining.
General Immigration Agent of the to the congress would be well onlcr-tainewell fed. well housed and takNorthern Pacific.
en care of in every way. What else
"hould a visitor or a delegate to a con- -

Col, Charles w Mott, general emigration agent of the Northern Pacific
railway, with headquarters
in
St.
Paul, the man who is known as t he
.han of the school of colonisation,
has arriv. d In the city and will remain here OOtll after the irrigation
congress, Mr. Mott is a delegate to
the congress from Minn. sota, and also
an honorary vlct. presiden! front that
late. Mr. Mott has been connected
with the colonisation dcpartinent or
the North. in I'aeilie for many yean
and has been prominently identified
with th development and
In his
f that patt of the northwest.
official position, Mr, Mott has come
in contact with the men who have
mud. tin- northwest the great strip of
in lit ry it 1, has taken a hading part
in its upbuilding and is perhaps more
familiar wilh the conditions of that
particular section than any other living man. When seen yesterday at the
Alvarado hotel. Mr. Mott, in speaking
f the uphulhling of a country, of a
state' or a OOUMy said Ihut it
;
like the building of a House.
a good foundation will always
guild
support a
upright,'' were
the words used hy Mr. Mott to illustrate latter his meaning. "You have
got to get Into a country a class of
people who are intelligent and law
a hiding, as the llrst settlers
of any
country form and make tin reputation und conditions of that country
for the future years.
"A great many pi Opio ! lleve that
i olonizution
und migration work 1?
largi ly the work of a hot-ai- r
artist.
You've got to know your territory, its
soil, i tivironnn nt and what II can
produce; win r.' a market can he provided for the produce and where
churchiH .nMi schools may he eTectod
A.. y
organization
und maintained.
that procures emigration hy unworthy
representations, is losing time. To he
successful in this business you havs
to be absolutely truthful, for if you
misrepresent the facts, you produce n
diswitlllcd settler who will keep awaj
lift'-eother possible settlers, if you
do not Misrepresent facts, a contented
settler will add live other settlers. S
So the more truthful you are in the
repn sentatlons you make to the
hOmogeokST, the mor. enthusiastic he
will he with his n.w home and with
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agents Familiarise themselves
the conditions of the country
Make no .state- about t be settled.
incuts which are untruthful regarding
it. Then go and find a class of people
you think will he satlsflud with!
Who
of
tiie conditions ami environment
that country und you will be on a lair
road to successful colonization. There
Is no use to advertise in u general way
about the new country In six or seven
states it a time. It's losing time to go;
and talk to u farmer on the hanks of:
the Wabash In Illinois or Indiana,
who lias hcen occupied all his life In
general farming and try and Induce
him to go to u fruit country, win re
gem ral farming would not he successful. Hut take 'the fanner from
the fruit district In Michigan, on.' who
has been educated in fruit raising
since childhood take him and place
him In a new fruit district in a new
'country and he will make a great suc-e- i
V. have handled thousands of,
s.
pi iple every year for the oast sixteen
years and distributed them in dIBer- ut etatis along tie line of the North-urPacific railroad. We have studied
the characteristic! of these people before we moved them; placed them In
different states or purts of states
where we had reason to believe that
the same environment und conditions
exjited as existed In the oountr) from
which wc moved them. In adhering' lo these policies we have main
tabled a record of losing less than
cent of the people whom w
one
moved nud settled."
hai
Mr . Mott. by reason of the jreul
part he has taken n tin m i epmeni
of the northw t, h
ami
naturally boosting Spokane t i i He
congreM
Iñeetlng of the Irrigation
next year.
"The location of the next congress
In logical!)
for several
ul Spokane
high
r. jsons
This congresa is
school for the different locations In
which It locates. The congrí sh has
never been held In Washington, although there are a number of
Irrigation projects there. Th
eongresM must go from one corner of
the went to another so that people
can hear tin words of wisdom from
tin taints that are Invited to dispense
your
with
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Opening Address of Sixteenth Irrigation Congress
Full of Promise for the Future ofSemi-- rid America
A

ves and to humanity

to grapple witt.
the great task of reclamation,
"Then came the second era, it
which we sought the definite poJIO)
which should enable united and al
sociated man to accomplish work
w hich lay far beyond the r aotl of lie
Individual. The puteóme was the pas
"Age of the Newlands irrigation law
in 1902 and the Inauguration of Brea
projects in many slates and territories
Prosecuted with marvelous vigor an.
with a degree of Integrity which goei
far to vindicate the principle Of pul.
lie ownership, these projl Cta are now
approaching completion, and thus w
'
Former Governor
Its successive
Bradford rlgatlon oCngress,
WtUiam E. Smythe, of Ctah, found- swered by the Institutions of the arid come at last to the third and final era
e
sessions, has taken
this Important
President Goudy's address to the in stack. An owner of a
N. w Mexico.
of
Prince
He
Vetera
west.
of
said:
In
Irrigation
life
of
National
the
the
er
congress,
who was
of the Irrigation
work
down near Albuquerque once
"The work already accomplished by congress.
many Irrigation coligr. U ses-l- c
opening session of the Irrigation tract
lid
Hut first, a word as to the historic
employed a newly arrived son of the to have spoken on, "The Hope of the the National Irrigation congress gives
gre
"We
ready
for the homebulldcr
congress follows:
of the region In which we
Emerald Isle to stack his alfalfu, and Little Lands," has been luddenly tak-- j
foremost rank among constructive The tale of onr cause Is In his hands one ol the l.a.lers in the movement significance
m.et this year, in connection with
..I modern tinos
movements
Ladles and Gentlemen of the National It was agreed between the employer en
beglnnning,
or
its
one
tins
from
ed
deltve
yean
fail,
If
he
p..
all
..i
the
labor
the
irrigation.
wing
siik and cannot atti
and the employe that it should be
Irrigation Congress:
work fell naturally Into two well comes to naught and the gnat hopi
1
strong addresses of thi a afternoon
have already alluded to the fact
No more appropriate section of the hauled to one stack yard. At the end is an abstrae! of Mr. Bmythc': address del'oied eras and Wo now stand ;it the dies in the morning of Its promise. Pul the
i
s.
salon,
spoke from that this is the first time that the
lovernor Prln
country could have been selected in of the season the owner visited the which wll be made a pal of the cor- - 'threshold of a new and greater .ra If he succeed, no Imagination can sol
congress
has held a second session in
tlu Bubjei t
Vestcrday and Today."
in th history of .the movement.
which to hold a session of the Irriga- place and found to his surprise that
upon
bounds to the achievement
the same city. It was very proper
He said in pa
"First, came the era in which
tion Congress than here In New Pat had made at least four different respond
we
nor
picturi
which
have
entered
'that
ibis
romplimenl should be paid
Just hlrteen yean ago. this month to New Mexico,
Mexico, where Irrigation was first in- stack yards, and when he asked him
wm. E. discovered nrid America to the
the civilization which shall arise in
.,sl ust of address
for New Mexico is
in the
peopli
September,
of
of
the
.American
Irrigation
iousness
si
the
National
troduced and put Into practice on me reason jor aisoueying ms
waste pintes of the west."
the Irishman promptly replied: 'Why, Smythe, of Sao Diego, Cal at
Congress convened In this city of ai- - the birthplace of American Irrigation.
the BOclal and economic sense ol the
this continent.
Long before the first adventurous
Mr.
Smyth.- declared that Presibuqm-rqut- ,
to hold its fourth annual
term. We proved thai a vast region
I am sure I voice the sentiment of man, one stack yard wouldn't hold the tecntli National rrtgatl hi eon;
g
no liner ser- session.
Spaniard saw the
waters
Sept. 20. 2 p. m
popularly regarded as worthless waal dent Roosevelt had done
'today,
Ibes.every delegate and visitor to the city half of the alfalfa on this land."
fhirteen
after
of the IUÓ Qrande, the forefather.-- I
to voice the aspiration for a years,
New Mexico Is all right from any
meet
William E. Smythe, of California, .n tact, the better half ( the United vice than
again;
here
the
first
of Albuquerque upon this occasion,
form of rural life Which shall I..the Pueblo Indians had settled ill
instance of a return ta i place anca Of
when I say that we are all glad to standpoint. Last year she spent one-ha- delivered an address entitled "The States. Contending that aridity is n
Its fertile valley and constructed long
more attractive, and fuller ol favored
million dollars in the maínten-- ! Mope of the Little Lands." in the blessing rather than a drawback, and
by the congress.
meet here In this splendid territory
llu.-of ditches with which' to irrl- course of which he declared
This r. vislt to Hi.' . cutral New Mexthat thai irrigation is little short Of a mir- opportunity for reward
soon to become a, state soon to be ance of her schools; she has a popu
"HOW is this aspiration to I"- realican city and renewal of old associa- gate their crops of beftns and corn,
brought to Its own by being admitted lation of over 400,000, ami each year! President Roosevelt's prayer for no- I acle, we Anally convinced onr eouu- Only by a revolutionary chang
tions, naturally calls attention to the of melons and pumpkins, and the
into the union. Not only New Mexico thousands of new settlers are locating bler forms of country Ufa win be an trymon that they owed it to themsel-- l ized?
from which they
in the entire spirit, as well as in the difference b tween "then" and "now," fields of cotton
and on her
but Arizona as well; not one, but both, in her towns and cities 700,000
a
.
methods, of onr colonization move- and to the progress which has been made the variously colored mantles
head
are soon to be separately crowned as lands. New Mexico has
ment,' he answered. 'The overshad- made in the cause of irrigation since which were the objects of such ad
of live stock; her coal and precious
sovereign states, each worthy of
of the first European exowing national evil of the lime It the session of 1&B6.
That difference miration
into the great sisterhood of metal mines, her orchards, her vast
plorers.
greed, Our tanners and homeseekeri Is most remarkable.
That progress
states, where each may work out its lumber and eement interests and nuIn the far northwest of the terrihave been as guilts in this respect a is high above the brightest hopea of
own destiny and share In the honors merous other resources are already
lour trust promoters and Wall street the former congress, The actual sit- tory, along the San Juan river, and
bringing and distributing
and benefits of statehood. ".States are annually
Its
tributaries, are still to bo seen the
speculators. The rights of hum; nils uation in IftOl is far beyond the wildnot great, except as men make them." among these good people millions of
lines of the accqiiian of this ancient
wantomly
sacrflloed
to
th.
haev
been
est
delega.es
wealth,
Imagination
from
the
the
and
of
tilt,
Men capable of making this session of
people; and go accurately were they
the social lit'.' of tii. Cftrm SO l.arr. r.
First Then, Interest In the subject constructed,
our National Irrigation Congress a other states and territorios congratuthat modern engineers,
longi
no
it
can
unlovely
that
prosand
you
your
was
upon
cinflned
growth
and
to
late
the
arid
glorious success are capable of makseeking the best rout-- ' und levla for
n riches,
in region; now, its extent la only measalike
euddi
for
demand
you
ami
again
again
perity,
thank
and
ing this one of the great states of the
projeted works for Irrigation, find It
the handling of the ail. lie domain an ured by that of the nation.
for your most cordial .welcome to your
republic.
i
rarely possible to Improve on tho
'so
Which
in the agricultural
operations
Sei
to
more
pleased
We
n.
oii.i
Tii.
are
our
midst.
than
attracted
to
the
We are profoundly grateful
upon senttlement," said HUI.- attention in Eastern cities, or ancient lines, that they have finally
followed
have
engreet
people
of
this
the
and
meet
people of Albuquerque and to the
the speaker.
e
even at the national capital: now, come to adopt them without question.
City of Albupeople of the entire territory of New terprising,
The remains of these ancient watermu Í congress gives to Irrigation its best'
not
"Men
have
querque.
put
Every
been
effort
has
cormagnificent
and
Mexico for the
how talent and attention, and the presi- ways constitute unwritten history; but
nom
but
lend they needed fi
long
you
sojourn
by
our
to
make
forth
ex'
dial welcome which has been
much He v could possibly lay their dí nt of the United States is its ardent1 the earliest chonlcles of explorers and
to be remembered by us all as one
tended to us.
conquistadores, of warriors and of
personal en champion and supporter.
on as a means
hands
of
our
delightful
of
times
the
most
to
this
settlement
From the first
tell the sume stori-richment. And their conception Ol
Third Then, the most aggressive priests,
year of our Lord has been a long wait, lives.
Cabeza de Vaca, the first white man
what constitutes tru riches is as sor- leaders
wfere fighting for
national
see
gratified
to
sunshine,
this
of
are
more
We
than
land
this
at
but
last
to visit these fertile vnllevs, tells of
in th
did as that of any ir.oip
recognition
now,
and assistance;
land of opportunity, is just beginning the large attendance upon this sesland. The tin,. Apiri: of nemCmsklng every sound of strife is drowned in the fields of corn which abounded
to be properly appreciated. Its won- sion of our Irrigation Congress, and
everywhere, and particularly menand institution building which, char the glad hallelujah of victory.
derful resources arc now being de- more than pleased to welcome the
d
where he and his
acterlted th early colonisation movo- -'
Fifth Then, the addresses and tions the place
veloped with marvelous rapidity; Its delegates from our own states and
companions, after crossing
mcnts In America has glvefl place to a resolutions were full of hopes and
Í
great eoal measures are attracting territories, and particularly the deleon
east,
were feasted
the deserls
the
spirit of frenzied land .grabbing and
n..w. th. y
i
of achieve by the hospitable
'''
and commanding the necessary capi- gates from the foreign states that
natives on beans
frenzied farming. itn' dream Is no mam and fruition.
.
tal to open them. The acreage of have honored us by sending represenmelons.
and
through
All
this region
longer of making bonos, bul of ir.ak-men, more was no irrigation entillable land already under cultiva- tatives to this session, and we hope
'he
refers continually to these same
ling fortunes
of aooklng to' terprises,
instead
tii.,-,- ..ic.-pprlvute
of
vegetables, "which were so plentiful
i
tion by Irrigation exceeds one million the representatives of foreign lands
!v ; .
y.
I!
Ill lug,
sci ' '.
amfcy lVr natíos snenils ml'-I- I.
acres. National and private Irrigation will be at home with us and will parj that
the Spaniards guv,, thanks to
"As a consequence, we Mtv'e big
reu
in
uis
Mint
without
of
the
ork
projects now being constructed will ticipate In the discussions of the variHeaven for their abundance," und almostly tilled by tenants
audi
fauns,
lamanoA.
reclaim another million acres of as ous topics that will be brought be
hired hands. We have Impoverished
Ami, better than all this material iso spesks of the shawls or blankets
of the cotton raised by the peo-ptfertile land as the sun In all Its fore this session.
sou. so mat no- average annual advancement
tile
hl!e then, irrigation made
course Bhlnes upon, and on these
product or an ine i.irms in iu i nna waa looked upon solely na a method
in annual session
have
met
here
We
i
IU.A" MisiM
.A ("HUH
In.a
lands thousands of American farm- lb consider and formulate plans for
per of agriculture; now, it is rec , I., .1
ill
States amounts to only jir.a
ir - , III -IU11
ers will establish happy, prosperous the wise development of government- i ,ie,i en.
During the ten years ending o. th- builder o' ponies and the pro- - fin
.ill'Allw, ill
acre.
In
Cibola, he found great stores of beans,
homes, and on these fertile acres
with 1904, we produced only thirteen moter ol patriotism.
policies looking to the conservation
climate Intensive al
this health-givin- g
and a half bushels of Wheat I"'!- acre
use of ovir natural reor this in thirteen short melons and corn; and the chronicler
the
best
And
all
HN
lu
re
farming will be practiced, and
one half as much as 1. rinany,
year.-- !
sources, and more particularly to trie
Thai is I, ss than a fifth of lays special stress on the character of
will be produced almost any crop conservation, preservation and use of
as much as Groat Britain, where tiie allotted lifetime of an Individual the latter, which he tells us hod very
temperate
that can be grown in the
the soil has been titled Mi centuries. n an; compared with the duration of short stalks, with the ears starting
our forests, our streams and our
aone. There Is probably no fruit su- lands.
near the ground, hut of a size, which
"At the same lime, we have mude a nation, it Is but a
spun long: amazed
grown
fertile
In
the
the Hpalnnrds, as they conperior to that
hold the affections of onr boya and measured by lb.Some neonle assert now that na
of
centuries
the
Mexico
New
valleys of this section.
girls nor satisfy the reasonable de- world's history, it is as nothing. And tained from TOO I 800 grains, which
reclamation has become a fact
tional
percenthigh
a
as
sugar beets show
mands of our women.
yet. what a change, and what re- far exieeded anything then known In
in the development of this wonderful
age of sugar and as great a yield per land, that there is nothing more for
other countries.
"Never In onr history was there a sults:
At Tihuex. In this very valley, and
acre as can be grown anywhere else this association to do. I reply, the
moment when the nation stood in
And so I will endeavor, as briefly
4
luxso
grows
a few miles north of the .,,,t on
Alfalfa
world.
:.
In the
safesuch bitter nee, i of the land as
be, tO show bow Ibis rrvolu-tto- n but
as
iv
in.
which we are assembled, nil the peoexplo Ion
uriantly that the farmers are kept
t
social
a
prevent
ty
value
in
been
general
has
sentiment
n.
WILLIAM B. SMYTHE.
ple were found clothed In cotton garbusy almost the year round putting it (Continued to column i. Page
as It does now. Tho Industrial world produced an
the great progress In ments,
and Coronado made a requiatIrrigation
cause
of
the
has
been
Founder of the irrigation Congress, whose Illness prevented his attend (Coutiiiiicil on Pag. III. Column I. tained; aild the part which this lr- - sition of net less than 300 pieces of
cotton cloth for clothing for his solance at the Sixteenth Annual Session,
diers; from which we judge of the extent of the culture among the or- Iginul Inhabitants. So productive
the cultivation of the Rio Grande val- ley, that Castañeda tells us 'the harvest of one year Is sufflicent
for
seven; when they begin to sow, the
fields are still covered with the Vorn
which has not yet been gathered."
Forty years afterward. In 1S12, An-- j
tonlo de Espejo, truveling up this
same Hlo tirande, found abundance
of corn and melons, and the people
dressed In cotton elothee; ond near
teleta, one Indian chief presented lnm
with too bolls of cotton. He tells
Chief Forester C.ifford Pinrhot, al- have gone so far on the road he want-- !
us Hint the people all wore mantles
though unable to be present at the others to follow.
of cotton, itliped blue ami white, like
general
in
object
education
of
The
'
Irrigation congress, Is well representthose of China, and on his trip to the
Is to produce in the boy or girl, und
westward In was presented with more
Mr.
'
ed by members of tho bur.au.
so In the man or woman, three re- than a hundred muntles, some colored
Vk.
W'
to
ussit',
the
vHhHRl
a
sent
n
and
m
letter
nlso
sound,
useful
Plnchot has
suits. First,
ami sonic white, und A great quatitltv
wellof handkerchiefs or towels, with tascongress, expressing his regret and able body; second, a
mind,
sels at the corners. And, again, when
and welMirganl.c
discussing nt some length the work of
the final expedition and permanent
alert to gain Interest and assistance
the forestry service. The letter f
Ruropean
settlement came, under
from contact with nature and
Onate, In l.'.SS, be found the same Ir.ration with other minis; and third,
rigated fields of beans, pom and melCnitod states Department of Agricul- a wise and true and vnlinnt spirit, j
ons, and the same extensive growth
ture, Forest Service, Washington.
able to gather to itself the higher
of cotton all along the valleys. The
11108.
things that best make life Worth
Mllford. Pa., Sept.
newcomers, who were not strangers
' In
Hon. Frnnk '. Cnudy, President Six- while. The use and growth of the
th. ir old homes to this method of
cultivation, naturally adopted the sys- -'
teenth National Irrigation congrí ss, three things, body, mind and spirit, j
tern of their predecessors, and conAbnquerque, x M
must all be found In any elTectlVe sys- - j
tinued it unchanged throughout nil
My Dear Judge Coudy: As I hav. tern of education.
the long years of Spanish nnd Mexiactivity Is
already written you, I regret more
The same thre.-fn- id
can control.
IndiI cannot
group
of
necessary
In
be
a
say
easily
that
can
equally
than I
Those who have lived much In
s
the
example
year
viduals. Take for
with you at Albuquerque thb
Mexican communities, In theso later
eslabatof a town, who have
For n number of years past have
days, know that however Irregularly
the people may set their fences or
tended every session of the National llshed a chamber of commerce Ofeven locate tehlr dwellings, when It
Irrigation congress, and at the more board of trade. They have three ohcomes to laying out the lines or an
recent ones I have been honored U Jects: First, sound and profitable busacequia, they have what seems an Inthe hearer of a message from the Ineaa; second, organised
tuition, hut which I suppose Is an Inpresident, whose interest In Irrigation with each other to their mutual ad- herited intelligence, by which they
vantage, ns in settling disputes, se- - j
never (lags. This fall, underbills
select unerringly tho most favorable
from rail-- !
I am trying to do certain work curing satisfactory rates
route, curving hack and forth whore
on the national conservation, and the roads, and Inducing new Industries to
arroyes are plentiful, but always with
to
third,
amongst
and
them!
the minimum of fall to be sufficient
commission on country life, and that settle
for the constant moving of the wster.
make their town more beautiful, more
is why I am unable to come.
place
For more than two centuries before
Evir since I came to have tlrst healthful and generally a better an
the
Industrious Mormon dug the first
as
a
union
In.
(0
labor
I
Take
live
Irrigation
knowledge
of
have
hand
'ine of ditch for Irrigation In gait
been Impressed with the peculiar ad- other evami.l. and VOO will linn UP'
City, the Snplnard had been
'..ike
purpose. A good
vantages which surround the irriga- same threc-fAl- d
raising great crops of corn and wheat.
to
only
good
workmen
tion rnneher. The high productiveness union admits
if beans nnd chill nnd ralabaaas, by
of Irrigated land, resulting In smaller membership In Its sound body; th.irtlflclal use of water now so familiar
adto us all; and so New Mexico has
farm units and denser settlement, as mem ben get from the union the In
itood for long years, though sur- well as the efllclency and alertness of vantages of organized
ounded by fierce and hungry tribes,
he Irrigator, have combined to give selling their labor to the best advancerentirely
and draw-- .
the Irrigated regions very high rank luge; and In addition they enjoy over
'ng nothing from abroad but a little
among the most progressive farming tain social advantages often of
ugar and Coffee and a few srtlclos
communities of the world. Such rural Whelming importance.
which were not of the necessities, but
organization
of
value
practical
The
communities as those of the Irrigated
'he luxuries of life.
is obvious, and they
anil
west are useful examples fir the conIn recent times, the people of New
widely
very
In:
being
utilized
Mexico were almost the first to raise
sideration of regions in which life Is are
our
nntlonul
'h questions regordlng public Irriga
more Isolated, bus k.ss of the ben, tits nearly every branch of
Ion, which have since been so widely
the.
and generally has life. Hut what Is the case with only
of
'mown and thoroughly discussed; for
lacked the stimulus which has sent farmer? The farmers are the
in the Kth and 17th of Varch. Ills.
the men whom this oongreSJ repre- great body of our people who remain
we held a gruat convention at Las
fdKMíÍTíOiV
unor-- j
sents so fnr along on I he road to the (Of the most part substantially organVegas,
the original call for which I
I
Ideal country life, it Is for this rea- gunlaed. The merclliinls are
old In my hand, and am proud of
organized.
nre
wage
workers
ised,
the
I
having
son that
Issued as governor, which wsa
venture to send yott the
following considerations hearing on the railroads are organized. The men
the work of the president's commisi (Continued To Page 10. Column I.)
I )
i
life because you (Comlmird on Page 10, Col
sion on country
i
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operation. The Irish have discovered
FORESTER PINCHOT
thai It Is not good for the farmer to
1884 they bare i
Sine
work alone
DISCUSSES THE WORK
been organising agricultural societies
OF THE BUREAU tu give the farmer a chance to sell
ot UM right time and at dM right
'

Cahima

from

price.

t.l

Ji

30, 1908.

Two Members of the Board Who Say

Impressive. In
result
luw
Ireland there arc
creameries pro
with whom thr farmer compete are ducln
butt r exported
organised to get the best results for There
rmcra in the solthemselves lit their dealings with him pieties
i- wiling, whcli,
country, means
The farmer In engaged, usually WtUl-a- a
out the nwlütniKV of organization. In better prtcea That arc 21 ngricul-witnl
a mega bar- competing with these organizad om
tura I
snclelit
other groups of L'KbKUS Thus the far chip of IS. two and a Bpttai of mart
mer. the man on whose produce we all than 2ta,M)4
Theft
live, contend
almost flngt.- banded cultural societies wit
against hls'hlghiy organised competi- bera. In a Word, in Ireland, which
tors.
an huw been, api to consider us far
school
How have th agrien it ar
behind us in all tail relatan to a gri
of cuitare, there ara 92.", aurii nil ural so- anii colleges anrt UM department
agriculture of state an.l nailon mel eieties wtih an annu
hiislm-of
Ml, (Mill. 000.
this situation ? Largely by Itv abortSin
lss4 their total
business was more than ISQO.DtO.OOO,
ion. In word or in act, that theri
only OM thing to be done for the farHut after the farmer has begun to
mer. So far as his personal eiiucation make use of his right to combine for
Ik concerned, they have tried to
advantage m selling his product!
him I sound body, a trained mind,! gad buying his supplies, , Is there
and a Wsn and valiant un it lint O J nothing etna he can do? As well
far as his culling is concernid they might We say that, after the body and
They I the mind of a
have stopped with the body
have bean trained,
have said In effect: We will help thr he should be deprived of all those
the farmer to grow better crops, but j association with his fellows which
we will tafcc no thougM of how lo- make life Worth living, and to which
can get the host returns fur the crops v ry child has an inborn right. Life
he grows, or of how he can utilize is something more than a matter of
those returns so as to make them business. No man can make his life
yield him the h üt and happiest life.
what it Ottghl to In- by living it morel)
It Is not wise to stop the education on a business basis There an tilings
of a boy or g girl w ith the body, and higher than basinets.
What is tinto
the mind and the spirit. reason to? the enormous movement
I
Not
Hut we have done the equivalent Of front the farms into the cities''
that in dealing with I. mu life. We simply that tin business advantages
have done more, and have done It in the city are better, hut that the city
more effectively, for the farmer along has more conveniences, mor.- excitethe line of better crops than any Otbi r ment and more facility for contact
nation. Hut we have dune little, and with friends and neighbors; in a word
far less than many other nations, for ilion- life, There ought then to be atbetter business and better living on ino tiviness in country life such as
the farm. Hereafter Wi hall need will make the country boy or girl
not only the work ot department! ol want to live and work In the country,
agriculture in state and nation raetl such that the farmer Will understand
as we have now. but Wi shall need to that there is no more dignified calling
sic h than his own. none that makes life
have, added to their function-duties us will make them departments better worth living. The social or
Of rural inslaesa and rural life
a community life of the country should
Well Our departments of agriculture be put by the farmer, fur no one but
should cover tin- whole til Id of the himself can do it tor him. on the same
i nougtl
It Is not
to basis a social life in the city, through
farmers' life.
loiich only one of the three groat the country churches and societies,
country problema, even though that through better roads, country teleis the first in time ami in Importance, phones, rural free delivery, parcels
Of course, we all ri alise that the post, anil whatever else Wi help. Th.
(Continued)
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the soil. Soil may be made artificially
while the other conditions are Inflexible.

un. President of the Morning
Company, anil
Journal
Mercantile Company, Members of the
Berthold Spits, of the llfeld-Splt- z
Auditing Committee of the Board of Control the men who handle the
dinero,

Hun A. Macphci

The American home la their
salvation.
We pray
to be delivered
from
"plague, p eft tienes and famine." The
best safeguard
against plague and
pestilence Is In the diffusion of the
population in rural communities, with
,aire air, pure water and pure morals.
The surest prevention of famine Is
in the enlargeittenl Of the acreage
producing food for the people.
Tlie best kind Of national expansion, because it has no drawbacks, la
the expansion of the area suitable for
tin- old bounds of the
homes, win
republic, and In the midst of our own

tions.

controlled and systematized hiftnldlty people.
The best kind uT building, better
could scientific agriculture be employed, with Hliüoliile certainty of re- Milan Dial of I'm Is or battleships, la
mits; a land where moisture could th,. building ni th unrented and uncottage, where comfort
be applied when needed, and hut Off mortgaged
happiness may dwell.
when not required; where the sun- and domestic
l
school
ie
of patriotism la the
The
shine was ever present, and where the
fireside
of
the farmhouse; and the
almoat vigor of growth could be produced by the simultaneous application family circle Of IhO Godfearing, low
of sunshine above and moisture be- abiding son of the soli,
The beat áotldote to anarchy Is In
low, where, in short, ail conditions
Were subject to the Will Of man; the destruction of the tenement bouse
win re different i ropa, requiring vary- by the substitution of the home.
The surest safeguard of the repubing amounts of heat and water, could
be cultivated side by side, and each lic Is s set frespecting population, ownreceive Just what it required, at ex- ing the BOi that It uses; Where famactly tlie right time ami to the right ilies grow up In the brightness of
extent; and when- the great area of Gods sunlight, wllh strong bodies,
the western farm could be as cure-full- y Stout In ai ls and noble aspirations;
cultivated and systematically oí me like Clnctnnatue, ready to
country's call, but equally
treated as the delicate tropical plants obey their
ready to return to the plow; and of
in a skillful gardners greenhouse.
Hut as the population increased, women who devote their lives to In
the VSjigys in which water for irriga- stalling In the rising generation thetion was clOM at hand and easy to sentiments of truth, honor and patbe procured. Ware .soon filled With rlotlsm,
All these blessings come from the
settlers.
There were great rivers
ised opportunity for borae-bull- dwhich carried the waters down to the In cm :ni!-liifrom the extension of the
ocean and gulf; there were periods of iii t
floods When the vast volume ol water available national domain; and that
increase
and
extension ran only come
from melting IUOW or mountain
showers funned torrents that brought from making the desert capable of
danger and destruction InsteHil of life cultivation by irrigation.
and refreshment; but tin- utilization
of these waters by ucqueducts and FOUNDER OF CONGRESS
reservoirs required un expenditure fur
beyond the means of individuals or
UNABLE TO ATTEND
even communities in a newly settled
thought
of
the
region; und so the
people turned to state and national (Continued
from Page V, Column B)
Inthought
To
crystallze this
action.
to accomplishment local meetings is in the
midst of a process of tranicitnrallv held and these as na- from old to to w
and In
jturally gave rise to state or territorial sition
community there Is an element
conventions, nnd to congresses which every
who would seek relief by turning tc
represented the more extended do- the
land if the land were available
mains.
and If the life it offers poesesOOd reaAfter reviewing the development of sonable attractions, Th" growing centhe Congress and its history Governor tralization of trade nnd manufacture,
Prince said;
the constant enlargement
of the
daily growing public sentiment both sphere of iahnr-a- a
Ing machinery, the
with the pressün exerted upon the native popAll of these,
West and Kust, and with the earnest ulation hy the army of foreign Immeffort of the nn mbers ot congress igrants these considerations make It
from the Irrigated region finally re- not only deslreable, but imperative,
sulted In the pataage- Of the law, uni- that large numbers should turn withversally known as the "reclamation out debt) to thai resource which God
provided for the comfort and sus-- t
act," on June 17, 11)02.
This was the culmination of all the ens nee of his children, the good old
Hut the existing syatem
of
efforts of the past years. No descrip earth
tion of Its provisions or their efforts, large holdings, wasteful cultivation
1
ac-speculative fanning, and lawful nodal
QT Of the wonderful work being
compllshed under them. Is necessary,! Isolation can never meet the need."
of
Mr. Smythe went on to declare that
all;
for these are known and read
men. A vast und steadily Incrcas- - the hope of the nation Is In the "little
money
dedicated
was
lands." e defined the lutter term ai
thus
Ing sum of
to this great work; the work Itself! a small area, under scientific, Intenwaa put Into the best and most ex- sive cultivation, tilted by the proprietperienced hunds, nnd now an army of or nnd his family. He said it la the
men, In various states, are employed mission of Irrigation to demonstrate
In enterprises, some of which almost that the true mensure of values Is nol
stagger the mind with their colasen! area, but productive capacity So mal)
proportions. In every state and terri- knows the capacity of a single ncre,"
lbquoted Bolton Hall
tory Of the
arid region, the he said
good work la going on. Home of the
"Three cows to the acre, not three
enterprises are of such vast estent
that they will require years for their acres to the cow; 1700 produce, to the
accomplishment; but the solidity of acre, not seven m rca to the f 00
to the acre,
four truck-croptheir foundations gives confidence of
success, and reconciles the people to not four acres to the truck-cro- p
these are (he methods that pay "
the necessary delay.
From Prlne Kropotkln's work en
This Is the "BOW" of the irrigation
cause, Just as the situation of IHKti titled "The Comment of Bread," Iv
quoted:
was the 'then."
"Two nnd a half acres of market
Truly, wu may rejoice nnd give
thanks, for our own eyes are seeing garden yield enough vegetables anil
the realization of the dreams und the fruit lo richly supply the table of 350
hopes of years "f labor ami expecta- adults during tin- whole year. Thu
we
persons employed a wholi
have twenty-fou- r
Ami
meanwhile
tion.
learned, as has the rant of the world, year In cultivating I wo and acven-tenth- s
sens Of land, working but ftVl
that tills great work l" not confined
In Its efforts to the mere material hours a das. would produce sufllclen'
mutt' r of an lin reuse In agriculture vegetables and fruit for at least 501
but that it is uttimately connected Individuals "
The apeak'-- asid: "I rWUld multiply
of the republic:
with the
that bound iiu with its success are iMlSacSS almost without number tc
great national Interests the conser- 'how that vn In localities when
ñu are short tin n make a llvlnc
vation of patriotism, the security of
In
our institution, and the allaying of m sn acre or two of ground,
Southern California, where every da;
feure ami dangers.
means n in the year Isa harvest day. the snuil
For national Irrigation
vast extension of the nntlnnal do rami unit la growing tapldly in fa
main, adapted to that most Import- vor Water supply, good transporta
tlon and nearness to markets arc seen
ant of sll American institutions
to be Infinitely more Important
the American home
Hum the slae of tin- farm
11m roitguatiou of thu
teneoinnl
house Is the menacu to our Institu or than even the natural fertility ni
-

v.

i

growing of crops LJ the gri at founds-tloon which the
not only
of the farmer but of the whole nation
must depend. First of all We must
have food. Rut after that has been
achieved, Is there nothing mote to be
done" It seem to no- dear thai
have as much to gain from good
organisation an merchants, plumbers,
carpenters, or any of the other tradei
and boalneagea of the Untied Rtatea
rops,
After we have secured better
the next logical and IneVttabli It) p
Is to secure better business oig,inaa
tlon on the farm m that .u h larmi r
shall get from what he grows thr IM

problem

get better
Crops, not merely to dispose of orO pi
hett'-rhut In the last analysis to have
happier ami richer Uvea of men and
K omen on the farm.
have enturad to ta) this state,
maní before you because irrigators
are natural leaders In ihls gnat move,
incut, and to urge you to add this
problem to ti
than In whloh the
interest ami activity of the National
Irrigation congress have been of such
effect and value to the whole nation.
With all good wishes for the sucos of the Albuquerque meeting, nnd
with renewed regret that I cannot be

n

well-bein-

g

not merely

tO

.

i

far-me-

poaaifete

is

return

with yog, I urn.
Very sincerely yours,

Comlder what has been KVCCompttah-e- d
In In land through agricultural CO- -
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far below the norma) conditions of
GOVERNOR PRINCE TELLS
the favored inhabitants of the rainy
water cornea
direct
OF YESTERDAY AND TODAY section wb'-i-

from the clouda.
The aettlcra of the Atlantic coaat
had come mainly from western and
)
9. ( olumn
milium d from l'
northern Europe; from Great Hrltaln,
Inland. France, Germany and Scanaltogether the most Important gather- dinavia,
and no artificial enlargement
ing of that nature that has yet been
of the water Supply s necesaary. The
saaembhd. with the sole exception of continuous
experiences of generations
City.
that at Halt
caused them to consider this to
It la Interesting to note that this had
be
only
the
natural and proper conconvention, in which representatives dition
of climate and method of agfrom a number of sutes and territor- riculture;
and
whatever waa different
ies participated, took a broad view of
from It waa abnormal and unnatural,
the situation, drawing attention to and
not
could
In anything but
the demanda for auitsble land for Inferiority and result
failure.
homeateada, and declaring that the
As the . Ascendants of the flrat aetextensive areas which can only be
brought under Irrigation by large out- tlcra pasted westward In their mi
lay for ranala and reservoirs, and gration, tney OB HO at rirst the aame
conaequently reoulr,. government ac- abundance Of rainfall. Now York waa
tion, "will furnish homes for milllona similar lo M issachuaetta, Ohio, Indiof people, uud solve the problem of ana and Illinois in turn were dupli"hornea for the homeleaa" for many cates of Pennsylvania; Kentucky was
a second edition of Virginia; Tennesyears to come.
And no wror the more general view see a continuation of Nurth Carolina;
and Alabama and Mlaalaslppl were
of Irrigation deevlopment:
The era of modern Irrigation In the simply western extensions of Georgia.
United s tat. h began with the advent Even when the K.ither of Watera waa
of the Mormons Into I'tnh In 1X17. reached and ernused, there waa no
con
Their Initial syatem for the subdi- fundamental change In climatic
.
vision of land allowed remarkable dltions or agricultural metho-iaIt was only when they came to the
arladom, and the Industry of a peoDesert of the old
ple thrown almoat wholly upon their Oraaf American
own resources, supervised by advice; mapa that they learned that there
and direction from authorities dis- was a land where rain was comparaplaying extraordinary executive abil- tively unknown, where a whole sum-in- .
r might
hiss without one refreah-Inity, resulted In the transformation of
shower and where the soil waa
a wilderness, much of which might naturally
useless for agriculture on
be designated aa desert. Into fruitful
Then
flelda and a veritable garden of beauty account of lack of moisture.
they arrived at the valley of the river
as well as utility
The subject of Irrigation waa forced! on whose banks we me-- t today, and
Opon the attention of the population found an entire sopla bringing water
which flowed Into all parta of the ao- - upon the land by artificial mean,
the results were before
called arid region, almoat as anon as. and while
tin Ir eyes In fl' Id. orchard and meathey arrived at Ihelr new linva. The- dow
of unauprassiug production, yet
progress of that region was comparalively alow When contraatl with that It aeeme.l to them like a hard subof the, stitute for the rain to which they were
of the rainfall aectlona
country, not only on account of the accustomed.
Time was required to remove this
actual labor required lo inaugurate prejudice.
They had to unlearn much
because of!
a system of Irrigation, but
4 In the. of their early i xp-r- b nee. They had
the prejudice which slat.people
ml-slowly to realize that more than half
mlnda of the moat of the
method of til,. Inhabitants of the world live
crating westward
Irrigation; that all the people of
of cultivation with which they were: by
Hlble days, of whom they had read
unfamiliar.
much, lived lo lauda generally defly the great majority irrigation void
ot rainfall and gradually It
was looked upon aa a system of d ng-by-' dawned
upon them that there were
ondur.
be
to
had
which
rlculture
counierbaanrlng advantages In
In order ' mat
reglona
arid
of
the
people
the
necessities of life, but the new condition; that they were
(
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no longer subj I to the uncontrolled
action of the elements nor liable, to
see the results of a year of labor destroyed by the powers which they
could not even regulate; that the agriculture Of Ihelr old life, where the
hist of efforts might result In failure, Where rain mifilit conic when
Sunshine was needed, and fierce heat
scorch and destroy when moisture was
u necessity, was a best but a game
of chance, with no opportunity for
the systematic work that was the rub-Iother callings, or for the application of scientific principles,
They learned thut only in a land ot
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"If I had my way. I would reduce
the desert land and homestead entry
to ten acres In the southwest anc
would not permit a maximum Of over
twenty anywhere except In fraxtng
.
regions. And I would thereby bene1 L1
1
fit, first of all, the homebuilder, and.
afterwards, that vast public whose
prosperity will be quickened by the
existence of a dense population or,
I
western lands. The big entries are not
maintained so much for the benefit Oil
the settler as for the benefit of those
who wish to forestall the settler and
speculate upon his need.
"Let us revive the old spirit of
hbmehuittlng and put it in the place
Let us have intensi
of speculation.
cultivation upon the little lands Instead of wasteful cultivation of big
lands. Let us have proprietary rather
thkfl hin d labor, and show men how-tget a living instead of encouraging
f sudden riches.
the futile ho
"First of on, let men be taught
that by diversifying their crops on
little areas they can be sure of a llt- inff, and a generous living, by col ect- OXt,
Ing it Straight from the soft.
a
let them be tSUghl to cultivate
surplus crop capable Of sale in tile
1
jC?
nearest market, instead Of feeding the
n.
n.
I Oil VíP
speculative instinct with the bop of
extraordinary pndlt to
had from
fancy products which must he shipped to distant markets at a crushing
cost of transportation.
"Above all. let us develop the social
possibilities inherent in the scheme of
living Upon little lands. Small farms
mean near neighbors, m ar neighbors
The
mean high social advantages.
duy Is close at hand when we shall
see communities of farmers living on
paved streets, with sidewalks, sewerage, and eleerlc lights, with homes
fronting beautiful parks, close to the
school, the church, the public library
and the town hall.
I U
"These farmers will be the most
enviable human beings on earth. They
will work for themselves ami no man
Tiny will be
may discharge tln-sure of a good living regardlegs of
strikes, lockouts, panics nnd hard
times. Thev will liiiil constant satis the one case dama and long canals are
faction for their social instincts, and; required; in the other power and
they will rear their children in the pum p8.
While underflow anchen furniah
sunlight
"Create such conditions, and you cheap and convenient water supplies,
bring the National Irrigation move-- 1 the larger ureus must depend on
ment to a triumphant consummation. pumped water. There arc many peoThe Institutions of arid Americu be-- : ple who maintain that pumping can
come new stars of hope In the sky; not be made to pay. Of course this
Millions question depends on the depth to waof our common humanity.
and on the availWill flock to us as to the shadow of a; ter that Is, the lift
able fuel supply; but I am convinced
great rock in B wearly land."
that It depends even more on the deMr. Smith spoke on the "Water Ue-- j sign and construction of the plant
and
sources of Very Arid Valleys." He on the ability
of the man who operpart:
In
said
ates It. There are scores of pumping
Much la said of the large irrigation plants In the Santa Cruz valley already, and the average coat of the waenterprises, those of big reservoirs and ter
Dumped
what it should be.
My
subject As curried onis intwice
extensive tracts of land.
many Instances pumprelates to smaller projects In very arid ing does not pay, and the deserted
valleys.
Such areas on lirst acquaint- wells attest It.
ance arc discouraging and forbidding.
In the first place wells are of too
Dry and parched for months at a tlme fllniKy and temporary
construction,
wlthout 11 drop of water or bird or and their capacity s largely above Inbelow
of
stead
the
level. The
water
beast, and, especially through the hot last chapter In
history frenuently
months when water la most needed, no i.s written when their well
caves and the
the
rainfall, no rivers, arid furthermore, pump Is
burled forever. Centrifugal
no reservoirs nor reservoir sites. This pumps, which
should be speeded as
of Ar- carefully
d
description applies to
as a watch, are run at
izonanearly all of thut portion south speeds which reduce their efficiency
of the (Jila river. Similar areus exist 50 per cent or more; bearings are run
In southern California, Sonora, New hot; and engines are out of adjustMexico and probably In Colorado, Utah ment, out of proportion to their work,
and Nevada. In a few iiibtancca, not- and exposed to the weather. More capably In California, such areas have ital is required, und more supervision.
been reclaimed; In most cases they We must have better pumping plants
Taken together, they con and cheaper power. There should be
hBve not
stitute a problem with great possibili- water users' associations in pumping
How shall they be reclaimed, districts.
ties.
Capital should be obtained
and to what extent can they be re- for installing efficient machinery, and
claimed? are question which demand scattered pumping plants should be
grouped und placed under the care of
crcful Investigation.
To estimate In advance the amount experienced mechanics.
Will good pumping plants pay? The
of pumping which an arid valley will
withstand. It Is essential to know thel lift, the cost of fuels, the markets,
treiim flows nnd the character and, vary greatly. Let us make a test case
extent of the good gravels. Well bor- - for southern Arizona. The favorite
ings are of the greatest value. Ve- power there Is the gasoline engine. Aslocity measurements of the underflow sume a ltrt or 40 feet while pumping
and n requirement of 48 Inches of Irrifurnish ilata which can only be
by other means. Fluctuations! gation per year. Then the water needIn
well
as
shown
ed on one acru requires 220 useful
of the water table
should be observed. Strong fluctua- horse power hours of work, or 440
tions Indicate a live underflow and brake horse power hours delivered to
give promise that drafts on the sup-- 1 an efficient pump. Assume as a minii.lv bv Dumping plants will be made. mum an 18 hours power plant and a
good by the next flood or by the next ranch of 100 acres. Then the cost of
pumping per acre per year will be not
rainy season. On 4hc other hand,
where wells close to the river show-littl- leu than f20, $n being for fuel. This
critical
Is
the
urc
a very serious charge, even though
fluctuation there
tin- resulting airairu crop sells at $',:,
polnta to head underflow ditches.
Tlie vslleya of New Mexico bear a Pumping with gasoline Is apt to be
It should not be
close resemblance to those of Arizona. overdone In Arizona.
Although car window surveys are not attempted for staple CfOpa where the
to be rolled on. It Is probable that the lift is over IB feé when pumping.
nnd other
Hut why should Irrigators use power
White and Sacramento
mountains of this territory yield run- that la twice as expensive as that used
In
the
now
by millers, light ami traction compalost
off waters which are
nies, machine shops, etc.? Kconomlcal
anda, but which can be utlllxwl.
underground
Surveys
pOVi r production was never before so
We need more
Steam turbines,
in Ihe arid regions. Many uf the vol- uMructivc us today
leys seem quite hopeless, hut fiivor-ilil- e internal combustion engines, gas proc
machinery
pumping nreas can be and will be line. rs and
found. Nature has providently placed arc great power savers They are not,
to small units,
reservoirs under our feet, and they however, adapted
have as true a function to perform in wherefore ranchers must combine and
the conservation uf our watsgu as do let om- pumping plant serve many
I
ranchea, or, If well capacities are too
the rcservolre In the mountains.
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11 1; I'OI'l'OWING
is a snm- pic of the exceedingly low
rates that will be In effect

the various points of Interest near
Albuquerque:

0 II, El

Adamana (for Petrified For- -

est)

j ,
f nn
lIIlgCXLlUll

Bluewater

C uugicss

Gallup
Grand Canyon
Holbrook

.

Flagstaff

mmmmmmmmmm

$10.50
. . $5.00
$1 5.00
$7.50
$21 .65

$1200

Laguna

$3.50
$23.45

Phoenix

Interstate Industn- wins0W
al Exposition and Williams
NeW Mexico Ter- Wingate"
Call nt ticket

$130o

i

$17.00
00

-$7--

office for full Infor- matton ami rates to oilier points
New Mexico, Arizona and California.

raíf

Albuquerque
New Mexico

Spnremhpr 79
tO Uctober

one-thir-

--

I

hydru-cicetri-

The A. T. & S. F. Coast Lines

limited, let one power plant serve
many pumping plants.
To epitomize, there are scores of
ValleVS.

coverincr

wIHe

nrnua

prospect of sky farming, dry farming,
reservoirs or artesian watera. The
surrounding mountains Induce rainfall
and yield considerable run-ofusually
in short flood seasons. These watera
are lost In tho .stream beds. They can
bo recovered by gravity ditches In favored localities and elsewhere by
pumping. These arid valleys need surveys to determine the feasible pumping ureas, which are sometimes very
narrow,, confined to the bottom lands,
but In other places are quite extensive
as exemplified In the Rilllto valley.
As a rule, the best opportunities are
not on the main stream but on the
tributaries. Tho mountain water will
not come down into the desert very
far; we must go toward the mountain.
The water must be used as near as
possible to Its source. These arid val
leys will never teem with population,
yet in the aggregate their development la of great value to our nation.
Many small agricultural communities
of 100 ranches or less will prosper, cooperating and
with the
neighboring mining and grazing Industries
Water development must be by
means of the pumping plant. But the
agriculturist
unulded will not make
the highest success of pumping. Cooperation und central power plans will
make possible
the reclamation of
many regions which must otherwise
remain part of the desert.
f,

I

If you want a good meal try tlie
Ozark
Itestauiiint,
218(4,
South
Second.
cu York Publisher Dead.
New York, Sept. 29. Joseph H.
Bdnner, publisher of the National Provisiones and former United States
commissioner of immigration at New
York, died suddenly today at his office here. Apoplexy waa given as the
cause.
Car of The. Refrigerator.
Too areat care can scarcely lie used In keeo- lmr tnn lefrlirei ll,ir
Ii
Atl
crumbs should be removed and If liquid are
siiiiu--

ine.v

miouiii ox wipcu up at, once

in

summer oatMiclsllr ftequeut sod thorough
cleanings are required. Empty tbe water pan
and remove sll food, covering It from tbe
dual. 1!. nine sbelree; acrub then with a
bruah In hot auda made by dlaaolvlng a
ot Uold Duat waalilnt powder In
warm water. Dry wltb s rlotli or In tbe
if possible.
Scrub all pari s of tbe food
chamber, even the Inside. or the door with the
hot auda; rinse In clear water, wipe dry and
leave open to air. Hcrub Ice chamber thoroughly; scald wnsieplpe with boiling auds
made from Oold Itust. wanhlng powder. Hcru'..
water pan and replace ihe parts. It la neeea-aar- y
to clean food chamber iuom frequently
than tee compartment.
tsble-apoonf-

aun-shin- e,

ALBUQUERQUE

PRESIDENT GOUDY SOUNDS
KEYNOTE OF CONGRESS
(('iiiiiiiiiirii from Pace

n

Column

r

Ü.)

Work of this association will not be
finished until all the (lood waters of

the rivers In the arid and semi-ari- d
sections shall have been Impounded
for Irrigation, power and other use-I- t
ful purposes.
Will not lie finished
till we have also worked out the great
promem or saving our forests and
particularly the forests t the head
waters of our Irrigation streams This
association's work WH not be finished
tintil public sentiment has been
aroused and crystallsed into a system
or laws that will best control and
Utilize the waters
that yearly flow
from our mountains and hills Into the
valleys and onto the plains, replenishing the soil and causing the lands to
yield abundant harvests.
Let the grasses, trees and shrubs
nn our mountains be destroyed; let
the work of erosion of the soil on
the drainage of our streams go on;
let every barrier and every check that
tends to hold back and equalize the
torrential
flow of our rivers and
Creeks be destroyed, and you will witness a short but
violent rush
of
waters at flood time, doing no one
any good except from the us,, of the
email percentage of water that is used
by direct Irrigation,
fcet the mountain tops and hills be denuded and
Soon there will be no soil left to grow
trees, shrubs and grasses upon them
to shade and protect the snow and
other precipitation from the spring
and summer sun; let the work of erosion go on its merry way, and soon
the precipitation, however heavy, will
run off so rapidly that the period of
Irrigation from the natural How of
our streams will he too short and too
limited for any practical purpose.
Save the Foresta, equalise the torrential flow and extend the period
of direct Irrigation in every possible
was, is a consummation that every
practical Irrigatlonlst
earnestly desires, because when our great mines
of precious meláis have been worked
out, whm our coal measures are exhausted and our iron mines are closed
forever there will he one resource that
Ban not he exhausted or worn out, and
that is the soil and its products, for
the soil's fertility can be maintained,
and whatever else may cease to produce, as long as the sun continues to
shine and water continues to How
into the land! of the arid helt of this
country, just so long will these lands
yield sustenance to the inhabitants
hereof.
By
such as we have
In this association ami by a mutual
exchange of Ideas we gain much valuable Information; we can benefit by
the experience of our neighbors working In similar fields and under like
conditions. We can lure best arrange
for the obtaining of desirtd and needed legislation at the hand! of congress by uniting in our demands on
that hoily (or such relief and lor such
changes as the people may deem will
this section of our
be useful to
country.
Roosevelt has well
As President
said: "This association will not confine its work to tiio question of Irrigation and forestry, vastly important as these arc to every cftlscn of
ve atthe United States, but will
tention also to that problem of which
forestry and irrigation and water
form hut a part, namely,
the fundamental problem of the 'conservation of all our natural resources.
The greater probli m cannot he made
effective without the approval and
support of the whole body of citiguiding anil
By educating,
zens.
crystallsing the public sentiment in
this direction, by bringing the needs
of the people dearly and forcibly to
the knowledge of their representatives, we are rendering a service of
grater value to the nation as a whole.
This congress, undoubtedly, is one of
the most Important Unofficial bodies
In the country, and all who have the
Interests Of tie ("Jre.it West at heart
pay close attention to what Is don at
Its nnnuni sessions '' He alan says:
"That It li high time that the people
should be brought to realize the true
condition of our natural resources.
Some of these resources that cannot
he replaced or renewed are being used
In a most extravagant and wasteful
way.
Our coal and Iron fields aro
exhaustible in time, as shown by Mr.
Carnegie In his address hi fori- the
convention of governors in Washington last May, who said; Of all the
world's metale; non la, in our day.
the most useful. The opening of the
Iron Age marked the beginning of
real Industrial development iron and
coal are the foundation of our industrial prosperity. The value of each
depends upon the amount and nearIn modern times
ness of the other
the manufacturing and transportation
Industries rest upon them, and, given
Sufficient land are. and fertile soil,
these determine the progress of any
people
Winn this republic win
founded there were, according to recent expert estimates, approximately
-

i

2.nO.000.000.O(i0 tons of coal In the
territory now forming the United
States. Practically none of this supply was used for over a quarter of &
century; but during the seventy-liv- e
years from 1X20 to 1895 nearly
0
tona of coal were niln"d by
methods so wasteful that some
0
of tons were either destroyed
or allowed to remain in the ground,
forever Inaccessible. During the ten
years from 1N9S to 1906' as much was
produced as during the preceding
seventy-fiv- e
years, while more, than
3.00Q.O0O.OOO
tons were destroed or
left in the ground beyond reach of
future use. To date the actual consumption of coal has been over
0
of tons; the waste and destruction in the neighborhood of
of tons. If mining were
perfected from now onward we might
reckon that Considerably less than one
per cent of our original stock has
hem consumed; but estimating on the
basis of the wasteful methods hitherto pursued, nearly two per cent of our
available supply is gone. Coal consumption is increasing at an astonish
ing rate. In 907 the production was
450,000,000 of tons, or over five tons
per capita for our entire population.
At the present rate of Increase the
production by 1917 will be 900.000.000

other metals, also opening

up copper.
Iron and coal mines; busy producing
abundant harvests of grains and
fruits; busy in every department of
life, including local
option, politics
and religion; busy carving westward
course
of
the
empire and American
civilization.
"In the genesis of nations, there Is
no parallel to the New West." The
West Is the child of the union. "Progress In the New West is the activity
of today and the assurance of tomorrow." From the landing of the Mayflower to the present marks a period
covering the most wonderful advance
In iiil time, covering the most wonderful advance In all time of the human race to a higher and better plane.
Through it all stands forth the indomitable genius and greatness of tne
American people.
"On the summit of the mountains,
as we gaze upon the distant plains
toward the Atlantic and toward the
Pacific, the spirit of our country Is
upon us and shows us that in every
element of wealth and greatness we
are to lend all the nations." Here in
the "New West." formerly known as
the American Desert, once waste and
barren plains and valleys aggregating
millions of uens. have been transformed as if by magic by means of irrigation into productive fields. From
the congested portion of the East people look to the West, where there Is
yet room for all. For every acre
east of the Mississippi, we have two
f
west of it. not all tillable
and
and useful, but. thanks to the industry
and enterprise of the pioneers of the
West, millions of acres have long
the
since been reclaimed, besides
reclamation service is reclaiming and
of
will reclaim
lands
large tracts
where thousands of families are establishing homes. It has been predicted that by 1950 the United States
will have a population of 200.000.000
of people, and If this prediction is to
be fulfilled this country must prepare.
Within the ni xt forty years, to support ÜO.ilOO.OOO mor,. ycoplc. or an
addition equal to one and one-hatimes our present population. Wheje
are these people to live, and what
ate they to do? What will be the
source of their material for building
their houses, whence will come their
fuel, their clothes and their food"
will
What transportation facilities
to market'.'
carry their products
These arc grave and seriOUl questions
that have been submitted by thinking
men interested in the welfare of ur
country. These questions press Upon
associations of this character and upon all the people for consideration
We must utilise our western streams
for Irrigation and power purposes to
their full extent The use and control
th"
of our water resources demand
highest and lu st thought of the country. "Development of the west means
more than the enriching of those living here, it means the enrichment
of the nation and the prevention of
Sgnger to the republic's interests.
Everything that we can suggest ought
to be discussed looking to the cultivation and arousing of tie. public mind
to th" situation that must follow tic
wasteful manner in which we hav,
handled our resources up to this time
and that whatever Is possible for legislation wisely executed to accomplish
may be speedily enacted into law.
is
d
and asoon us all associations of this char
aoter tending to bring together M
many lnlluentlal citizens from i veT
state or almost every state in thi
union tl en our it, n Deration cannoi
fail, at least, should not fail, to bi
ive of untold ET'io'l to the wel-thpeople an future of tin

4,000.-000,00-

6,000,-000,00-

7.500.-000.00-

1

of tons.
in 197,
1,800.000.000 of
tons, and in 1937 over 3,500.000.000
of tons, and by that time more than
of our estimated original
supply will have been consumed or
destroyed. To each generation the ultimate disappearance of coal is of lest
concern than current prices. With
the working out of seams and fields,
one-eigh-
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The Hard Working Crowd of Pueblo Boosters Who Are Going
to Take the Congress to Pueblo or "Bust"

1

one-hal-

that
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plants and transportation
facilities
are removed or abandoned, and other
losses are incurred; and the cost of
these in the end increases prices.
this is felt, because it is estimated that by reason of the progressive exhaustion of
American fields
coal consumers are today paying on
an average of 10 per cent or 15 per
cent more than would he necessary
if the supply were unlimited, and the
advance In price must continue with
each li cade as the supply lessens.
Still more wasteful than our processes
of mining are our methods of consuming coal, of all the coal burned
in the power plants of the country,
not more than from 5 to 10 per cent
of the potential
energy Is actually
used; the remaining 90 per cent to 15
per cent is absorbed In rendering the
small fraction
available in actual
work.
The total production of iron
ore in the United States up to 1890
was some JT,",. 000, 000 tons, and in the
seven years from 1901 to 1907 over
70,000, 00 of tons were produced, or
very nearly as much as the total for
the first century of our history. It is
estimated by experts that by 1910
f
of the original supply
about
of our iron ore will be gone and SU
the ore now deemed Workabl will tie
used or exhausted long befonc th" end
of the present century.
In view of
these sobering facts presen
the
thoughtful man is forced tc realize,
first, that our production and con- sum ptton
n creasing
much ni o
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Ot that I ibsire
ell stutcs
There I:: o
Ity Is to con
"If our career
convention, and
bring
this
before
to
tlnue, it musí be on tin basis of bet- In
many
tcr control of national resources than that Is the question that.
we have thus far exercised, and our
has become a Vital one In the
bounden duty is. ftrst, conservation advancement of our irrgatlon raof forests; for, no forests, no navi- sources, namely, the creation, regula- gable rivers, no cheap transportation. tion and control of irrigation districts
Second, to systematize
our water It is better, in my Judgm "lit. where-evepossible, for the the people to
whole
putting the
transportation,
work in the hands of the reclamation provide their own ways and means foierv.ee.
Third, the conservation of the construction of Irrigation enter- prises rather than depend on the cen.More than a thousand milthe soil,
In time it may be
lions of tons of our richest soil are tral government.
swept into the sea every year, clog- deemed advisable to create Irrigation
ging the rivers on its way and filling districts in various localities where th
our harbors.
l.ess soil, less crops; reclamation service is engaged In Irless crops, less commerce and les rgatlon work to enable the peoplegov-to
take over such projects from the
wealth."
do not believe tin- central
In this "NcV West we ar- - a busy ernment
government will long ear,, to continue
people, too busy lo give much time In the business of Irrigation, neither
to oratory, much time to the fact that do I believe that the water users In
we are probably the most extravaeach case will be able to pay out tin
gant people In all the world. We have cost of such enterprises within the
been too busy to take stock of what time fixed by the government, so some
our resources are. how they are be- easy method of obtaining funds b
ing developed and whether they are way of a loan must be found, und
being properly handled and conserved. know of no better plan than the'
We are busy building railroads, digknown as the Irrigation district plan
canals, con- and this association should work for
ging great irrigation
r

-

.

i

jeets that are wholly without merit, in
a neighboring state, within the past
few Weeks, a land scheme was carried
out by which people were ltd to invest their money in an enterprise that
has no merit, and that can only result
in total loss of the investments ma le
by many
people, and
the same promoters have already purchased lands In another locality with
the view of repeating their former
successful performance
These things
go on under the very eyes of the pos- tal service ami our newspapers fail to
see any reason why they should expose these infamous and dishonorable'
undertakings.
As to irrigation
dis
trict bonds, uniformity of law in
states of the arid section will
greatly tend to
popularize
and
Strengthen this character of Investcarry
more or less asments and to
surance of merit, provided the investor will take the necessary precautions
to inform himself as to the physical
condition surrounding the enterprise,
the amount of water available and
of land, including
the
character
amount of land to be watered:
the Investor ill this class of securities should have the foresight not
only to Inquire Into the regularity of
ill the proceedings leading up to the
Issuance of the bonds, hut. as i have
said, he sh .iild carry on a. thorough
investigation into th physical condition of the entire enterprise and be
uvindled if they will only take such
win tln r or not the enterprise can be
made successful; whether the lands
proposed to be watered will be sufficiently productive to insure the payment of the taxes to liquidate .such
If
bonds und the Interest thereon.
we have uniformity of law in so far as
this Is possible We may look for uniformity of construction by th" courts.
and I hope that thir. congress: may
from time to time discuss these matters and adopt measures that will tend
to bring about not only uniformity of
hard-workin- g

law with reference to the creation
and control of irrigation districts, but
that Rome plan may be devised by
which 'lie press of the country may
be Induced to expose the concerns
that are operating with the view of
robbing the people
We
have an
abundance of fertile lands upon which
water can be supplied either by prl- vate enterprise or by government rec- lamatlon, and there can be no excuse!
for people permitting themselves to be'
s Wind Id if they will only take such
precaution in the buying of lands as
they would take in the selection of a
suit of clothes or in making any other
purchase or in the transaction of any;
of the serious business affairs of life.
There is always some one in each
community to whom the land seeker
can apply for information as to the
value and quality of lands and to
of water supply.
We should dlSCUSS and try lo determine the best plans for establishing
bureaus of information In the several
states, with suitable appropriations,
with the
and we should
general government for the extension
survey
work, and for the
of geological
eon: rid of our forest reserves and other public lands.
In Conclusion, I hope each delegate
will lake an BCtlt Interest in all that
may come up for lecusWlon and
Let us make
elderetion at this
this session one
benefit and inter-Le- t
est to all present
US keep thl'
association alive and actively interested In all questions of Irrlgtalon and
related subjects.
y

con-fio-

When Trifles Become Troubles,
that their
kldicys are deranged they should take
Foley's Kidney Remedy at once and
Dot risk hav ing Bright's disease or dl-abetes. Delay gives the disease a
stronger foothold and you should not
delay taking Foley's Kidney Remedy.

If any person suspects

1

MIMBRES

PROJECT

mm

L

Important Irrigation Enterprise
Luna County Has Adjusted
Its Difficulties and Construction Will Proceed,

This settlement
interior department.
means the ear!) beginning of work on
this important project, which .'will
reclaim a Very large acreage of the
most desirable land In the Mimbres
valley. The Importance of the project
In tlie development of Luna county is
t remendona,

WILDCAT KÍD READY
TO BATTLE IN RING

in

better known among
fraternity fn "The
prizefighting
the
Wildcat Kid." a welterweight fighter,
w ho
has quite a reputation as a
i
knock-out
pugilist, arrived In the eit
Qovernoi Curry brought hack with
him from Washington some cheering yesterday morning from Socorro. The
news for tlie people of lanía county Kid handed the following communiMorning Journal last
and news of especial value to the Kin! cation to the
evening:
.Mimbres it igation company,
which
Morning Journal:
has projected an Important
storage Editor
1
Htr:
desire to publicly ac-- ,
Dear
project on th" upper Mimbres,
in
M
of J.
proposition
eput
the
Luna county, designed to Impound
f this city, who has Issued
Watcher,
t&.OOO acre feet of water and with SI
challenge to me for a fight
flood volume in the Mimbres
river a public
Dallas.
nin
Sufficient to tin this reservoir several' with F.i Thompson, of fight
Thomp
ready ai any time to
will tipni nun rrom iweiu-flv- e
n ' son,
'I'lie i', l'H on mnMinv
rounds,
or will fight him an
purchase of territorial
land,
which
number of rounds to a
became Involved In connection with Unlimited
other lend matters in New Mexico, knockout. I will fight at 60 pound
ringside. Mr. Watcher will Mnd im
now being rapidly adjusted, and Hovready at any time or place to .n, inuel nor Curry, on his last trip to Washington, in company witli 10 II. Hick-for- tile details of the hoUt.
corporation,
Yours respectfully,
the bead of th,C. A. COAJCBl,
took up the matter with the Interior
department, resulting in a satisfacto('The Wildcat KIU.")
ry adjustment of the controversy, by
on
which the territory receives full comcut
pensation for the land ami the land
underwood typewriters,
exchange
purchase receives the approval of the albq.
t;. a. Ooake,

l

1

;

Í

rati
typewriter
:

j
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structing vast reservoirs; busy building Aremlcan homes, erecting court
houses, churches, school houses and
colleges;
building sugar and other
factories, busy building towns and
cities and founding American commonwealths, some of which are now
earnestly and Justly demanding admission lulo the union as states. Busy
opening up great mines of gold and

i

ALBERT FABER

the bringing about of uniformity ir.
irrigation district laws and for per
fiction therein so that bond buyer-nn-

Investors may feel sure of thf
validity of such le nds. In some localities fake promoters are likely t'
take advantage of the irrigation lis
trict law to force upon the unsuspected and uninformed public, so far afIrrigation bonds are concerned, pro-
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New Mexico's largest and most
Furniture and Carpet
Establishment. Every department
is filled with the best production
of the leading factories and mills.
We would be pleased to have
you call and see our extensive line
of Furniture, Carpets, Draperies
and Household Linens.
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Our Prices Are the Lowest in the City
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AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE
r rom the BUSINESS MEN of Pueblo to

The National Irrigation Congress at Albuquerque
Read the Following Article and Make Pueblo Your Convention City in 909
1

craggy peaks of the Rocky Mountains on the backbone of the American Continent in Colorado there rises a little stream of
water, which, making its path among the stones by force, impatient of the obstacles it meets, oft thrust aside by rugged boulders set with in its bed,
yet pausing not to stay, the restless streamlet hastens on its way, eager to blend its current with the flow of the famous river in the fertile valley
High up among the

down below.
The Arkansas river is the spinal cord of the Arkansas valley, which from times unknown, was the home of the buffalo, deer and antelope. It
was here the coyotes and wolves frequently held their frolics and moonlight levees. Here also was the rallying place and the camping grounds of the
numerous tribes of Indians who held dominion over this section of the country, and it was equally the favorite rendezvous of trappers, traders and
hunters who roamed over mountain and plain during the earlier part of the past century.
Roosevelt called Colorado the "Playground of the Nation." and it appropriately follows that the Arkansas river is the "Nile of America." It is
longer, its volume is greater, its broad, fertile valleys are more densely populated with a more intelligent people than the famous Nile of ancient Egypt.
The famous valley of the tArkansas is fan shaped, or might be likened to a cornucopia, which, starting at Tennessee Pass on the crest of the
Rocky Mountains in Colorado, runs southeastward through Colorado into Kansas. At Canon City. Colorado, the beginning of the valley proper, it is
but a few miles in width, rapidly increasing in width to the eastward.
o
Railroad company has begun the construction of the longest electric railroad in the world,
Throughout this entire valley, the
miles.
namely, from Canon City. Colorado, to Dodge City. Kansas a distance of three hundred and eighty-seve- n
Electrical Transmission company, backed by the same finanRailroad company's twin company, the Kansas-Colorad- o
The Kansas-Colorad- o
ciers, officered by the same persons, will construct electric power plants at Canon City, Colorado, La Junta, Colorado, and Garden City, Kansas. The
Transmission company, with its initial plant at Canon City, in the heart of the coai fields of Colorado, will generate electricity for the operation of the
Railroad company's lines.
trains over the Kansas-Colorad- o
The Electrical Transmission company will also furnish electric current to the farmers along the entire Arkansas valley, for the purpose of
running motors to pump water to irrigate their arid land. While the crops are growing in the summer season, the electricity can be used for irrigation.
During this season of the year, the freight business will be the lightest. During the fall and winter season, the necessity for pumping water will be
at an end, and the electricity can be used to haul the agricultural products to market.
It has been demonstrated by the government, under the supervision of the United States Geological Survey, at and near the city of Deerfield,
Kansas, that pumping water by electricity is practicable and feasible, as well as economical, and that electric current for this purpose can be used
by the farmer at a profit.
The United States government has erected a system of pumps crossing the Arkansas valley at this point, which pump from fifty to sixty feet
of cubic water per second oí time: in fact, enough to cover one hundred acres of land one foot deep each day. or three hundred acres of land four
inches deep per day. These pumping plants havvc feeders from eighteen to thirty feet in the ground to the water bearing strata below the surface,
and after having been in operation for months, the flow of water remains undiminished. One pump properly equipped, lifts from five to six cubic
t
! ti) I ft
feet of water per second of time.
In the valley of the Arkansas in eastern Colorado and western Kansas, there arc approximately seven hundred thousand acres of land which
can be irrigated by pumps run by electricity, and this land can be irrigated at a profit to the farmer, as well as to the company furnishing the current.
It is estimated that the Electrical Transmission company will furnish power to irrigate approximately as much land as the combined area
irrigated by all of the government plants now under process of construction, and it must be borne in mind that this is an independent private enterprise, not receiving government, state or municipal aid. nor aid from the Government Reclamation Service, but is backed by the whole united people
and assistance and good will of every man,
of the Arkansas valley, who having undertaken this herculean task, call out for the hearty
woman and child throughout the valley. This project recognizes no state line between Colorado and Kansas, but this is eliminated for the good of the
whole people.
From the mineral storehouses of Colorado's mountains millions of wealth arc annually gathered, but vast as arc the resources of the mines,
the value of Colorado's farm products is greater. In the industrial contest between mountain and plain, the plains are victor, for here the agriculturist
is at work producing the finest agricultural products in the world.
Colorado has had three chances since agriculture and fruit growing have been well established to measure her progress against that of the
rest of the country, namely, at the Chicago World's Fair in 1 893. at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in 1 904 and at the Lewis and Clark Exposition
special premiums.
in 1905. At the Chicago World's Fair in 1893. Colorado's agricultural exhibits were awarded eighty-on- e
At the St. Louis fair in 19C4, the triumph of Colorado was even more marked. Three grand prizes were given for exhibits of the products of
other awards. Colorado took
orchards and apairies, and for fruits oí various kinds there were nineteen gola medals and two hundred and eighty-tw- o
eighty-fou- r
of
exhibited,
greater
proportion
any
fruit
variety
in
and
gold medals, and
than
other
union;
every
state
the
on
a
either first or second prize
silver anci bronze medals. No other two states in the union secured as many prizes as did Colorado.
two hundred and eighty-tw- o
two hundred and forty-eiggold medals, one hundred and forty-fiv- e
At the Portland fair, Colorado received five hundred and six awards
'
honorable mentions.
I ft
bronze medals, and forty-fou- r
' ft '
silver medals, sixiy-nin- e
.' ft
tffJritf'f
in
will
to
western
of
produce
equal
fruit
irrigation
Kansas
the
grown
from the
valleys
now
Arkansas
under
direct
fertile
that
The broad and
Arkansas river in Colorado. It but remains for the Electrical Transmission company to put power within reach of the farmers in the Arkansas valley,
when his fields, orchards, pastures and gardens will challenge the investigation and competition of the world.
The name Colorado has a cash value in the markets of our country. The high honor of imitation and forgery is paid our products. From San
n
fact that the fertility of the lands of the Arkansas valley
Francisco to New York our products command a premium In all markets. It is a
has no equal. Colorado's combination of sunshine, altitude, fertile soil," along with irrigation, makes her agricultural products without a peer.
o
Railroad company and the Kansas-Colorad- o
Electrical Transmission company, we are on the
As a result of the projects of the
in
to
We
valley.
inaugurate
development
Arkansas
the
are about
campaign for the irrigation of the arid lands in the
eve of a wonderful agricultural
Arkansas valley between Canon City, Colorado, and Dodge City, Kansas, which means more for the state of Kansas and more for the state of Colorado'
T '
W
than any other enterprise in the last half century.
Coal fields may become exhausted, gold has but one crop, our mineral resources may all be utilized, but the watered fields will pay their annual
tribute as long as the sun shines and the man toils. "One generation passes away, and another generation cometh, but the earth abidcth forever."
Railroad and Electrical Transmission Companies' lines touch all of the large cities in the valley. It will haul coal, mica,
The Kansas-Colorad- o
gannister, gypsum, Portland cement, cement plaster, building stone, fire clay, lumber and raw materials of all kinds from the mountains on the west to
Pueblo, the "Pittsburg of the West." a city of sixty thousand inhabitants, the logical market of the great mining camps of the state and of the farming
million of dollars annually. Pueblo's freight yards handle
districts of the valley, with a manufacturing and jobbing business amounting to eighty-fiv- e
one million, five hundred thousand cars each year. Its steel plant, costing over forty millions of dollars, employs over five thousand men. It is the
largest smelting center in the world.
This road will serve the sugar beet factories throughout the valley of the Arkansas, hauling to the factories the raw material, and hauling to
market the manufactured product. It will furnish to the farmers and to all of the people living along its line, not only a cheaper, but a more satisfactory, means of transportation, both freight and passenger, than they have ever enjoyed before.
Therefor, hold your next convention in .Puebloo and allow the people of this city and of the Arkansas valley .o verify all of the above statements.
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FINANCE AND
COMMERCE
Wall Street.
New York, Sept. 2. The tendency
of prices to settle to a dead level WM
still further manifest in the .stock

market today. The professionals confined themselves to what tiny .all in
and out dealings. There were intervals of several minute! dttring tin' afternoon when no transaction was re
ported from the floor of the stock exchange, a condition of duttneu rarely
seen.
The stagnant condition convinced the doubtful ones that the
wealthy capitalists, who were credited
with responsibility for the recent activity, have impended
dealing in
stocks for the present. This fact constituted the news for the market. The
appearance of the annual reports of
the great railroad .systems in succession have a rather chastening effect on
over enthusiasm in the speculation,
although they relate circumstances
now become history. As an example
of the depths from Which complete
recovery must be made, however,
these reports covering the late fiscal
year still have force. The progress of
that recovery is Illustrated in the August returned earnings now at hand.
no fcoutliern railway system, in spite
of a falling oil of 18.7H oer cent In
gross earnings compared with August
of last year has established an actual
increase in the net revenues of not
less than 2:1. s:! per cent. This result
was obtained by a drastic cut of 28
per cent in the operating cost. Closing
stocks:
Amalgamated Copper
73
American Car and Foundry .... 3j
do pfd
100V4103
American Cotton Oil
34
American Hide and Leath. pfd 24
American Linseed
10
26
American lee Securities
4 5
American Locomotive
do

rfd

.... 101

.

American Smelting and Refining sift
do pfd
101
American Sugar Refining
127
93
American Tobacco, pfd
American Woolen
23 Vá
Anaconda Mining Company ... 43
Atchison
87
do pfd
4i
Atlantic Coast Line
8688
96
Baltimore and Ohio
do pfd

....

.

.

BOSTON

42
34

do first pfd
.do second pfd

General Electric
Great Northern pfd
Great Northern Ore Ctfs
Illinois Central

Iu6
129
.

.

.

.

57

137
10

t

do pfd

3

nternatlonaal Paper
do pfd
International Pump
Iowa Central

9

55
21

18

2

tfril

3

4

31
72
114
11

100
10
22

,
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$4.00 Per Week and Up.
MRS. M. E. N0RRIS,

We want a number of experienced Balcanes. We
would particularly like to secure men who ale acquainted In their own locality, and who cU get results. If yotl are anxious to become associated with
a large corporation, where there is opportunity for
advancement for hustlers, write us. Von can give
all, or a part of your time to this proposition, although a ton days experience will convince rou
proposition you
that It is the best money-makinever tackled.
If on have had experience as insurance solicitors, real estate salesmen, or in fact in
any line where sales ability counts, write us im-

THURSDAY

EVENING,
OCTOBER 1st, 1908.

60
45
79
15

.

40
106
25
90
144
69
18

GRAND

.

39
24
4
5

l.Uerv. Feed and Bale Stables. Firm
class i a moni at reasonable ratea,
Telephone a.
N. Second St.

Tickets

O. A. MATSON .V CO.,
No. 202 w. Central.

Deserve your seats early.

i
That much talked

Interview with

is

Leaf Devices

Boone

because the)
pleasure.

uve time

jv

Wa Dandi
for liluilratol Catalogas and
susd to dentara only.
Talaphona lit
CORNER rmST 6T. AND COI

DRS. COPP & PETTIT
DENTISTS.

Room 12 N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Phone 547.

heart ol your office force,

to the
bring
ami confusion and

make bookkeeping

a

Our Leader

rroprietora aff
Pharmacy. Cor. Ooti
Pharmacy.
Cor. Eaat
midland
Broad war.
AlararaS

j

ade Joe Cannon take notice

TIllltD STREET.

MEAT MARKET

BUICK

Kinds of Fresh and Salt Medita)
Steam Sausage Factory.
F.MU, Kl.l'.IXWOUT.
Masonic Duilding. North Third Street

All

j

j

rtnlldiiig

phy
did not
until I took Foley's Kidney Item
edy. After the second bottle showed
Improvement, und live bottles cured
me completely. I have since passed a
rigid examination for lite insurance.
Foley's. Kidney Remedy cures backVa
ache and all forms of kidney and blad(j der trouble. Hold by J. U, O'IKclly Co

90
16

....

.
.

.
.

220
137
10

II
54

.

.129
SI
.

'

28
41 'Í
107
8

.

e

BUICK

I

a
a
e

Ha, your cards printed

by

Tiv journal

Publishing Co.
Unsurpassed facilities, prom pi
delivery. All styles,

Motor Company,
South Fiith St,, Between
Central and Gold,
Albuquerque, N, M,

e
e
e

28

LANDS

rowd In New York Stopping District
Urn ras Tragic Suicide.

i

York, Sept, It, in the pros-- i
New
nee of a crowd of women shoppers
Whiting for an uptown train at the
Fourteenth street station o( the Sixth
avenue elevated railroad s well dresa
years today
ed woman of twenty-si- x
throw berrelf in front of a moviiiK
train and was ro terribly injured that
aha died a few moments later. The
tragic act mated almost a panic on
ran
the ofowdod vlatforni. Women
shrleklnK toward the exits lea, line to
the gtWCl and half a dozen of tin in
fell in a faint,
while the woman's mangled body
was stl!l lyinx on the tracks a nrlcst
gnel( by it und administered the last
ritet of the church, v. hile hundreds of
persons who had poured from the
Hair atood with bared heads. On th'
woman's underclothing was the name.
"Sh. rwood." written In Ink

state of cultivation, about
miles north of city, one of the best
two and one-haranches in the valley. We have an option on the above
$2,000.00
property for 10 days at
lf

14 acre ranch a few blocks from street car, part in
young nursery stock, greenhouse, dwelling, etc. Price
and particulars, call at office.
six room brick dwelling on Duranes Road, trees, barn

$2250.00.

A

bargain

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO
219 West Gold Ave.

A

The Sume MUtafcf
Albttqucrque People.

citizen:

H. S. LITHGOW,
MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

i

i

ni

(.UTi

Finest Beach Itesort In the World.
Bathing, boutlng, Pishing, Dane
Inff dully, free concerts, etc.
Villas and Hung ilows clean, coal
and compUts, J17.G0 to IS6.0I pe
Apply Villa Office, Venlo,
month.
cu iiiornis.

appjjjMpjjanWBBp

THE
;

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

WM.

FARR

COMPANY

Wholesale and Retail
oaai.au in kmsii ami halt

ofl

sun

a pueemny

Tor Cattle and Hogs the Biggest
Prices is Paid.

Mr-X- it

With Ample Menas snd Unsurpassed Facilities.

The Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque

GROSS,

KELLY & COMPANY

Wholesale Merchants

Extends to Depositor livery Proper Arcoinmodatlon and Solicits New AcWool, Hide and Pella
counts. Cupltal, 1150,000.00. OMccrs and Directora! Solomon I.uoa, Presa Specialty.
ident) W. S. Btrickier. Vice President and Cashier; XV. J, Johnson, Assl-- i ,
ant Cahlcr; William MclnKndi, George Arnot, J. C. Batdridge, A. M. Black-veilALDrQtTRItQOj
LAB TOQAS
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Sold In Alhuquerqiie by

J. H. O'lUelly.

:,is w. Fruit

UiHT

Pioneer Bakery

and repairing Is one of our specialties
Making elbows and Joints is another.
We sre expert Plumbers
la all
branches and are aoted for doing
food work thoroughly, in a reasonable
timv, for a reasonable price. We usr
only the best materials snd employ j
only the most reliable help. We
abould be pleased If you will favor us
with you. next plumbing Jab. Tou
won't renret It

Standard Plumbing and
Heating Company

2d7 KOtrril FD18T STREET.

rur

WINDOW

M TO

MERCHANTS CAEf
ALL REGULAR MEALS

KttAFA

stock and made to order, lowest
prices, fistlsfactlon tuarantsed.
Furnliurs On.

25c

In

e

HEAD

II IK WANT ADS.

i

11. Amarillo,

No.

I

m

i:ir

l.lmii7. Nortlu Cal. Khhi Mali.
Nil. y. lil 1'. A Mnx. Cltr
From UjS
i'aliri-iil-

Ne.

FOUNDRY

n8.)

ti,

(ESectlre June
nun tln Kiml
I. K'iillirn ChI

I
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ALBUQUERQUE

TIME TABLE.

9

n--

WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY!
WKfT CENTKAJj AVKNint

Ft

SANTA

PRESCRIPTIONS?

Mau

this."
Price r,0
For sale by all dealers.
Foster-Mllbur- n
Co.. Buffalo,
cents.
New Tora solo agents for the Unlt1
States.
Remember the nann Doan's un I
tako no other.
AM

Era

VENICE OF AMERICA

Bookbinder and Rubber stamp Works,
Sl3 We-- t Sold Avenue. I'ltouc 921.

N. M., sgyai
Tenue, Albuquerque,
"For puln in the buck or uny trou-I- ,
les wliiih aiis.. from Iriitfulnilly of
BREAD
Ihc kidneys there Ih, Iii my opinion, OUR
WILL KEEP
no mvdii'ld,' equal to Iioun's Kidney
fresh und moist lor a long time
Plllx. The value of thin remedy wn
in the bread bog. That
if it is
first proven to me about u yeur uifn
allowed to Stay tin re. tic lie rally,
when they so quickly relieved me oi
no
however, people like It
well
un atlHck of pains ucros my loin
lin y don't give It u chance to sea
Since (hen I hove senrceely been wltli-ou- t
I
It
will
keep.
how long
Try a few
them and they have never falle,
loaves and your family will at
result' My advice
to gle the
once become big brand euters.
of backache or
t( all complaining
What do you like best? Vienna,
fault with the kidneys Is to take
or
French
twist, long, round,
Doan' Kidney PIIU. They ure what
bquare.
they are recommended to be and a
trial Is ull that Is needed to prove

DAY

FINDINGS

SADDLES', FAINTS,

by Albuquerque

BÜ, A. RelHyi living ut

opi;n

,.

408 West Central Ave.

a

Ills,
And are endorsed

Phone

Arenun.

A XI)

LEATHER

common error
To Blaster the aching back.
rheumatic
To rub with liniments
Joints,
When the trouble comes from th
kidneys.
Doán'l KldMy Tills cure ull kidney

It's

Association.

HARNESS,

COMMON ERROR.
U Mude by

-an

Thos. F. Keleher

PIPE-CLEANh-

18 acre Ranch, all under high

.-

See Our Exhibit at the Exposition Grounds.

NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE,
$100,000.00
Surplus,
and
Capita

I

a

a

West Ccmtral

217 i.j

.

treated by
leans for diabetes, but

--

ARTHUR E. WALKER
Fire Infers n- c- Secretary afttaal

The Majestic Binder

.

dies, and was

;

--

Motor Company.

'.

.

CO

&

DRUGGISTS

The October Delineator
It

1. BRIGGS

B.

in

Demonstrations now avail- able, and cars on exhibition,
217
Don't fail to see these cars,
124
133
What we know about Automo- 3 u
15
biles will be interesting to you,
138
and you will not regret visiting
157
!our salesroom, Nothing better
43c.
90
in the world for the money.
3
Passed EUami nation Successfully,
attention, a n d
.127
James DonohUO, Xew llrltaln Conn Courteous
123
writes: "I triad several Jriflney MM - , everybody Welcome,
.128
i

our

Mrs.Astor

The Metals,
Xew York, Sept 29. Copper was a
shade lower at 19, lis 6d for spot in
the London market, but futures there

were unchanged ut 60, 10s. The l
market was dull with lake quoted
at tlg.ST tt01S.fi. electrolytic at
11
and casting
fl3,13H91t.S7
$12.87 Vi'u 13. U'Vj.
Lead advanced to lit, 5 6d in
London. The local market. however.
was least at 14,49
Spelter was unchanged at n? !
t
0d in London and at $4.13
locally.
Bar silver 31 ; Mexican dollars

of

I
LIQUORS & CIGARS
rcrjrthlnc lo oar lia. Writ

WINES,

Water Makes the
Desert Bloom.

Sale at

On

LIQUOR CO.

aermaora to Moltnl 41
Olnml
and Barbaehl
WHOLESALE DK.tLEM

Prices $1.00 and 75c.

1

RANCH

etc

W. L. Trimble & Co.

O. BOX 702, PHOENIX, ARIZONA

Pianist.

i,

Ilia

....

Ul fcMJl

colFdated

WOMAN HURLS HERSELF
BENEATH MOVING TRAIN

A

IHl

DieeUinann.
Bruno
Violinist.
Mrs, C. A. Frank. Soprano.
Miss Lillian lluood. Contrallo.
Mrs. Mu bel Stcvcua-HlmO-

138

i

Miscellaneous
American Arge, chemical.
do pld
American Pneumatic Tube
American Sugar
do pfd
American Tel. and Tel
American Woolen
do pfd
Dominion Inm and Steel
Edison Electric Ilium
General Electric
Massachusetts Klcctrlc .
do pfd
Massachusetts Gas .
United Fruit
United SflOe Much
do nfd
U. 8. Steel
do pfd
Mining
Adventure
Arizona Commercial .. ..

UTABLUUrKD lf
fVnalSMte Qtom, Flaw. Fté aaf
far MltehaU Wasaaa

Under the Management of
TUB WOMAN'S CU B.

.41

PUTNEY

L. B.

mediately.

r.

Hcsideuce 652.

Shop, 1005;

Phones

g

CONGOU

IP,

Bi lling presure brought out mainly by
a record breaking increase in the
World! available stocks of wheat. The
clos0 was near the lowest point at net
loss of
ftl to 19 compared with
the previous dose. Corn, oats and
provisions also were weak.
Sentiment In the wheat pit was very
bearish all day and the market was
under heavy selling pressure the
greater part of the season. Influenced
by declines at all of the leading Euro,
pean markets the local market opfcu-- !
fu
to
ed weak with prices off
01 4 compared with yesterday's close.
Corn The corn market was weak
cents.
(
to
with prices off
Oata Prices at the sample tables;
were 1 ii
lower for cash grain. The
market closed weak for the futures
but firm for September.
Provisions were steady in the day,
but became weak on renewed liquidation of pork and closed at net losses,
of 7g10 cents to 35 cents.

4

N. Y., N. H. and H
Union Pac ific

Carpenter and Builder
Jobbing Promptly Attended To
Shop Cor. Fourth and Copper.

e,

86

Mexican Central

ED. F0URNELLE

C

13

Chicago B"aiil of Trade.
Chicago, Sept. 29. Wheat prices on
the local exchange declined more than
one cent today owing to the heavy

14

pfd

110 East Coal Avenue.

SalesmenWanted

Theater

i

M

EXCELLENT ROOM AND
BOARD.

Elk's

635

.

nú

Railroads

33
73
17
20
24

.

92

Atchson
do pfd
Boston and Albany
Boston and Maine
Boston Elevated

Fitchburg

Allouez
Amalgamated .'.
Atlantic
Bingham
Butte Coalition
Calumet and Sec la
Centennial
Copper Itange
Calumet and Arizona
Daly West
Franklin ..
Granby
Greene Canacca
Isle Royale
Mass. Mining
Michigan
Mohawk
Montana Coal and Coke
North Butte
Nevada
ld Dominion
Osceola
Pa n ot t
Quincy
Shannon
Tamarack
Trinity
United Copper .
United States Mining
United States Oil
:
Utah
Victoria .
Winona
Wolverine

STOCKS AND BONDS.
Closing
Prices.

Money
Call Loans
Time Loans
Bonds
Atchison Adjustable is
Atchison 4s
Mexican Central is

86C1ÜO

Brooklyn Itapid Transit
46
175
Canadian Pacific
9 4
Central Leather
Central of New Jersey .. 197 200
40 'i
Chesapeake and Ohio
7
Chicago Great Western
Chicago and Northwestern , . . . lit Vi
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. P. .133
C. C. C. and St. Louis .. ..5356
34
Colorado Fuel and Iron
28
Colorado and Southern
63
do first pfd
57
do second pfd
147
Consolidated tlas
1"
Corn Products
165
Delaware and Hudson
27
Denver and tUO Grande
65
do pfd
30
Distillers' Securities
29
Erie

Intcrborough-Mc-

Kansas City Southern
27
do pfd
2
Louisville and Nashville
103
Minneapolis and St. Louis
27
Chi., St. P. and S. St. M
121
58
Missouri Pacific
Missouri. Kansas and Texas ... 30
63
do pfd
S2
National Lead
103
New York Central
New York, Ontario and W.. .. 39
"1
Norfolk and Western
61
North American
135
Northern Pacific
25
Pacific Mail
121
Pennsylvania
94
People's Gas
75
Pittsburg. C. C. and St. L
31
Pressed Steel Car
Pullman Palace Car .. . lG0fU163
37
Railway Spring Steel
I leading
127
21
Republic Steel
78
do pfd
13
Hock Island Co
40
do pfd
27
St. Louis and S. I'. 2nd pfd
17
St. Louis Southwestern
44
do pfd
GO
.
BttMM Sheffield Steel and Iron
103
Southern Pacific
H7
do pfd
20
Southern Hallway
51
do pfd
39
Tennesse Copper
24
Texas and Pacific
Toledo. St. Louis and West .... 25
59
do pfd
157 Vi
Union Pacific
86
do pfd
29
United States Rubber
9799
do first pfd
United States Steel
108
do pfd
41
Utah Copper
29
Virginia Carolina Chemical
109
do pfd
U
Wabash
26
do pfd
72
Westingliousé Klectric
Western Union
8
Wheeling and Lake Erie
27
Wisconsin' Central
The surplus result 01" the banks remains of .such rarely unwieldy proportions as to leave no present room
for actual money market disturbances.
Total sales, par value. $2,038,000.
United States bonds were unchanged on call.
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THE ALBUQUERQUh
prttcd

English and French
revealed u rtUM of
part within the hist few
'.us. II"- fUlIM f held that kovi i lililí n tul ngulations for prevention oí
tuberculosis Infe ction. If strictly enFasusasa "
forced, would lie igWIlilH i to arrcrt
the spread of the dlseu.se
Journal Publishing Co.
Hi now
believes that
home isolation Is ol
greater imp. .italic- than institutional
l'rrnMnt Isolation.
A
Jl ''IM(BltSt'N
In this he differs
from
Mita
K. Bt'KKK
CU
Mi tar inedl.al nu n who attach the gi eater
II HIS'INU
Biulneaa Manager Importance to legislative
s BOUCHSd
mcusuna of
prevention. It Is well known that Dr.
Roth alsii halda, contrary to many of
r.m.nl as w ,.n, eUM MlW at
i..l.iBlr- - at Alboqurrqsa. N,,M. under act his roll, agues, that hovlne
tilb.i riilo-- v
ut C.iirraa "t March 3, 1ST.
OM not be transmitted to man.
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DEFEAT TAFT

the foregoing eii, ion the
Worii of Bundaj morning

MORNING JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY,

the Kepublicans a hard blow In lg3.
As there are more "third" piHbJ
in liuis than ever before. It Is vaseU
id.- that sonic of them may in!: i
.
tlu general result.
NOW

BAID

To

.111

OF GUARANTY

That document which purported
a letter frO IS Mr. Cleveland endors
ing Mr. Taft for the presidency, am
which has attracted so much attSB
UQn among the pagan and politician!
pro
oi me wnop country, is now
nounced a forgery. Mrs
('lev. land
says it was bogus, tin- New
York
limes, wiin n nought Ule document in
good r.iith and printed it. admits tint
It has been linpored upon, and Ml
POSTAL SAVING BANKS
Hastings, the executor or the estate
DECLARED UNDESIRABLE
who at first regarded it as genuine
now sais lie has evidence that It is ;
forgery, and has given out the fol
American Bankers Association
lowing letter to that effect:
10 Broadway, Sept, IS, KM.
in Convention
at Denver;
To the Kditor of the New Vork

--
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f
works, or
construction
the purchase of land with n vlen to
lt recuunstlon by the development
if water, could obtain, uioii appHca
li oi. full and reliable information In
regard to all
litems favorable or
unfavorable that might affect tin
proposed enterprise.
This would he
of Interest to tin country, and of value
to the cause, slitce it would enable
every one to ascertain without loss of
time, labor or money, Just what the
propos. d enterprise would or would
nut hav. power under tin- law to do,
nnd thus in many Instances save men
or companli'H tin annoyance and fre
quently the serious loss thai is llabb
to be experienced from "buying into
trouble." That is an sel ll nt suggestion, and one that tin gen. ral government could at onci make practictl
and operative, to the gnat a Uuntag'
of the public

UEPLUKABUi

IJDMOII

l's.

'..', .Ml.

....s

.....

Hie 11loose III le other
petrified tre,- - ,,r Arizona, but no one
has been venturesome , nottgfl to cut
inn. tu,, great, natural, pal mtologlcal
brldgi to rimi out.

osi i;vi(. mi:

I

.

A telegram
from IMtlshuig sais,
aggregating 'Millions of
ith
i
dollars from forest fire and heavy
lam. iK' to cr
ami live stock; thi
n Mirtod loss of a number of live, din
to long droughts and conflagrations;
the enforced Idp n. fi of thousands of
workmen, owina to the suspension ol
to righting timber conflagrations; tin
forced Idleness of thousands
of
plants because .r the link or water
the health authorities anticipating serious epidemic of contagious diseases,
nnd many small streams dried up and
practically obliterated, tin- drouth of
lüOs. which has lu id W. rt. rn Penn
a
sylvania. eastern Ohio and Wesi
In Its grasp for more than two
month, remains unbroken, each da
gradualu Increasing the seriousness
of the unpri ced, nted situation.

ls,

w

.

Vlr-ginl-

TIIK

Ml ON

(

ONsl MIMlOV

Preliminar) to the meeting
sI

of the
now
In
there wan n

ongre--

s

session at Washington,
conference on the ssme subjecl at
Philadelphia Isst week, snd referring
to thle the Public Ledger says:
The morning session of the Antl- Tuberculosls conference yesterday a
made memorable by the fact thai Dr
Robert Koch overcame his aversion
to personal publicity nnd delivered a
Short address. The discoverer of the
tubercle bacillus has been Importuned since his arrival here for his newest conclusion on the subject of tuberculosis. Hla first utterance In re.
sponse to such requests was that of
yesterday from the platform of Horticultural hll. tie spoke In Oi rio o
gnd his Ppeerh was rffterwanl Inter- .

estate, had agreed t"
the terms
offered hy Mr. Brandenburg which Induced the Tines to buy and pub-

lish it.
The dmibt now ibrow.li upon tin authenticity of Ihe article is likely to
cause the recall of hundreds or thou
lands or pamphlet containing it sent
broadcast throughout the country by
Tin press of the country is calling Ihe republican national committee us
r the foraary service to
attentl
campaign document.
Ule (gCt that It is of Utile use to (lis- eiiss plans for the conservation of our
(.u KltNMKNT o
t:nMiii

forest through more eclettttflc cutting and the like until some effective
measure can in- taken for putting
siop in the w hob sab' destruction ..(
the wo... Hands each year bj flu-- It
nauruij loo much lo u (hat we should
a. in nun or no forestry problem if
public authority
could substantially
eliminate the fire evil and at In h.iuu
.on.- nouni nueve the growing WOOd
land from the MVerity of the harden
Of taxation
The owner or growing
'reel will turn (ham Into money at tin
' ii nest opportunity so long
as he has
to pa) a tax each year on their value
and must besides cnnstantly run tin
large risk ..r lomplete loss In
fire. If the atati or public author
uycoui.i atiehit to these things in
behalf of the Individual it is prohabh
UBI tin
mounting price or lumber
would i., a sufficient Inducement for
men u raise wood, and that we should
iNb nave little oi a fofaatr) probli m

lioi

I

I

lllitli PAItTiGg

w ue s weekly, which always lake
an active Ini. rest M general politl
nut aiol.ls everything of a partisan
'liaiaet.r. calls attention to the fa
that since th. civil war the "third'
parti'M have be.n the Prohibition lata
who appeared In I 7 2. nnd who hav.
., .
. a
I
.1
l.Bll..l....l
i cu i o
in cm tv prexiuenilal c in- raag hince then, and who will rhow
oiniaen increase in tiu ir vote
th
mr; the 0 rata backers, who wci
wllb us In 1D7. and IXH4; the Cnlou
LabofJtes, who figured in ihhk; tin
rvpunau, who rolled up a ooonlar
vote of over one million, nnd an i litH

.

toral rots of twenty-on.- ,
far 4 iii'inl
James II Weaver In IXIJ. and who
are with UI yet: the Hold Denioi rn1
of the canvas of IK9I; and h- So
--

cialists,

IH.

who

made

their

udv m

In

and who are here still
i
the Prohibition!
were a decisive
(etor, The í5.0on vote whi i ihev
card for their prmlilentlnl pi id" .1- -,
M. John. In New Tork In that yen
or three-fourt- h
of n hich
w. re drawn from the rrpubllen i.
Hlalne
and made
v.ai
president A a carat, nrganix Uloo,
nnd n M filly of the fiemo-- r it . a
many western late, the Popuiw ill
1

two-thir-

d

f

i

i

O
O

K

m

ncri-UH-

.

(in-

loss to then-

I

G
N

It Is

of nationalisation arc very
much delighted at tin wny things an
shaping themselves. They think tin
present serb s of combines is hound to
end In the formation of a glgaiitl
monopoly, b. cans, tin governini nt Is
powerless to prevent railways from
carrying out the arrangements
fot
joint running or trains which the
have made
Kor instance, the (lr at
Northern, th" Midland and tin f.nu
don and Norths stern
ralhvuy. In
tead or running as at present aspa
rate I rains to and from the north or
Scotland, agree to give service two
day weekly each, and the government can not Interferí-- .
It could only Interfere if nny railroad proposed to stop any service.
Therefore It Is expected that the combine
wl'l become an accom.nllrhed
fact without
much, If any. pailln- mentnry tilndr
e.
The apostles of
or the railway
the nationalisation
therefore, pi edict that tin- trust w ill
show Its teeth
They prophesy
In
CragBed fares aBd freight, reductions
of trains and a g nernl tightening or
railway policy
Thl. they think, will
cagM an outcry against monopoly and
a iemand for (talC purchase.
There Is no doubt that the (jMOtlOtl
will be ralaed when parliament meets
and actlOB against the compatile will
be demanded.
howIt la, doubtful,
ever. If Winston Churchill will favor
an) coerslve action. For h- and Mr
I.loi
urge are well known to be
working for the nationalisation of ihe
railways as part or the policy to he
offered to the commercial community
a an alternative to
laiiff reform.
That th.- - government ha nationalisa
tion in vb w I the firm belief or the
railway compniile. and Ihnl I
th-áson ror ilieir necking anfety in mm- hinntlon,
-
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PEOPLETO

22 Weeks in Chicago.
Ami Now Coming Hero on the
crest r (i Huge Wave of

Laughter,
With nu All Star Cast and tho
I AMOt s AMERICAN GIRLS.

Laughter (iris.

.Music

Prices,

7Ge.

$1.00, $1.50.

Seats, $l'.0O.
Scats on Sale at Matson's,
day, Oct. 2nd.
BOB

It is high time to quit wearing low shoes and slippers

and change to using high
shoes. This is the only sure
way to avoid catching a cold.
Our new Fall and Winter
Styles are now ready for
your inspection and you will
find them so handsome and
closely priced that the
change will be a pleasing
and easy one.

Have written to the Editor of the

OFFICIAL SOUTHWESTERN

SOUVENIR
of the NATIONAL IRRIGATION CONGRESS expressing ther
approval oí the work and thor admiration for itp completeness
and perfection of form.

Similarly llnllering expressions have conv from many of the
great newspaper manager! of the country.
Hut the most flattering commendation Is the tremendous snle of
the book Itself tu Individúala who have seen It ami who want
their friends to .see It.

Men's

Shoes

. .

Women'.-- ,

shoes
Hoi's shoes .
Glli's Shoes .

Th ese books Are G oing
Rapidly
If

Fri-

High Shoe
Time

States

.

13.00 to $5.00
SI. 7." to 15.00
S ,98 to $2.50

.

.

.

.91-9-

0

to$a.&0

You Want One, Get It Now

tvo hundred pages. It l nn absolutely
complete reference work for the southwest It Ih magnificently
illustrated.
The book cost 7f rents to produce. It is not n money making
enterprise. Jt Is an effort to further advertise the territory and
southwest utid to help along Interest In the Irrigation Congress
and exposition.
Tho book consists of

Announcement

The Book is Therefore Being Sold
For 50 cents the Copy
The mailing charge Is 16 cents,
is furnished with each copy.

president and manager of the
bank. Its affairs have been placed in
also named before the convention
the custody of an accountant representing the commies km. it is said
The clearing house section also lu id thai the suspension win be made perIts convention this afternoon.
manent.
The amount of resources
the report ot tlm secretary and and liabilities has not been mude
were
several known, but it is believed thut ul deroutine business there
addresses, and the mutter of bank positors will be paid In full.
guaranty was also broUKbt up and
condemned.
Qnloli Relief for Asthma sufferers.
The following Officer! were elected;
B.
McDowalt,
C.
Foley's Honev anil Tar affords ImPresident.
Roc heater; vice president. Soi Wesler, mediate relief In asthma sufferers In
of New Orleans; executive oinmiltee, the worst stages and if taken in time
Bold by J. H.
C a. Buggies, of Bofetón,
Ralph A. will effect, a cure.
0 Kh lly Co.
or Chicago.
Van
M cutlvfe
At the meeting ot the
committee, immediately after adjournFunis worth Was rement, Fred
elected secretary.
After a luatcd debate C It. Ilreck- enrldgr. or Fort smith. Ark., offered
u substitute to the efffett that action on the resolution be deferred until after the queatioa came up before
the general convention. This substitute was voted down, 32 to 4ft. and
Oovernor Derrick
resolution was
then adopted.
vice

Be-sid- es

i

Vet-ten-

ST. VINCENT'S
ACADEMY

strong mailing envelope
GET ONE TODAY.

A

They are on sale in the
Morning Journal Business Office
By John Lee Clarke, Incorporated
By Fred Harvey

on

vice Jin lident for each state was

I

Un-

Positively the I'.iggest and Most
Famous Attraction 111
America.
34 Weeks in New York

The Governors of
Eleven Great

v

A

I

X
HEADQUARTERS OR NAVAJO INDIANS WHO WILL
TAKE PART IN Till. SACRED l'll!l! DANCE.

70

N

ueposi- -

committee.

lik'-l-

Jones"

With Win. Kcough us The
known,

i

moas mm

lors h is been so small as to be abso
lutely negiibic quantity.
"Therefore, be I? resolved, thai
as any plan or scheme to
make each of these banks responsible
by taxation for the acts of one an
other or to connect them with the national banking system, is cconoml- ally unsound In principle, confisca
tory in form and inimical to the lu st
interests of Its depositors, slockhokl- rs and borrowers. It would discour
age i in ui nul initiative, the best product of the American mind. It is a
specious form of paternalism and so
cialism, it would tena to encourage
speculation iiiul an undue expansion
Of credit.
"Therefore, be it resolved, that we
enter the most solemn protest against
chai lion into law by stales or the nation of any principia so subvene u
sound económica nd so revolutionary
in character,"
Alter a discussion of the postal savings banks a motion was carried placing the savings bank action in opposition to the establishment of postal savings banks and asking the sup
port of the American Bankers'
in this opposition.
J. 11. Johnson, of Detroit, was
elected president Of the savings bank
section and Win. It. (.'n ear tlret ilce
president, by the executive commitasao-elati-

"Little Johnny

B
L

A

S

t

lo come.
Apostles

Jos. M. (lute
presents
GEO. M. COHAN'S
rhenomctiul Musical Hit,

N

E

a cablegram lo the New York Hei
aid under London date ..r tin- isth,
del lares that tin- issm or tin- nation
alisation of the Blitkdl railways
tee.
what we cal! in this country, governw.
Ravenscroft, of Denver; A.
ment ownership Is becoming every W. Johnstone, of Si hnectady, ti, Y..
da mole acutCi and o very day thi and N. J. Wood, of New Orleans, were
opinion would se. in to he growing elected new nu mbers of the executive
stronger and stronger that

I

A

H

portant discussion In the savings bank
section "f Ihe American Bankers association, took place at the afternoon
session today, when the questions of
postal savings banks and the guaranty
Of bank deposits were taken up. WhllO
It was evident thut the sentiment was
practically unanimous against postal
savings banks and overwhelmingly
against the guaranty idea, a rcspi c
table minority tried to prevent action on the latter question, contending that It was a matter for the convention of all the members of the association to decide upon nnd not for
a
section.
John Behuette, of Wisconsin, araj
lly speaker In tuvor of tin
th
guaranty of bank deposits.
He opposed the establishment of
postal savings banks ,011 the ground
thut it would establish is. 000 banks
to compete with other banks of the
countrj
He favored the guaranty or the
bank deposit nlnn in order to avert
the establishment or the postal savings banks and
declared that the
bankers id the country would have
10 face one or the other of these issues.
former Ooverhor Myron T. Her-rick, of Ohio, then offered the following resolution;
W hereas, this savings bank see- lion ol the American 11, inkers' as- ociation represents the Bavin j. or the
people of the I'nileil States, and.
' Whereas,
the record of these banks
for conservatism.
liability and tin
ielflSh devotion to the interest of
their depositors. Is unequalled in any
country in the world, and,

MATINEE AND NIGHT
OCTOBER 3rd.
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Morning JsOHMl SduTiiI lasted Wire)
Denver, Sept. 19. The most im-
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Members
Favor
Neither
Democratic or Republican
Bank Planks.
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INDIAN TRADING POST V
A
West Gold
204
Opposite First National Hank.
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I'oiak i s statement I. aves
aj Ihrr paper In
on. . riri'iilutiun II.
r Mrvi.n Tllf .mil pillier III r llrmu no possible doubt as lo his
...... rirry .1
intentions
In th
ear.
and pur poste, li. is ut to defeat Mr
Taft and is going to bond nil his po" 1... yit.rnltiK Journal luis a higher rlr- Tim. s
ni rgi. y toward thai . nd.
s
rúeil I., any litical
mlaüon ratine limn
.r
Sir: Since our Interview
or anr oilier
In Alhimnerutie
iher i'.i"
as
he
mm
f,
to
be
himself UP
L
ilall.r In f Mrii." The American Nena-- i
September
follow
was
which
i
he
no
less anxious to pull Mr. Tuft
..(.' r IHrcitiiry.
d on S' pti tuber 23 by the pubdown.
the campaign
progresses
lication in the Times of a state-- WURN
nnd
I
Senator
llt( LATIOS.
Fmaker percwfvefl bow
ment hen made by me relative
Terrll.rv ( New Maslon,
hopeless
the t.,sk ..r rehabilitating
tuunty ..f lteruallllt. aa.
to the article attributed to the an- I:. S. Houclier. appearing befnri m
imt-himself It Is obvious that he will work
thorship or the late drover Cleveo:i ly and firm bfttSg duly IWora. declares
and aaya that he ts huilnesa manager of Tin the mors despere tely to defeat the re- land which was published In tile
Journal Publishing I'ompa.iy of Albuquerque. publican candidate for president.
Near Mesleo. and that during the inorth of
now desire
Times on August oil.
"Whether be can accomplish, bis
t- of OCS w,
.ugust vol. an
of
say
come
lo
since
there
that
has
Sliesjoarqaa Morn Inc. Journal,
Tii
purpose dependa on the amount of Inprinted ai. circulated each day.
to my know ledge "evidence" which
(.Signed)
D 8. BOUCnm.
fluence that is i,rt to Mr. Forager
leaves In my mind no doubt of
Manager.
Jlusi in
Sworn nnd uhacribed to before inc. a no. since the exposure or gjs
relations
the fact that the said article was
tary public In and for the territory and with the Standard Oil company.
Hut
It day of fjuptem'jtr,
...inily uforesuii!. Un
not written nor signed by Qrovef
one thing is certain.
'."V
In all his pollt-rareCleveland,
and therefore - in my
(Signed) II x. PACKSBT,
leal
Mr. Roosevelt has never
Notary Public.
opinion, no longer entitled to
had ti
il with so able ami . 'Sliet'llte
credit as his production.
an m ini as the one who now con- TEKMJ OF II BM mi l to
my judgMrs. Cleveland, in
laily. by carilcr. ..i. mouth
fionts
him
in
Mr
Tart s own state,
t
Dally, by mall, one month
ment, was right in regarding
"
is war to th
mil
when she positively declared to us
"some unde
able citizen suggests
AI.HI Ql Kill I
NBW HKXII O
since Its publication "I do not bethat after Mi lions, veil gctl through
lieve it is genuine."
i therefore
w Ittl
Korn ker. ih hare handed
tuaael
W II. I,
hasten to inrorm you ol my con
Hit EIVE ATTENTIO.V
"lilt a tlg.r In frlCS will seem ton
elusion rezardlna tin artlch and
tain, to be int. Testing.
beg o express th.- hope an
The ii'l'l
s
Mi. Ootid)', presithat .' will promptly giv.
dent of tin- Rational Irrigation con
OKE.T PBTOIFAl TIOX.
this commtinloatlon the aame
Kress, delivered at noon y rati rday in
giec of prominence in the v m
the convention hall, before one of th
The Technical World Magaatne tells
that was given to the Máteme
largest audiences . v. r assembled
In of a hat Is probably the largest single
made by me in your issue of Se
sp.
Albuquerque was aa able a dukertatlen
limen or petrifaction ever known,
ti mber gf.
Yours respectfully.
upon Irrigation problema as was ever which was discovered not long ago in
K s HASTINGS,
deUyend in th- united .states, ami our neighboring territory of Arizona.
wide circulation and much IfflpOI- will attract attention and interest in It consists of th,. trunk of a tree icltlt ta
lire was given to the article becaUSl
very section of the country when in branch stubs still Intact, which has it represented Mr.
Cleveland as fafall.-across tin- hi ad 01 a consider voring the election or Mr. Taft. who
natural condition render
irrigation
necessary. While the BddrOM was able cani on and there
"turned to liad lust been nominated, it was
full of Interest throughout, a f.u of stone."
made public within a few weeks al'l r
the points presented by tin apt iki
Tin bilge roots of the r.'.ll. n inon-elgthe
death.
(lOMrVe especial mention:
arch rtM to a height of
or ten
Tie intimate friends of Mr. CleveFirst, hi suggestion that Irrigation ti
at om end. w bile tl IC upper ex- - land expressed
doubt as to his authorshould lie under laws am! regulations ircmity of the trunk is burled In (In- ship r it. Mrs. Cleveland expressed
orby
district association- or
soft formation or the land in which il lb.- same doubt;
male
but upon the a sur- ganizations ratio i than under a gen- grew. Tin trunk II more than fifty a
of Mr. Hastings that tile artille
eral code of laws sppllcable to all feet long, and spans a canyon at least appear
be genuine, the Tillies
parts of the country alike, Is sound rortj r.et wide. It forms a petfecU) printed II
Kttd nec.ssary. in cause of the differ Mild bridge "fa diameter of from five
Mis. CI veland, assisted by the per
Tit conditions,
that exist In different feet to two at the smaller end. Trees sonal fin nds of her husband, then inSections,
Bat to carry out that id. a of considerable size hafe grown up
a searching
investigation of
we must have certain general laws to around It from the bed of the canyon. stituted
the matter and Mr, Hastings Withdrew
IIS It
Melle IIS a COnStltUtlOn,
Uele. Mum ,,r them considerably higher now his indorsement. The announcement
prercrlbtng- limits to the field vlthtr than the fallen tree Is long.
n,r in the Times was then decided upon.
ulilih such district associations muy me ii link or tin- petrified monster
it appears from this announcement
net, in order to prevent wrong being they throw a Welcome shad In tin
that the article was sold to the Times
by
doni for Instance,
OTOS which gather r.ir mil s.
around by Broughton Brandehburg, a maga
associations appropriating water that to it on the stony trunk during the ziin writer, who agreed to pay to thi
hi
ought to
at
reservrd for
of the .In
Cleveland estate a percentage "( the
sections; and,
This Is a considerable distance fron
proceeds of ih. tale ol not only the
Second, his siigg. tl.in III favor of Ih. Arizona petrified forest, and Is on.
article In question, but of others
..r
ii,..
.
....
Information,
of
ri national bureau
oi me gr. at desert winch he said had been prepared b)
covering the entire field of irrigation s' "'
" is considered quite probabh li in under the direction of Mr. Cleveiiinl water rights, so that any Individ vi miners w no nave Men tin- tie, that land
.Mr
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ual or corporation, contemplating tie Its Interior portions are practically
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OCCIDENTAL LIFE invitation.
To the stockholders, policy holders
and friends of the Occidental Life
Insurance company:
We cordially Invite you while In
particularly
during
Irrigation Congress and fair,
to visit our Home Office: make It
your headquarters; have your mall
sent In our care, and do your correspondence with our material.
We will also be glad to answer any
Inquiries you may make in advance,'
or to secure you accommodations.
Sincerely yours,
J. II. O'AIBLLT,
Scc'y and Gen. Manager.

Albuquerque, Jí. M.
The Art Cluss of tho Academy
is now open.
Lessons In Water Color, Oil nnd
I
d
China
Painting,
Uraulng anil t rayon Work.
China Painting a specialty.
Terms, .v per month.
For further information apply
to
BISTER BUPERIon.
rcc-iiun-

NAVAJO
Blankets
NEW SHIPMENT.
PATTERNS AND RIGHT
PRICES AT

A

FINE

DAVIS & ZEARING
TIIK

Fl HNISIIKHS
Wist Gol!.

HOUSE
i!0.-

-

i

I

F.very new Invention has its la
tlsrn of blood. Hut this will not

ter the
from the pursuit of
aviation, or whatever the
process mu by that time be termed.
There must always he a few hide
bound
to prefer
term
firma and unbroken hom to the
testacies of flight; but deaplt,.
trophes. fatalities even, there will always be plenty of the adjrntniou- - not
only to furnish victim, hut to push
experiment and Innntlon to the limit
cnnni-rvatlv-

nit.

California Hank (
Fresno, Calif., Rapt, $. The Valley
Savings bunk, of Fi'sno. Incorporated
lust January, with an atithoriacil cspl-ta- l
of $(Mi.fliio. haa heen closed by
rder of the state hunk coinmisaloii.
In the absence of J. B. Mnnnette,

AM WILLING
to Demonstrate my Faith in the Profitableness of Terrace Property and
Will Guarantee Your Investment for
Three Years, Together With Interest
at 8 per cent per Anhum and taxes
upon Any Lots at Present Prices on
Silver or Central Avenues; Provid-

ing, You Will Allow Me One-hal- f
the
Profits Above the 8 per cent and
Taxes at the Expiration of 3 years.
1VL P. STAMM, Cor.
3rd and Gold

THE ALBUQUERQUE

both games today from New York.
R. H. E.
Flrft game
4
002 021 00
St. Louis
Í
NVw York ... .000 000 0O0 0
I 6
Batteries How.-I- I
and 'Spencer;
Lake ant) Sweeney.
ft. H. K.
second gome

MAJOR LEAGUE

T.N.Linville
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LEGAL NOTICES.
NOTICE.

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
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2
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1
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and Is o'evotlng
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for
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New York
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Pittsburg
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ó 9
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good
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your possession.
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We Carry a Full Line of
Fancy and Staple Groceries

l

y

Loudon's Jersey Farm

uom-merc-

For PURE ICE CREAM

I

This week, let us supply you
with condensed
Eagle Brand, 15e can.
Hawkeye, large cans, 10c.
Carnation, large cans, 10c.
Note these prices, you arc
likely paying more.
FRESH Aunt Jemima ' Pancake Flour,
2 pkgs. for 25c.

1402

PHONE

COLOMBO

MILK

j

Theater

i

d

1

ALBUQUERQUE CASH

GROCERY CO.
HOMER H. WARD, Mgr.

Lls,

..--

Sh amus
O'Brien

i
j

315 Mnrbta Ave.

MAJESTIC THEATER
Wednesday, Thursday,

Friday.

'

CRYSTAL

n,

Rogue Tricks. Under False Colors,
pream, a Veiled Reouty,
San Francisco Earthquake.
a soldiers-

-

SONGS,
"Some Day When Dreams Come
True," "Down Where iho Suwaneo
River FlAs." "Rlggest and Best
show. Continuous Show from 2 lo 5
p. in.: 7 to !0:M p. in.

Trans-Missls-slp-

lu

tlubbs Laundry Co.
"Our Work is Best"

r,

WHITE WAGONS

jdiy-dcli)- n

212

E V E R I T T

,

ll

.t.

rail-rood-

WHITNEV COMPANY

.

".

or-der-

. .

sh

JVKI

CHARLES ILPELD CO.
Wholesalers of Everything

j

.

lh

US

Albuquerque Carriage
Company
First and Tijeras

ft

1

i

WOLKING & SON
Aermotor WimlniilK Pumps, Tanks,
and SabStruCtnTeS, Well Driving and
Drilling n Speclialty.
Repairing,

Albuquerque, New Mexicu.
TEL. 1485

70V N.

EIGHTH

He was cheered by the El Pasoans
and other spectators, but merely turned u bright pink In the face and walked on.

EPES It AMlOI.I'll AMI PARTY
RERE FOR THE tOM.HKKS
Epes Randolph, president of nil the
Harrl rajan hues in Ariaong nnd Mexico, came in yesterday morning In his
private ear, the Otsego, from Tuo-on-,
He was accompanied by w. R, Martin, superintendent of the union depot
at El Paso and r malned here during
the day meeting the del, gates and
the busy scenes on tho streets
of Albuquerque,
WILL INTEREST MANY
Every person should know that good
health Is impoiislbln If the kidneys are
dnranged Foley Kidney Remedy will
cure kidney and bladder disease In
every form, nnd will build up nnd
strengthen these organs so they will
perform their functions properly. No
danger of Bright's disease or diabetes If Foley's Kidney Remedy Is tsk-e- n
In time. J. H. O'RIelly Co.

Porch swings, si.so.

Planing

Albuquerque

MUX

Window humos, St.TB. ITbuqurrque
Planing B1IIL
OI R

Till:
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FASHION

NEVER
CAFE.

GRUMRLE.

nctrn oood ick cream, and

ICE CREAM SODA.
DIMJG STORE.
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LIITLE
CAFE.

